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It

was this: “Calculations based upon

the religion or

morality which are of vital and essential importance

commonwealth. Both are

The top

stays

because

it is

ignorant of the

which Constitutional freedom rests.
away from the polls on election day,

not agreeable or entertaining to vote;

man on such days to vote
for whoever favors political jobs likely to yield
large spoils, ready to lie and cheat and use the
worst means most unscrupulouslyto carry their
ends. These are festers, cancers, eating into the
domestic, social and political life of the nation.
Freedom ow’es nothing to these extremes. The top
is indifferent, the bottom is gratified when a saloon
bottom

the

is

present to a

have the rule over you and submit your- the most authoritative statistics go to show' that
selves," and the Apostle Paul, in the first epistle Catholic immigrants and their children ought to
he wrote (1 These. 5: 12), told his brethren about constitutein the United States a Catholic popula- despotism is established, because then it has its way.
some who, he said, “are over you in the Lord.” tion of 20,000,000. But the fact is that the Cath- The nation has never before been so seriously

them

that

There are and always will be persons to whom the olics in that vast country scarcely exceed 10, 000,- threatened as it is to-day, through these importavery name of authority is odious. Nevertheless it 000.” To prevent a. similar loss in the future the tions of European customs and the dregs of Eurowill exist. The Church of the Lord Jesus is not a plea was made for such provisions as would main- pean peoples.
But the great heart is sound. We have spoken
mob nor a disorderly crowd, but an organized com- tain here the national characteristics of these immimunity, and as such has officers and they have grants. A very cool and impertinent proposition, of the extremes, using the terms of everyday life.
exhibiting absolute indifference to the welfare of But the top of the social structure is not to be found
authority.
the people of the United States. The embarrassing among the four hundred, — Society, so-called. It
The Rev. Dr. Pierson says that during his misresult of the plea, if granted, would be the organi- consists of the men and women of intelligence,
sionary tours he met with not a few' ministers of
zation of colonies throughout the United States, of sterling integrity, of consistent piety, of true
Christ who said that they “ w ould not goad their
foreign in speech, in customs, and in opinions, whose patriotism,of public spirit, of executive ability and
people to more giving: it is all they can do now to
children would be educated, as they are now' in Illi- sound judgment. Of these there arc more than
get their own salary.” And he justly remarks that
nois and Wisconsin, in a foreign . tongue and in seven thousand in every State, who have not and
these men make a fatal mistake, not only for the
schools from which instructionin the history of the w'ill not bow’ the knee to Baal. These constitute in
*
Lord’s cause, but for their ow n interest. A church
country and in the nature of its institutions would be the body politic and social the vigorous, healthful
learns by giving; and the more they give the larger
rigidly excluded/ While we are far from admiring flesh which resists, sloughs off the diseased portions,
and the easier will be their gifts. Selfishness grows
Irish Romanism, w’e prefer it, because it uses the and maintains active, energetic,useful life, and proby indulgence, and so does liberality. The man
English language, to German or Polish, Bohemian vides a foundation for hope for the future.
who hoards wTants continually to add more and yet
or Italian Romanism, each educating the children
There are powers at work to keep alive and to
more to his pile, while the man who gives comes to
in and through their mother tongue. These people save the Republic. One is the public school system.
learn the blessedness of giving, and finds it ever
ought to be thankful for the opportunitiesenjoyed It operates mightily upon the children of the ignoeasier to relax his purse strings. Moreover, they
in the United States to better their condition,and rant masses imported through purely mercenary
who learn to keep an open heart, an open hand and
not undertake to Europeanize the country or estab- motives by European steamship companies. It is
.

an open purse for the Lord’s cause, wdll he the

more

ready to see that the Lord’s ministers are properly

supported. We have yet to hear of any pastor
w’hose stipend was lessened or endangered by his

here separate and divided interests. At the lifting up thousands yearly to a high plane of intelsame time, if the antagonism betw'cen Irish and ligence and to a knowledge of the fundamental prinlish

Continental Romanists should induce the latter to

would not lament the
there was preached in this

city,

tained that the Church of the present day had outthe creeds of the

Reformation, just

as a

of others.

result.

It teaches

Our Country.

rpHE

morality,

weak. At

is

and

the top, as

attend a so-called sacred concert. These practices
have

tion in the

been learned during frequent

its

from

overthrow.

language of the country, in the history of

sound, the extremitiesare diseased the nation, and

man judges, are the overpass? Are our theologians aonter and wiser, our rich, presumptuous toward God and man on account
scholars more learned, our laymen more active, our of their riches, who may attend a Christian service
Christian life on a higher plane, our graces richer on Sabbath morning, who do make the Sabbath
and more abundant than they
were three centuries afternoon and evening a holiday. They drive in
*
ago when men often confessed the faith at the risk the Park on the Lord’s Day or on some highway
of property, liberty or even life itself? If not, for pleasure, return to a-dinner party, to be followed
where is the growth? In the same discourse it is by cards or a musicale, or recitations, readings, and
said, “ Our creeds must be adapted to the universal so on, which serve as a substitute for a theatrical
offer of salvation.” When were they not? Who performance. Some go to the casino or theatre, or
can show any where in the consensus of the Reformed symbols anything inconsistent with the
most unrestricted offer of the Gospel? It is their
gross ignorance of the old theology which makes
men cry out against it as a bondage or a fetter, and

be protected and defended

Every attempt to exclude from the school instruc-

nation enters a new year of life. The

cm heart
great

man

outgrow’s a boy’s clothes. I low' has this come to

It is to

the assaults of the enemies who seek

and

reported in the daily press, a sermon which main-

grown

Anglo-Saxon freedom.

forsake the Papacy, the people of the United States self-respect,a due regard for the rights and interests

people’s liberality to the wrork of missions.

Recently

ciples of

visits to Conti-

nental Europe and are importations, worthless and

true

in the political

freedom cannot

unsparingly,

and

The nation has a
mand and
in

exist,

should he condemned

resisted with

might and main.

right to maintain itself, to de-

secure in the

common

genuine patriotism that

for

axioms without which

w ill

schools* an

education

prepare the children

good and useful citizenship. It has a right to

demand and enforce compulsory education of

the

right kind,

The Sabbath-schoolsare turning many from unrighteousness,imparting to thousands a
of the true
to be the

God and

Redeemer of

knowledge

Him whom He hath sent
men. They are enlightening

of

and quickening stupefied and ignoran1 consciences

dangerous. Some of the most grossly dishonest and making them the voice of God n the soul.
mismanagement of incorporated trusts during the They are purifying polluted hearts, sc itening hard

July
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The “ Industrial Christian Alliance ” is the name
promised land to a long journey in the wilderness. of a new organization in this city for rescuing outthe degraded to GodlikeneHs and Christlikeness. It
casts who desire to reform. The names of leading
becomes all patriotic citizens to cherish and Oh, for an influence of the Spirit to convert the business men as well as clergymen are included in its
bears into faith and courage and cheer and symstrengthen the Sahhath -schools, to multiply them, to

hearts, teaching

humanity to the brutal, and lifting

sacramental host from the very borders of the

They will establish a
central depot with several industries. Sixty days
will be allowed a man to get fairly oh his feet, during
which time steady work will be given him. After
the central depot is shifted, a similar one will be
begun for women, and rescue missions will be established to care for the children. An industrial farm
on Long Island is also contemplated. To inspire out-

list of

plant and maintain them where iniquity abounds and

pathy.

reigns. Christians day and night unceasingly and

A New

importunately should pray God to bless the Sabbath-school.

The missions

churches are exerting a steadily

of the

increasing restraining and enlightening power upon
the mass of irreligion, superstition and

men
a new and

create a moral atmosphere which

and receive

consciously,

They

are sources of light

vice.

1

hey

breathe unbetter

life.

and life. Patriotic men

and women who would have the torch of freedom
burn more steadfastlyand with increasing brightgive a generous support to Christian

ness, should

The charter of
God. Liberty is a

missions in town and country.

was

in

preparation by two professors in Union Theo-

logical Seminary. Recently wo

have received from
casts with a determination to take hold of life again
Houghton, Mifflin & Co., the American publishers,
and attain independence, and to tide them over their
Part I. of the complete work. It is edited by Dr.
first struggle, is the leading idea of this unsectarian
Francis Brown, with the co-operation of Dr. Driver
but truly Christian charity.
and Dr. Briggs. Dr. Driver takes care of pronouns,
prepositions and particles, Dr. Briggs of terms in Old
The munificent gift of (1,000,000 by Mr. James B.
Testament Religion, Theology mid Psychology, and
Colgate, of

Brown of the rest, together with the general edi
torial management. The book is made in England,
where Dr. Brown has been since January seeing it
Dr.

this city,

to Colgate University, formerly

Madison.” at Hamilton, N.

.rights is the

Word

of

to establish a despotism under the form of uni-

The arrangement of matter

is

orderly and convenient,

and the informationgiven is just what is wanted.
versal suffrage. If good men divide, if they
The editors have given way to the popular but deantagonize teach other, while the servants and
testable pedantry of writing the incommunicable
slaves of the saloon stand and vote together, a des- name of God in the outlandish form Yahweh, as if
potism will exist. The saloon is a centre, a concen- that told any more to any body than does Jthorah,
tration of all evil. May the day never come when a word which has been in’ the language for centuries,
Americans shall consent to the supremacy of the and is known to everybody. They are, too, in hearty
saloon. The new national year may well begin sympathy with the negative criticism which makes
with the resolutionof all lovers of Christian liberty patchwork of the Old Testament. Thus, under
Elohim, we are told that it is used by P (50 times in
that the saloon shall not

rule.

story of creation and deluge, elsewhere
(91 1.),

Bulls and Bears.

by

D

by J

10 t.,

chiefly in poetic sources

and

so

28 t.),

{which are

on. Again, under ashmn,

by

generations

said

better

The testimony of scientific experts in the trial of
Ameer Ben Ali, alias “ Frenchy,” is assuring to those
who hope that the detection of crime may be made

more and more certain, so that honest people may
live safely and without fear. The witness of the
specialistswho tested

the blood stains was positive,

and exhibited an exactness and minuteness of analysis very

acceptable to gotxl and quiet citizens. Many

will rejoice in the skill

extends around

attained and the safeguard

it

human life. The testimony of other

experts in rebuttal was negative rather than positive,

E and seemed

cited),

it is

to

come. How

Y., will bless

can a man preserve his name
and perpetuate his influence in the world than by
weakling where a knowledge ot and faith in the through the press. We suppose that plates are sent
the endowment of some worthy educationalor benevBible art* not. Liberty did not live among men to this side. The work is very well done, there being
olent institution, with the accumulations of an inuntil the Reformation unchained the Bible and gave exceeding accuracy, so far as we have examined.
dustrious and successful business life? One-half of
The Lexicon will represent the existing stage of
it to the world, and exists now in virile strength
the income from this gift is to be paid annually to
only where the Bible is accepted as the rule of life. scholarshipvery exactly. It will have the advantage the Universityfor its current expenses; the other half
of all the additions made to Muhlan and Volak’s sucThey are free indeed whom the truth makes free.
is to be funded, and is to be called “The Dodge Mecessive editions of Uesenius’s manual, this being
morial Fund,” in honor of the late President, EbenThe Republic has often been in peril, is now, and
“ authorized,”as well as of all the philological attainezer Dodge, the income to lx? expended as its customay be again and again. No other form of govments made elsewhere. How wide a sweep the edidians may determine. By this generous and graceful
ernment among men is as worthy of preservation.
tors have taken is seen from the list of abbreviations,
Among political organizations it is God’s best gift which occupies more than three quarto pages, each act the man who gives of his wealth erects a monument to the man who gave himself to the noble work
to man. Let us away with party distinctions, and having triple columns. No authority seems to have
of higher education. Mr. Colgate wisely applies his
let every man who rightly values and heartily loves escaped their piercing glance.
great wealth in giving this large sum to the cause of
The fulness of the matter rather crowds the {>age,
American freedom, vote and live for the welfare of
Christian education, and in making it a fitting and
the commonwealth.Partisan victories are evils if and we suppose that this book would hardly do for lasting memorial to an honored teacher.
they achieve not the common good. It is possible beginners,but for all others it will be a great boon.

human

.

Edition of Robinson's Translation
of Gesenius's Hebrew Lexicon.
I T has been known that a new edition of Robin1 son’s translationof Gesenius’s Hebrew Lexicon

thirty-six incorporators.

this or

on the suppositionthat
that might have happened to the stains. The
to rest mainly

majority of men will accept the conclusions of the

and Bears” are not limited in their that “the trespass-offering is unknown to J E D and distinguished scientists who applied the tests and
-D habitat to Wall street. They cover a wide the older Hebrew literature.” Still the word occurs ascertainedthe constituents of the blood spots, rather
in 1 Sam. 6: 3, 4, 8, 17, and though the editors say
range and have domesticated themselves quite extenthan that of those who made no analysis and inthat this is “entirely different from the trespass44
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ULLS

sively in the

comes

into

Church. In making

his calls the

constant contact with them and

pastor

leanis their

and characters very thoroughly.
He can soon locate them as accurately as the exjie-

respective natures

rienced huntsman or fisherman knows the resorts of

his game. There are places w here a cordial wel-

come greets the

caller

and a genial, sunshiny

influ-

dulged in conjectures. Was the defence afraid* of
submitting the stains to its own experts for examinastand without support.
tion? If the trial should result in the identification
We should think that the whole work would ocand punishment of “Jack the Ripper,” who foiled
cupy at least twenty parts of the same size as this
the London police,* it will be greatly to the credit of
first one (80 pages). If so, it would cost but ten
Inspector Byrnes and his detectives.
dollars, and it would take more than ten times that
sum to get the information here brought together
In the series of important events characterizing the
offering of P,” that assertion cannot

be allowed to

ence jiervades the house. Pleasant, assuring w ords and conveniently arranged. The work is a great past week none has greater promise of beneficial fruitfulness than the President’sproclamation extending
are spoken, w’ords that cheer and strengthen, and credit to the scholars concerned.
the privilege of copyright in the United States to the
he goes aw ay braced as with a tonic.
people of Belgium. France, Great Britain and the
News and Comments.
But, as an offset to this class, he must make his
British possessionsand Switzerland. The privilege
It is a singular thing that there an* several daily
way to those whose influence upon him is reverse
includes photographs, lithographs and chroraos, as
newspapers in this city, each of which, according to
in character and effect. He is greeted with an
well as books. Opposition to the law adopted by
its own account, is the leading journal of its class,
exclamation of w onder at his appearance; is regal#!
Congress was aroused in Europe, on the ground that
has the largest circulation, and is conspicuous for
by hearing how long it is since he has been there, modesty and adherence to truth. Some persons it required that the works of authors admitted to
and may be has his delinquency contrasted with the would say that these claims are somewhat inconsist- copyright on the same basis as that enjoyed by our
own citizens, should be published in this country.
greater attentiveness and faithfulness of his prede- ent with each other and with possibility, but such
But the statute was framed in the interest of authors
cessor. For his edification he is told how different persons are behind the age and have no conception
and not of publishers. It secures to the author his
the Church is now' from what it used to be; how of the wide range of modern journalism. They need
natural right of property in the productions of his.
much smaller the congregationis, how much harder to get their eyes opened, so as to perceive and under- own mind, and is not only an act of simple justice,
stand the huge progress of men and things in our
it is to raise money, etc. When he goes out from
but the only act required by the situation. The
day.
such a call his elasticity has subsided, things look
European publisher has no right to vend his wares in
different, and as he walks homew ard he buttons up
The census returns show that the mineral products this country, except under such conditions as the
the year amounted in value people of the United States choose to establish. He
What a difference between the bulls and the to (566,988,450, the greatest total ever reported for pays no taxes, contributes nothing toward maintainbears. There are some who from January to De- any country. The number of mining establishments ing the government, simply sends his wares hither
that he may receive a profit. The law secures popucember never have a word of cheer or sympathy. is given as 30,000, the number of persons employed
lar editions at moderate prices, in which American
If they ever do attempt, in their way, to praise, it in mining industry as 512.114; the annual wages paid,
(212,409,809;the capital employed in actual mining publishers excel. And it secures cloth-bound booka
is very much like giving a dog a bone with a kick.
000,000. Buoh evidence of indus- that will not go to pieces under the use of one week.
We knew a man once, u good man, too, whose
The average English binding in cloth is notorfously
trial development is very encouraging. The proporexpressionsof approval would be made in very
worthless. It is common for such a volume to liegin
tion of wages to total value of products indicates that
bearish wav. It would come in word ami manner
the workmen are well paid. To this outlay must be to break up under a first reading. The result of the
that not so much lifted that one occasion up, but added the expense of machinery, of repairs, of mate- long contest over international copyright is to be
rather dragged the general average down. “ There, rial used in production, in order to estimate the cost welcomed with great gratification.The la\fc as it
that’s something like; you’re improving.” The of production, and when this has been done, the re- stands is probably not perfect, and under trial defects
mainder proves that only a moderate profit is secured may appear; but it is a good and hopeful beginning
his coat

and wonders if he

is

getting malaria.

of the United States for

L

•>

made sad w ork of it
in the early Jewish Church, and sent back the on
“ bears” with their evil report

the capital invested.

in securing justice for authors.

The Rev. Goyn Talmage, D.D.

does not suggest in the least the idea of decrepitude.

intended more as a companion than
TpDITOR of The Christian Intelligencer: a support. On the top of it is engraved my name,
Invited to give some reminiucenceefor the re- and under this, “June 1, 1866, from J. V. S.” So
ligious journal which I have been reading weekly, you see this gold-headed cane has passed its silver

BY THE REV.

DeWITT TALMAGE, D.D.

T.

It evidently

Erroneous Ideas and Methods in the Study

is

of the Scriptures.
The Higher Criticism.

.

from the time
cerning
I find

I

could read at

all, until

my brother Goyn Talmage

myself not

sufficiently

now, and con-

recently ascended,

recovered from

the

shock

sudden taking off to make a* worthy response.
Reminiscences require a placid mood, and it will be
some time before I regain that equilibrium.
The excellent and comprehensive addresses delivered at my brother’s obsequies by the Rev. Drs.
Drury, Mills and Searle, and the sympathetic prayers
offered by Doctors Reed and Taylor touched the chief
of his

*

points of his character.

Four of us brothers in the ministry, and I the
youngest, while I had no influence over them, they
wielded great influence over me. Two of them have
preached their last sermon. Goyn had but one fault,
and that was depreciation of himself. He always
underrated his ability. No one so well as myself
knows what pulpits and editorial chairs he declined
through sheer modesty. The graver characteristics
of his nature were lightened by a wit and humor that
glowed in all his conversations, and flashed here and
there in many of his sermons. He felt that sometimes a laugh was as sacred as a tear, and that Elijah
was justifiable when he told the Baalites to pray
louder as their god might be asleep, or gone

and that Job did well

when

a-

visiting,

he told his self-conceited

wisdom would die with them, and that
Christ made good use of irony when he said to
the corrupt Pharisees, “The whole need not a
physician.” While Goyn could be down-hearted
and depressed about nothing, as all persons of mercurial temperament sometimes are, his life was a happy
life. The last time I saw him he was in a gale of
spirits. When he came to our house it was a signal
for lively times. All the children would gather
around to participate in the hilarity, and even the
dog would rouse up to an alertness unwonted, and
show disposition to join in the merriment. You could
not appropriatelytell of it on the funeral day, but I
tell it now that' Goyn had in him an inexhaustibleresource of fun. At the same time, he was an intensely
religious man. The things of eternity were more to
him than the things of time. He did not dramatize
religion. It was to him a tremendous reality. He
advisers that

lived the Gospel as well as preached

it.

would have been active twenty
years to come. He showed no signs of physical or
mental abatement. The last time we were together
I

thought that he

we took a rapid walk out to the Somerville Cemetery,
where he now

sleeps,

and we then discussed the traits

of that large group of relatives,whose epitaphs we
read on the tombstones all about us, and the characteristics

of many of the old neighbors who are

in

the

same “ God’s Acre” waiting for the Resurrection of
the Just. Wliat a noble generation sleep there. If
we do our work a hundredth part as well as they did
theirs we will do splendidly.

As multitudes could testify, Goyn was a rousing
preacher. When he stood in Brooklyn Tabernacle
he stirred everything up from pulpit to stonn-door.
He did not believe in the sanctity of humdrum. I
wish you would print, if it is in readable manuscript,
his sermon on the “Woman of Samaria at Jacob’s
well.” I never heard it, but am told it was a great
sennon. The first timej heard him preach, his text
was, “ Oh that I had the wings of a dove that I might
fly away and be at rest. ’ It was fourteen years of
age listening to twenty-four. As I remember it across

the years,

it

was a most elevated discourse. He

preached until the
into

Glory! But

my brother to

I

last, and stepped from the pulpit
am too near the Life and Death of

give reminiscences.

My Gold-Headed Cane,
BY THE REV. PETER STRYKER, D.D.

rpHERE

are many gold-headed canes, some of
-L fourteen carats, some of eighteen carats, some
only gold plated. Some are big, and others little.
Some are carried by dudes, many by infirm old gentlemen, and, perhaps, the majority, like mine, stand

corner. No doubt each has a
we could get at it, these histories

most of the tune
history,

and

if

in the

would make a large and interesting volume. I can’t
speak for the others, but I think mine has-been in
obscurity long enough, and so I propose to tell a little
about it, hoping that the narrative, which will be
short, may not only interest, but profit those kind
enough to read it.
My cane

is

BY THE REV.

A. H.

HUIZINGA, PH.D.

H.

anniversary.

A GAINST

now commonly conceived and carried on, especially by
sary to say, I first met J. V. S.
those who love to call themselves advanced or proway, near Dey street. He is a large man, and
gressive or scientific critical scholars, we make the folwalking up to me, he gave me his right hand, and
lowing charges
then closed his left hand over the top of my right
First. They manifest in all their writings an arrohand clasped in his, and said, “You don’t know me,
gant, conceited spirit, assuming the exclusive right to
but I know you. I have just taken a pew in your
be called scientific, which is offensive in the extreme.
church in Thirty-fourth street, and I want to greet
It is high time that some of these bubbles of conceit
you as my pastor.” Since that I have often seen him.
should be pricked, in order that they may collapse.
I never pass by his place of business without stopping
They know all there is to be known about every subject
a moment to speak to him, and it is no infrequent
of Biblical study, and that with as much assurance as
thing for him to put his big arm around me and emthough they had participated personally in all the
brace me. It is a lucky thing for me that I am not a
events, read the minds of all the characters of Biblical
woman, and so no scandal has come of it.
history, and looked over the shoulders of all the
But why this love, like that between David and
writers, composers, editors and “redactors” who had
Jonathan? For I love him as much as he loves me.
anything to do with the writing of the Sacred Books.
He says I led him to Christ, as in the olden time AnThis claim to the exclusive right to be considered addrew led his brother Simon. And that date, June 1,
vanced and scientific is simply nauseating.
1866, tells when J. V. 8. was received to the fellowIf some of these advanced critics will take the
ship of the church. Two weeks after, with twentytrouble to read the articles of Prof. Win. Henry
five other young disciples, he sat down for the first
Green in recent numbers of the “ Hebraica,” they
time at the table of the Lord, and at my hands rewill find that something can be said on the conservaceived the emblems of the Saviour’s dying love. Last
tive side of the question which is just as scientific,
Sabbath was the twenty-fifth anniversary of that
just as careful of the facts, as anything on the adsweet communion, and my friend, although living in
vanced or destructive side. If those who are intera remote part of the city, and a member of the Colested in this matter will take the trouble to examlegiate Church, was present with us.
ine carefully a very pretentious work of a very preJ. V. S. is a very modest man, and would not like

Many years ago,

just

how many

not necesIt was on Broadit is

the Higher Criticism, as

it is

:

me

to give his full

name, but

it is

registered in heaven,

tentious scholar, harping constantly on the “scien-

tific,” (we refer to Briggs’ Messianic Prophecy,) they
day confess him, who
will find instance after instance where the authorities
is thus designated, before His Father and the holy
whom lie cites in his foot-notes are misquoted and
angels. Mention, however, should be made now of
misrepresented. Often when he quotes them as mainthe last twenty-five years in the life of this good man.

and Christ

Why wait
smother

will in the last great

until a person

his

with fulsome

who—

is

dead, and then, while

memory
I don’t know

body with flowers overwhelm
praise

? Some one has said—

his

an ounce of taffy is worth more than

“

we

a

taining a certain view they hold exactly the contrary.

But such
of

critics, forsooth,

Hebrew

pound something

stand on the

lofty

heights

whence they look down with
pity, not only upon such men as the

learning,

like

American Revisers of the Old Testament, but also
epitaphy.” That may seem like a forced pun, but it
contains a large truth. Now, I don’t mean to feed upon poor Paul, who misquotes and misapplies the
my friend with taffy. Indeed, this article is not in- Hebrew Scriptures because he has not had the advantended at all for him, or for any of his family. My tage of modem critical methods. (See T. K. Cheyne,
only object is, while I honor my gold-headed cane,
on Ps. 68, in a recent number of the Expositor.
which has stood so long and so patiently in the comer
Second. The majority of these critics are more or
idle, to hold up the* character of an humble and efficient man as worthy of imitation.
less imbued with the rationalisticspirit. The superJ. V. S., as soon as he joined the church, went in the natural must be ruled out of court or minimized as
Sabbath-school.A class of boys was given him. He far as possible.
taught them faithfully. He was from the start a
Third. They set up arbitrary and unwarranted
student of the Scriptures. He aimed to instruct the
canons
of criticism and then proceed to treat the maminds and to interest the hearts of his pupils. He
went out after other boys not in the school. His class terial of Scripture in accordance with these canons.
grew in numbers and in interest. At first it was comOne of these canons is, that difference in style and
posed of lads whose ages ranged from nine to fourteen years. They were just thirteen in number, and, point of view’ argue differences of source and of auwe may add for the benefit of the superstitious,there thorship. But such differences of style and of point
was no fatality in the thirteen. For four years these of view are assumed when there is no occasion for
boys and their teacher were together in the Thirty- doing so whatsoever. Take, as an illustration,the
fourth Street Reformed Church Sabbath-school. In
analysis of the Pentateuch. First, it is postulated
1870, J. V. S. transferred his church relationshipto
the church on the comer of Twenty-ninthstreet and that one of the sources is marked by the characterisFifth avenue, where for a period of twenty-one years tics of accuracy, precision, pedantry, love of stereohe has been an honored and beloved member. Dur- typed formula, dates and the like. Another source
ing those years he has been steadily at work in the
is vivid, graphic, gives animated narrative, and so on.
Sabbath-school,having a class of boys ranging from
ten to twenty-five in number. A large proportion of Consequently, whenever a date is mentioned, measthese youths have become church members, and in urements are given, or any frequentlyrecurring phrase
turn have been teachers of others.
is given, that belongs to No. 1. Whenever an aniIt would be impossible to tell the good that has
mated narrative is found, that belongs to No. 2. Let
been accomplishedby my friend, and he is at it yet.
For awhile he was assistant superintendent of the the reader imagine any modem historical, biographiSabbath-school in the DeWitt Memorial Chapel on cal, or scientific w ork subjected to such a critical proTwenty-ninth street, but I believe all the while had cess, and then imagine the result, and draw his own
his Bible class in the church school. In looking about
conclusions as to the worth of such criticism. Comfor new scholars he found a family of four orphans,
three boys and one girl, Catholics, and persuaded pare the words of Prof. Wm. Henry Green, in the
them to come to the Chapel Sabbath-school.The “Hebraica” for January, 1891, on Ex. 1-7: 7.
sister and two of the brothers are now members of
“The bulk of the narrative is, as in Genesis, given
the Twenty-ninthStreet Church. Two English boys
to J. E., and the attempt is made to bridge the chasm
joined his class. They became professed Christians
thus created and produce the semblance of continuity
and earnest workers, especially glorifying God in the for P. by arbitrarily assigning to it a few scattered
service of song. One young Hebrew, through the
verses sundered from their proper connection. In all
instrumentality of J. V. S., has lately found the
this the critics repeatedlyset at naught their own
Messiah, and is happy in his new’ belief. I must not
criteria as well as violate the evident proprieties of
try to complete the story. I can’t do it. The work
the case. The alleged peculiaritiesof language, style,
is going on, and my hope and prayer is that my son
material and theology are purely fictitious, resulting
in the Gospel, (who, strange to say, is older than I
directly from a division made in this closely connected
am,) may long live to be an active and useful disciple
and regularly unfolding narrative, and do not in any
of the Lord.
way suggest diversity of authorship.”
And now, my dear cane, you can stand in the comer
Fourth. Most of this critical work is done in the
again. Don’t think for a moment that you have done
this blessed work. You are of no more account, even interest of utterly unfounded hypotheses. If it were
if you have a gold head, than Aaron’s rod. You
not for these hypotheses the w’ork would never have
never swallowed up any other rods. You never conbeen undertaken. When once the hypotheses are
founded any magicians. You will never have a place
in the Ark of the Covenant, and it is not at all likely subverted,when the real facts are known and recogof

,

will ever bud into the life of a tree. The fact is,
you are mostly india-mbber, or gutta-percha, and
that has never been known to bud. But, if I could
I would lift you up, and show you to every young
member of the church, whether a man or woman,
and then I would with you point to J. V. S. and cry
very neat-looking, and rather small, and out to each of the others, “ Go thou and do likewise.”

you

nized as such, all the work of the critics, their elaborate structures of alleged facts, their reconstructions
of history, fall to the

ground

at once. . It is the

esis of the critics that at the

posed
were

to

in a

have

time

hypoth-

when Moses

lived, civilization,learning

is

sup-

and culture

very rude and low stage in Canaan and the

July
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surrounding countries, consequently the production^
and comfKisition of such a

work as the Pentateuch

was impossible. But some

of the

most recent discov-

monuments and tablets throw a very different
upon this subject, and show that long before

eries of
light

Canaan and the surrounding counwere the scene of marked literary activity. It

the time of Moses,
tries

further hypothesis of the critics that the history

is a

of Israel as a nation,

and especially the history of the
have proceeded along certain

religion of- Israel, must

of development, of gradual procession from the

lines

are not sure of one single word as covenant with hell,” and the Union as not worth
preservingunless slavery were abolished. The large
uttered by Christ or His Apostles.
Seventh. Agnostics,infidels, and all opponents of vote for Fremont was not made up of Abolitionists
the truth are not slow to perceive this and avail proper, of such men as voted for Birney in 1840 and
themselves of the alleged results of criticism as van- 1844. It was made up of men who were opposed to
tage ground from which to make the most violent and slavery extension, not of men panting to abolish
dangerous attacks upon the Christian faith. The ad- slavery instanter without regard to the rights of the
vocates of advanced and “ scientific ” criticism are South under the Constitutionand laws. It was
constantly telling us that we conservatives are im- composed of men of all parties— many of them freeperiling the faith, that we are responsiblefor much soilers who had voted for Martin Van Buren in 1848
wavering doubt and skepticism among serious inquir- determined to resist the aggressions of the slave
critics, we

the

simple to the complex, from the less complete to the

•

—

ing minds, because

we hold

to

untenable positions. See Driver

more complete, and hence they reconstruct that
view
history and rearrange its different factors and elements in accordance with these preconceived ideas

But

ism. Gradually the

of

rude idolatry and polythe-

purest and

minds of the nation, or

in other

most enlightened

attained to a higher conception of the Deity
higher level. On

this higher level of

theism the worship and
afterwards more

ritual

were

complex. And

pure

of

for

mono-

at first simple,

the laws of the

the

critics

but

Pen-

Smith in

The masses who elected Lincoln belonged to the

“ Bibli-

Inspiration,” Cincinnati, 1891.

same

who

sentiment the people whom he led. He was a staunch

are imperiling the

their

work

faith.

is subversive of

Lincoln fully representingin doctrine and

class,

lover of the Union,

and determined

at all hazards to

Scriptures. Three preserve it. He professed openly, on becoming Presithe foremost agnostics and infidels of the age, Ernst dent, that he meant to interfere with no right or in-

the true idea

themselves,and endeavored to bring the people also
to a

it is

and

The whole tendency of

words, the prophets,

what they consider power, but having no purpose or thought to interfere
in ContemporaryRe with slavery where it was already established.

for February, 1890, Evans and

cal Scholarship

and lines of development. The most primitive time
must have been a time

8, 1891

and regard

of

for the

Henan, Thomas Huxley and Robert Ingersoll, are stitution of any Southern State. He favored comconstantly appealing to so-called results of criticism pensated emancipationwhere any State should be
to maintain their position and attack Christianity. found willing thus to get rid of the incubus of slavery
See, among others, the papers on Agnosticism by In his famous letter to Horace Greeley, the Union
Wace, Huxley and others, reprinted in The Magazine was first and foremost to be saved, with slavery if it
of Christian Literature for 1889 and 1890.
might be, and without slavery if it could be saved in
But enough has been said on this point. We do not no other way. Nor was it till the fall of 1862 that
.

we have them now, represent the religion
and cultus of Israel in one of its very latest stages.
The gist of this whole theory is : first the Prophets, object to the true criticism. We only object to the
false, unfounded and unwarranted.Let the true Biblithen the Law. Now this is the hypothesis of the
cal study go on, and the results will always be found
critics. There is not a single fact to support it. All
to put precious triiths in clearer light, and make them
the facts are on the other side. But to maintain their
more effective in the redemption of humanity and
hypothesis they resort to the most tortuous, arbitrary
the establishment of the Redeemer’s kingdom.
and devious methods of twisting and perverting the
New Paltz, N. y.
. -words of Scripture and the testimony of the facts, so

Union could only be
saved without slavery, issued his emancipation
proclamation. It was the progress of events, God-directed, which brought about the mighty consumma
tion. It was the sword which, at God’s command,
and in spite of man’s devices or expectations, cut the
Gordian knot of slavery and let the oppressed go free.

that the theory stands self-condemned.

Lincoln’s election in this sense

tateuch, as

__

Historical Parallels.

and pervert the testimony of

Scripture. Thus, any passage in Joshua, Judges or
Kings that bears witness

to the existence of the

book

BY

rpHE

THE RKV.

C.

VAN SANTYOORD,

D.D.

radical Prohibition papers, notably Hie Voice,

X

which is the most trenchant and vigorous of
stamped as a later interpola- them all, love to run a parallel between the abolition
tion. The most explicit testimony of Christ and of cause and their own, in their beginning, progress and
the Apostles is ruled out of court entirely as having ultimate success. The Abolitionists, but a handful
no bearing on the subject. To our minds one word of people at first, scouted by everybody, yet true to
of Christ or of Paul has more weight than all the their convictions, went forward in the face of conassertions of the critics, be they never so confident, tumely, reproach, persecution,and every form of
of

the

Law

of Moses is

never so arrogant.
Sixth. If the statements

hostile attack,

success

crowned

their efforts in

the

accepted, election of Lincoln in 1860. So the Prohibition party,
the results are subversive of the credibility of the as small in its beginning as the other, and as much
Scriptures,

and

It is stated

of the very

of

the

till

critics are

foundations of revelation.

on the authority of the

literary analysis of

critics that

the

events are always referred to in the later Scriptures
the very foundation of the nation’s existence.

The

night of the Exodus was the night of the nation's
birth. And he

says

:

The questions raised by the critics now become
grave indeed, in their bearing upon the truth and
Divine origin of the Old Testament. If, now, the
“

still

going

for-

ward, strong in its convictions of right, to win a

the Pentateuch' is a matter that victory no

does not affect one single article of the Christian
faith. Compare, on the other hand, the following
words of Prof. Wm. Henry Green in a recent number
of the “Hebraica,” where he treats of the critical
analysis (Sec. 14) of Exodus 7:8-12:51. He
speaking of the events here recorded, the signs and
mighty works, the high hand and outstretched arm
with which Jehovah led forth His people. These
• as

derided and hated by other parties, is

decided and perhaps no less speedy
than the alleged victory of the Abolition party. This,
in brief, is the point of the assumed parallel between
these two parties, and we wish to look a little into
the justness of the statements on which the parallel
is

less

based.

though few in number, were decided in their belief of the wrong and sin
of slavery, of the righteousness of emancipation, and
the duty of achieving it at once and over all obstacles; even the Union and Constitution,as fostering slavery, not being too sacred to keep them from
overthrow when the cause of freedom demanded
their sacrifice. I refer to the Abolitionistsof the
The

was an Abolition

victory, but this was not the sense in

Abolition and Prohibition.

Fifth. In order, therefore, to maintain their critical

theories they twist

Lincoln, satisfied at last that the

ultra- Abolitionists of 1840,

school of Garrison and Wendell Phillips, the latter of

record of these events is framed out of divergent and whom made the sentiment of this resolution, advoconflicting sources, as the critics claim, their credi- cated at a public meeting, the key-note of many of
bility is, to say the least, seriously impaired. But if his speeches in those stormy days: “ Resolved, That
it is, as has always been believed, a contemporaneous
and self-consistent narrative, this carries with it un- the only exodus for the American slave is over the
ruins of the American Church and the American
impeachableevidence of its truth and accuracy."
Union.” Many of his party, not all of them, were as
In order to show the bearing of the ideas and asserradical as he. And when an appeal was taken to the
tions of the critics on our Christian faith, we must
country in 1840, it is not strange that James G.
recur to the statement made some time ago as to the

which he was

nominated and elected. Had the ultra-Abolitionists
alone voted for him in 1860, his vote, it is safe to say
would hardly have exceeded that of Birney in 1844.
certainly not that of

John

P. Hale (156,149) in 1852.

His vote represented the sentiment of those who
were sternly opposed to slavery domination and
slavery extension, and were determined to yield
nothing more to the demands of the. slave States, and
had

this extent, no

Now'

for

of their

more.

the Prohibition parallel

:

In

tl\e

smallness

beginning the Abolition and Prohibition par-

are quite on a level. Birney’s 7,059 votes in
1840 nearly resemble Greene C. Smith’s vote of 9,552
in 1876. Looking forward twelve years in either case
we find in 1852, John P. Hale receiving 156,149 votes,
and Clinton B. Fisk, the Prohibition candidate in
1888, reciving 249,907 votes, which, though a considerable increase in the latter as compared with the
former, is yet but a fragment compared with the five
millions and a half, in round numbers, which formed
the summing up of the Democratic and Republican
parties respectivelyfor that year. A Prohibition

ties

victory, therefore, signalized by the election of a President, seems a long

way off. But not

so

long

if

only

maintain the parallel) viz. : between
Hale in 1852 and Lincoln in 1860, are to intervene
between “the day of small things” and victory. In

eight years, (to

this case the

being

Prohibition national victory, Fisk’s vote

in 1888,

should be

in 1896.

But can

this

victory

be secured thus early by the Prohibitionists proper
that

is,

those whose principle

is

;

to prohibit by law

manufactureand sale of all intoxicating liquors,
including wine, beer and cider? Will they be more
likely to secure votes enough to elect a President

the

than the Abolitionists proper in 1860, had they stood
alone and received no help from those of less radical

opinions? If the result in question is to be reached,
it seems to me that it is only possible to reach it by
true conception of the Bible, We saw that the Bible Birney, their candidate for President of the United
having all temperance people throughout the land,
States, received no more than 7,059 votes, nor that
is not only the teaching, the revelationof the nature
he received in 1844 only 62,300 votes. The Voice, that is, those who are opposed to intemperance in all
of God, and the duty of man in didactic form, but
its forms, who long and labor and pray for the nareferring to this small number of votes, points to the
historicalrecord of what God has done for man in
tion’s deliverance from the ravages of the rum demon,
rapid progress the Abolition cause made in twelve
the work of redemption, in the establishment of the
years, when Fremont in 1856 received 1,341,264 and yet are not convinced that absolute legal proDivine kingdom upon earth. Every, even the minvotes, and Lincoln four years after 1,838,169 votes, hibition is the only way, or the best possible way of
utest, and apparently the most insignificant detail of
attaining this object, — to have all such unite in voting
Old Testament history is given, because of its bear- which signalized the great final triumph of the
Abolitionists in electing its candidate to the Presi- for a man to rule over them whose influence will be
ing on that work of God in redemption. That only
dency. This isj the Voiee's argument, if we under- sure to be given for the suppressionof this tremendous
these events were recorded which thus bear on this
evil. There are temperance men enough in the nation
work, as well as the fact that they were truthfully stand it, in its editorial of May 7th, and presented
to elect a President, if they could all be united under
recorded, is the fruit of what we call inspiration. often before in its columns. And in the parallel
one banner. But there are not Prohibitionists
Now if criticism attempts to undermine this record, which it is fond of running between Abolition and enough to do it, and these are not willing to affiliate
Prohibition,it insists that as has been the triumph
not simply in minor and unimportant details, but in
of the former, from sm^l beginnings to rapid and with any class or party that would diminish or reits whole idea and conception, in its origin and progcomplete victory, so will be the triumph of the move the evils of intemperance by means less strinress. it certainly cannot be truthfully said of it that
gent than absolute prohibition,nor do they ask any
it does not affect one single article of the Christian latter.
Now it seems to me there is a flaw in the Voice's allies who are less radical than themselves. The confaith.
sequence is that the temperance forces of the land,
But the critics do not confine themselves to the reasoning as to what it calls the Abolition victory
which, if working harmoniously together, would be
Pentateuch. The New Testament, the Gospels, the under Lincoln, and as to the large vote given to Freirresistible, are divided into sections, frittering away
Acts and the Epistles are treated in the same way- mont.' These men were anti-slavery men, of course,
but they were not Abolitionists of the Garrison and their energies to no decisive result that brings wide
in a way so as to empty these records of all vital
Phillips stripe, regarding the Constitution as “a and lasting benefit. The true parallel between a
frqth, of all spiritual power. Using the methods of

w
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national temperance victory, it attained, and the sents are infinitely dear and precious— what else do
Abolition victory (I use the phrase as before qualified) we need so much as these two heroic and splendid
as attained in 1860, must be found in the union of qualities of patience and faith— a steadfastnessthat
all people in the land who hate intemperanceand does not waver under any attack or in any emergency,
are ready to vote for its control or suppression with- and a confidence that nothing can weaken or break
out regard to minor differences of opinion. It was down?
so the anti-slavery party waxed mighty and tri1. We also need them under persecution, for
umphant, slavery itself being extinguished through though this has changed its form, it has not ceased.
their success. Nor is it likely that a temperance suc- Its threatre is no longer the blood-stained arena,
cess on the same scale will be achieved until all true where tens of thousands of spectatorslooked down
temperance people unite in securing it, and through it, with delight upon the dying agonies of innocent and
it may be, a complete suppression of the giant evil of defenceless men and women. It is the place where
the day.
men meet one another in the daily and peaceful
intercourse of life ; it is the counting-room, the drawPatience and Faith.
ing-room, the club-room ; it is the piazza of the sumA Sermon.
mer hotel ; it is the deck of the ocean steamer. Its
weapons are not the sword or fagot; they are only
.BY THK KRV. KDWAKD B. COB, D.D.

be

danger of being submerged in the
rising tide of a purely secular life. The “ saints,” as
he writers of the New Testament call them, that is
bo say, the simple believers in God and Christ and
he Bible, are crowded back, and sometimes appear
likely to be trampled under foot, while humanity
sweeps onward to new discoveries, new conquests, and
new and vaster undertakings. And the greatest need,
perhaps, of the Church to-day is a patient steadfastness which does not lose its footing in this trem.eudous whirl and rush, and a faith which looks beyond
hat which is visible and transient, and lays hold of
that which is unseen and eternal.
4. But there is turmoil within the Church as well
seems to

as outside of

in

it.

I

need not describe

this or

expatiate

upon it. We are all aware of that spirit of
ree, fearless, sometimes reckless discussionof the
the taunt, the sneer, the scornful laugh, the. sarcastic, great truths of Christianity which is characteristic of
Here to tbe patience and the faith of the sainU.— Rer. 18: 10.
jest. But who does not know— what young man our times. Doctrines are now in dispute which were
~T~F a man were to open and read for the first time especially does not know-how bitter and cruel a once universally admitted. Speculation is busy with
-L the last book in the Bible, he might be inclined thing it is to have one’s most firm and sacred convic- he gravest and profoundestmysteries of the past
to say that it was misnamed. : It would seem to him tions treated as peurile superstitions, his deepest and of the future. The Holy Scriptures are subjected
to be a book, not of Revelations, but of concealments, feelings made the subject of ridicule, his loftiest ideals to a vigorous analysis, which is the result of new and
of mysteries. It is written in a highly poetic style. held up to derision ; to be called a hypocrite because more scientific methods of research. A brighter
It is full of a strange and scarcely intelligible symbol- he is bravely trying to do what he believes to be his
ight than that in which our fathers moved has been
ism. It purports to be a vision of things which were duty, or a canting fool because he dares to confess urned upon the life and character and teachings of
destined to take place, partly on earth, partly in himself a follower of the Lord Jesus Christ? That is Christ. Men have been growing more and more imrealms of life beyond this world. And though it has the most common form which persecutionassumes in patient of dogma, more and more recalcitrant against
been for many centuries the object of the most our day, and there are those whose moral courage is human authority. There has sprung up a wideearnest, devout and patient study, yet the most not strong enough to endure it. It requires, I con- spread demand for the revision and simplification of
competent scholars are still not agreed in regard to fess, a vast amount, both of faith and of patience, to Creeds. Among many good people there is great
its exact meaning.
meet such a test manfully; not less, perhaps, than alann, and it seems to them that the foundations of
Its general sense is, however, not to be misunder- was needed of old to be burned alive or torn limb from the faith are giving way. Among others there is
stood. It describes a long and terrible conflict be- limb. But one is often tempted to exclaim, O, for great rejoicing, and they believe tliat an era of larger '
tween the kingdoms of heaven and hell, between more of the martyr spirit in these weak days, these liberty and grander activity is near at hand. But
God and His enemies, between one who is portrayed, days of easy surrender to the world ! O, for more of everywhere there is a restlessness,a stir, a spirit of
now as a Lamb, and now as a Lion, and the Prince that steadfast loyalty to one’s self and to God, which uncertainty in regard to that which the future may
of Darkness and Evil. The duration of this conflict will never refuse to show its colors, never consent to have in store. Here again, therefore, as in so many
is not distinctly announced, but its ultimate issue is
any compromise with evil, never, never “strike sail other relations, there is need of patience and faith.
clearly foretold. The Prince of Darkness is finally to a fear I”
But it is not by accident that thege two great words
conquered and destroyed. The kingdom of heaven
2. Bo, too, patience and faith are needed as much are here grouped together. They go hand in hand.
is triumphant. The saints, as the adherents of the now as ever under the various trials cf life. They Or rather, patience is the fruit and the manifestation
Lamb are called, are delivered at length out of all are not very different, even in form, from those of faith. But of faith in whatf
tribulation, and are exalted to a life of never-ending through which the saints of old were called to pass
1. I say, first, faith in Ood. We who are Christians
glory and peace. But, meanwhile, there is to be a One great bond of suffering and sorrow binds all ages are never at liberty to forget that it is He w’ho reigns
long period of struggle, conflict, and suffering. The and all races together. There were losses, disap- on earth as well as in heaven. That is the primary
book was evidently written to encourage and sustain pointments, afflictions, bereavements;*there were article of every Creed. It ought to be the fundathe followers of Christ in a time of persecution. How poverty and pain ; there were sickness and death
mental fact in all our thought. All earthly events
soon this began I need not remind you. Intimitions there were weary hands and aching hearts in the days are under His control, and are made to accomplish
of it are found in the New Testament itself— the Acts
of the patriarchs, in the days of the apostles, as there His purposes. The lives of all men are ordered and
and the Epistles. The tragic and glorious story is are still in these days of ours. And no man who governed by Him. The ceurse of things in this world
more fully told in the pages of secular history. The lives can hope to be exempted from them. If they is not left to chance, and the order and progress by
spirit of persecutionsoon made itself manifest in vari- have not yet come to you and me, they will come which human history is marked is assuredly not the
ous places and on different pretexts. It sometimes sooner or later, and in one form or another. Bu product of accident. The Providence of the All-wise
took the form of a disorderly outbreak of popular how different are the ways in which trial is met! One and omnipotent God is over and in it all. I say that
* rage. Sometimes it was an organized attempt to deman is wholly cowed and crushed by it ; his joy is this truth lies at the very foundation of all religion,
stroy the new and rapidly growing faith. In some gone; his courage is gone; his faith is gone; his hope and that we are not at liberty to forget it. Yet how
instances it was directed against individuals. In other is gone. He seems to be suddenly stripped of every often we do forget it I We forget it when we see the
instances it was a general onslaught upon all who thing. He is like a dismantled and water-logged ves- righteous suffer and the wicked prosper. We forget
bore the Christian name. The victims of it were sub- sel, drifting helplessly at the mercy of the winds am It when we ourselves are called to suffer and can see
jected to the most atrocious and infamous cruelties, waves. He is either rebellious and angry, or dejected no reason why we should be, as it were, singled out
of which the base recital makes our blood run cold. and sullen. In either case there are few sadder sights for a chastisement which we do not feel to be merHow many perished in the course of a hundred and beneath the sun. And here, on the other hand,
ited. We forget it when the enemies of the Church
fifty years, from A.D. 100 to 250, it is impossible to another man, whose losses have been equally great
are triumphant, and it seems as if the royal banners
say, but the number almost certainly amounted to whose sufferings have been equally severe, who re- Mjere at last about to go backward or to be driven
many hundreds of thousands. Under such a terrible mains calm, brave, tranquil, patient through them from the field. We forget it when the bonds of
test it can hardly be doubted that not a few fell all. You can see that the burden which he carries is Christian faith and devotion are weakened, and the
away. But the great majority stood fast. They en- heavy, that the knife of the Divine Surgeon has cut Son of God seems to be betrayed and wounded in the
dured without flinching, and even with a strange deep. And yet, how strong and steady he is, like a very house of His friends. But, ray Christian brethrapture, the sharpest physical and mental anguish, staunch ship which labors on through a heavy sea, ren, we have no right to forget it. God reigns, and
rather than deny the Lord in whom they trusted, and staggering sometimes under the tremendous blows God is true and good. Everything around us may be
who counted them worthy to suffer for His sake. which it receives, but still holding its course and to our eyes full of uncertainty and of mystery. We
Their heroic fortitude extorted the admiration even forging steadily forward. Patience and faith — it is may not be able to see whither He is leading us or
of their enemies. It afforded a proof which could the true attitude of God’s suffering children in their what He purposes to do for us or with us. But He
not be answered, of the power of the Christian faith. trials, as it was that of the Son of God Himself.
reigns, and in Him there is no change; to Him everyThe blood of the martyrs became, as Tertullian said,
3. And so,' also, in view of thoobstades which Chris- thing is plain ; He will bring all things out right in
the seed of the Church. The more savage and de- tianity encounters, and of the slow progress which it the end. Did you ever go on deck, on some wild
termined the assaults upon it, the more swiftly and seems to be making in its effort to conquer the world. night at sea, when the sky was clear but the gale
widely did Christianity spread, till at last its victory It sometimes happens that our hearts almost fail was fierce and the waves were running high? If so,
was won. Such was “ the patience and the faith of us, as we see what mighty energies are arrayed against you will remember well how, as you first looked out
the saints ” in those far-off, but never-to-be-forgotten it. The prodigious forces of the world’s life; its a little way upon the waters surging and rushing
days.
wealth, its fashion, its material ambition and enter- past you, and saw the great billows lashed into foam,
Those days of persecution are now past— for us, at prise — never before have they been so numerous and and heard the roar of the wind, and felt the mighty
least, they are past. There are lands in which, at powerful. Opportunities of secular activity and gain ship quivering and plunging under your feet, it
. the present moment, one cannot declare himself to
have been multiplied beyond all example. Educa- seemed as if chaos itself hacLbroken loose around you.
be a Christian except at the peril of Ins life, or at the tion has become general, and the average grade of But then you looked up and saw the stars shining
cost of that which most men value almost as much as intelligence has been greatly raised. There has come brightly and steadily overhead, undisturbed by all
they value life. The stories which every now and then to pass a marvellous interchange of populations this turmoil, just as they have been shining for no
come to us from heathen countries show that the among different countries. Civil freedom has made one knows libw many thousand years, and “you knew”
martyr-ages are not yet over, and that the martyr immense progress. The arts and sciences have been that as long as they continued to shine your good
spirit is not yet extinct. But we are called to face advanced to a degree hitherto unknown. With all ship could not miss her course, and that “ through
no physical peril in testimony of our loyalty to this there has come, not only a vast increase of intel- the slumber of the globe” again you would “dash
lectual activity, but a corresponding development of into the dawn.” So restful and reassuring is it amidst
And yet what else do we need in this day and in intellectual pride. Audacious speculations are put the perplexities and confusions of life, to lift up our
this country — we who bear the name of Christians, forward. Novel theories of life are eagerly advocated eyes to heaven and remember that God is on the
and to whom the great truths which that name repre- and embraced. All that is properly called religion j throne, and that as long as He lives, the order of the
argely
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'‘universe

cannot be disturbed, the progress of

cannot be arrested.
2. Secondly, faith in the truth. There

ity

is, it

must

be acknowledged,something strange in the blunder-

way in which men have struggled onward in pursuit of truth. In their eager search for it they have,
over and over, gained new positions, only to be compelled to abandon them. The idols of one generation
have been the derision of the next. The human mind
has sometimes seemed to be merely moving in a
circle, or to be swinging like a pendulum from the
extreme of credulity to the extreme of skepticism,
and then back again. And yet there has been, as
any man can see who looks into the matter more carefully— there has been through all the ages a steady
advance, a steady gain. Error is, after all, shortlived. No matter how deeply it may be rooted, or
how luxuriantly it may grow, no matter how sacred
it may be considered, or how the hopes of the world
may seem to be bound up with it, it must at last give
way and go down before the truth. Nothing can save
an error from being finally exposed. Nothing can
prevent the human mind from finding out and finally
accepting the truth. It is for this that it is made. It
is hungry for it. It will have it in the end. We are
often frightened by discussion. We do not like to
have our prejudicesdisturbed, our beliefs assailed,
our opinions proved unfounded. And the Church
him always been strangely timid in the presence of
the free investigation of its sacred Scriptures and its
accepted confessions, as if the truth were about to
ing

suffer serious damage.

My

truth.” Under His guidance
let us not fear to go forward. Whatever He shall
show us, let us confidently receive and boldly speak.
4. And then, once more, let us not lose our faith
in the spiritual capacities and necessitiesof human
nature. In the busy and brilliant life which surrounds us it is easy to lose sight of these ; and one is
sometimes almost tempted to deny them. They are
not the most clamorous of our desires. They do not
show themselVes most plainly on the surface of life.
If you think of it as you walk the streets, as you
mingle with men, as you see the rush of their activity, as you watch the crowds in the shops and exchanges, the theatres and parks, and ask yourself
whether in the minds of this hurrying, jostling,
chattering throng of men and women there is any
consciousnesswhatever of the life above and before
them, you may be pardoned if you answer, “No;

human- guide you

way. And

BY THE REV.
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picture Christ saw as

DITMAR8.

men

He walked among

was a

those thirty-three years of His earthly life

one. No wonder He went alone so often to
pray. No wonder He wept at timesuand spake so
many gracious and comforting words. He saw men
bound in sin. The springs of action were defiled.
very sad

Thoughts, motives, desires were polluted at the very
fountain. Selfishness and covetousness led men to
run riot in sin. It may be seen among the Jews, by
the traffic which they carried on in the very Temple
itself, which traffic Christ expurgated one day with
His whip of small cords. It is also seen in the prayer
of the Pharisee, and in the betrayal by Judas for
thirty pieces of silver. The race needed a mighty
hand to cut the bonds, or to miraculously purify the
fountains of life. You remember a little while ago,
they either have no spiritual natures or the sense of in our Sunday-School Lesson, how the spring of the
these is dead within them, trampled out by the cares waters at Jericho was bitter, and all the land about
and pleasures of the present world.” But it is not so; was good for nothing. Elisha by a miracle healed
it is not so. It takes more than this to kill a soul.
the waters and loosed the land from its barrenness.
Underneath the glitter and tinsel of life is the deep, So with the race. The springs of life were bitter, the
strong, undying spirit, which is sometimes covered whole of life was in bondage to sin and death.
up, sometimes reduced to silence, sometimes ignored
To purify these, to loose those bound as slaves,
and forgotten, but which is always there, always Jesus Christ came. And it was a miracle of grace
alive, always unsatisfied,and capable of terrible re- that He should live and die for guilty man. With the
venges. There are moments when all that is external, pressure of his bondage upon him, man cried, “Who
visible, tangible, is as though it were not ; when all shall deliver us?” With the poison of the springs of
disguises are stripped off ; when the conscience life producing such distress and death, man cried,
awakes and is confronted by the moral law; when
Who shall cleanse and make whole?” In response

friends, the truth nerer the sense of immortality

you might as well try to stop the sun

1891

“Loosed from Our Sins."

into all the

is

aroused and the throne of

suffers from free investigation. It is only error that the Infinite Judge seems just at hand. There are
cannot bear the light. It is by means of free inquiry times when the tremendous spiritual realitiesof life
and free debate that truth has been steadily winning make such an impression upon us that everything
its

8,

else fades

out

of

sight. Under the stroke of a crush-

from shining, for fear lest it may some day bum up ing sorrow, in the presence of death, under the influthe earth, as try to arrest the human mind in its ence of God’s Spirit, the deeper capacities and needs
search for truth, lest it may result in the destruction of man’s nature start suddenly into life, and show
of now current opinions. The progress of thought, that when we thought them dead they were really
the progress of knowledge cannot be checked, but only sleeping. They never, or at least very, very

to

this cry Jesus,

the Son of God, comes, saying, “

I

have found a ransom.” He opened a fountain of
blood, for all sin and uncleannesson Calvary, and

“Wash and

invited all to come,

other has said, 44 He offered up
because Divine

;

be

clean.” As an-

a sacrifloe,” sufficient

appropriate because

human

like the

and eternal because it embodies
all the principles and all the promises which God had
ever given to His people. As the Revised Version
significantlyputs it in Rev. 1:5, “He hath loosed us
one thing about it is absolutely certain. It is, that seldom, really die. And therefore that religion can- from our sins in his blood.” How true are these
whatever goes down, it will not be the truth. Men not perish, which alone meets and satisfies them. words. That poor woman spoken of in Luke 7, who
are not going to begin in our day a retrograde move- You may fear that Christianity is about to be dis- although bowed together by some great bodily weakment, abandoning what is true for what is false. But carded as a tissue of ancient fables, when it has lost ness, yet came to the Synagogue to worship, was
the truth is all that we ought to care for. Let us its power to comfort, elevate, transform, inspire the “loosed from her Infirmity” by the word of Christ.
welcome it always, from whatever source it comes, human soul. But until then, stand ready, and do Its power ceased at once, and in its stead came straightwhatever long-cherished beliefs may be overturned not give up your faith. So long as the Gospel con- neqfc and strength to limbs and back. The man at
by it. What are they worth if they are not true? tinues to be “wisdom and power unto salvation,”it the Pool of Bethsaida was crippled, bound, helpless.
will be safe tq maintain that it is God’s wisdom and Jesus touched him and he was loosed from his bondLet us have faith in the final triumph of truth,
power. We have no reason to be alarmed about the age. Immediatelyhis limbs, and his whole form be44 WMk error wounded writhes with pain,
future of Christianity,until one of two things came obedient to the call of his brain, and he went
And dies among hla worshippers.”
happens; till either men shall cease to be what they forth restored. The only son of a widow was dead,
3. Another thing in which it is well for us to have
are now, spiritual beings, or some new religion shall and was being carried out of the city of Nain by four
faith is the continuingpresence of the Holy Spirit in
be invented which better meets their spiritual needs. men to his burial. Jesus meets them, stops the prothe Church. We have the promise of it in the words
Here, then, dear friends, is the true patience and cession, and stepping beside the body bound in death,
of our Lord Himself, and few of His words are more
faith of the saints in our day. It is not obstinacy, it with a touch and a word, loosens heart and flesh and
precious than those in which He announced the comis not bigotry, it is not closing the eyes to the light.
muscles from their bondage, brings back the spirit to
ing of the Comforter, the Advocate, who (He said)
It is simply an unshaken steadfastness and tranquility its house again, and the boy rises up and returns
11 shall abide with you forever.” And then we have
which is based on a fourfold confidence; confidence home with his astonished and happy mother. These
the inspired record of the descent of the Holy Spirit
in God ; confidence in the truth ; confidence in the facts of His ministry all illustrate what Christ can
on the day of Pentecost. We have evidence of His
presence of the Holy Spirit in the Church ; confidence and will do for us in regard to our sins. He will
presence in the early Church. Has He, or has He
in the God-given soul of man. We may live to wit- cleanse us from the pollution, will loose us from the
not, continued ever since to act on the minds and
ness — may live to experience— many changes in the infirmity, will lift us up out of our bound and crippled
hearts of Christ’s people? Who that reads the history
accepted views of Christian truth. We may be driven condition. He will fill us with a power over death,
of the Church can doubt for a moment that the
out of some positions where we now firmly stand. by which we, too, shall live forevermore.
Spirit of Christ has always been, and is to-day, in
Some of the dogmas which we have received by
Sin stains the soul. Nothing can take out the
vital and organic union with it? But if so, what is
tradition from our fathers may be brushed away. stain but the blood of Christ. Sin chains us, cripples
His office} Is it not still to take of the things of
Some of the now current conceptions of the Bible us, warps us in mind and in body. Nothing can free
Christ and show them unto us? Is it not to lead us
may have to be abandoned. But Christianityis not us from this condition of slavery but the blood of
more and more deeply into all the truth? Is it, then,
going to suffer. And we simply dishonor it if we are Christ. And the blood of Christ does loose the soul
rash to suppose, with the noble old Puritan divine,
afraid to follow withersoever God’s Spirit may lead. that accepts Him as the sacrifice, even as John writes,
that 44 new light is yet to break forth from the Word
One great fact cannot be destroyed, cannot be altered, 44 The blood of Jesus Christ, His Son, cleanseth us
of Qod?” Did not such light break from it with a
—the fact that it is through Christ, the great Burden- from all sin.” He shed His blood that we might
mighty flood of radiance in the great days of the
bearer, the great Sin-bearer, that we still come to plead its power, and God the Father promises that
Reformation? And can it be that then the teaching
God. Let us not tremble, then,' for the safety of the all those who plead the blood of Christ, His Son, as
of the Holy Spirit ceased? Was there progress in the
Bible or of the Church, or mistake our views of truth their atonement, He will accept, purify, and bless
knowledge of Christian truth from age to age. down
for the truth itself.
with a new life. Hence it is for us to ask sincerely
to the days of Luther and Calvin, of the Synod of
" Our little system* hsTe their day.
the questions, Have I yet truly pleaded the blood of
-Dort and the Westminster Assembly, and has there
They have tbelr day, and cease to be;
Christ? Am I loosed from my sins? Is Christ my
been no progress since? Is there to be no progress in
They are but broken lights of Thee,
atonement and my hope? Oh, how true it is, “If,
And Thou, O Lord, art more than they.”
the future? Has new truth been discovered everytherefore, the Son shall make you free, you shall be
where else and no new truth been discovered in the
The perfect light, the unclouded vision, are not yet
free indeed.”
sphere of religion? Does the volume of nature lie granted to us, but we are steadily advancing towards
NibxayuKa,N. Y.
wide open, inviting our study, and is the volume of them. “Now we see, as in a mirror, obscurely,but
Our Washington Letter.
the Book from the same divine hand closed and then face to face; now we know in part,” and we
creatures to be saved

;

_

Do

do we not, believe in the Holy dare to “ prophesy only in part,” “ but then we shall
Ghost? What right have we to say that He ended know even as we ourselves are known.” Let us be
His work of revealing the mind of God to the mind patient and faithful. We can afford to wait.
sealed!

of

men

Washington, July

we, or

in the year 1618 or the year 1642, and that

cannot, under His divine guidance,

we

go beyond the

"YT’ESTERDAY the

lit, 1801.

attendance at the Glen

Echo

JL

Chautauqua was larger by many hundreds than
it has yet been on a' single day, and everybody who
. .We may compare the Bible to the Tabernacle visited the grounds appeared to greatly enjoy the exwith its three courts. The outer court is the letter of cellent and varied programme, which iucluded lecthe Scripture ; the inner court, or Holy place, is the tures by the following well-known gentlemen: Dr.
.

.

men who then were living? Let us
have courage, my friends, and patience and faithfaith in Him who said, (< I have yet many things to truth of the Scripture ; the holiest place of all is the T. F.,Wright, on 44 Palestine as It Was;” Prof. H. A.
say unto you, but ye cannot bear them now. How- Person of Jesus Christ, and only when we pass the Denman, on 44 Semi-Tropical Fruits;” ex-Senator J.
J. Ingalls, of Kansas, on 44 Problems of our Second
beit when He, the Spirit of truth, is come, He shall inmost veil do we come to Him.— Dr. A. T. Pierson.
statements

of the

Jiwji
'i- 'ZVu
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Century;” Constantin Sternberg, on “ Richard Wagner,” and Dr. Lysander Dickerman, on u The Hebrews
in Egypt.” The greater portion of the crowd was
attracted by the announcement of ex-Senator Ingalls’

Nettie’s Patient Waiting.

BY ANNA

^\UR

D.

bed
could crowd with the others sitting there, and

WALKER.

commences in a little cottage which
V./
once
stood
almost upon the bank of a river
who

much curiosity among those
had so often heard him make bitter partisan political which
The
speeches in the Senate Chamber, to hear what he had
lecture, there being

story

“ It is

flows through one of our smaller States.
cottage

was black from age and

imploringly, “ Don’t die, dear- one,
you ; I can’t live without you !”

neglect, the

not

left for

my

we

decision, Robert;

as

he

said,

can’t spare

I

go at the

Lord’s call; try to take care of the children, poor
things!”

and how he would say it on a subject so differ- end fronted the street, the only entrance was on the
“Yes, yes; course I will.”
ent from those he had previously handled. His lec- side, and the stoop consisted of a large stone, while
I hope it will be better care than the mother has
ture was a revelation to those who had before only the unpainted door opened with a latch. As you
had,” thought the man of science as he watched the
considered him as a politician,as it proved him to be stepped within, the first apartmept was quite large,
pale face upon the pillow, for well he knew the father
in addition to an accomplished and artistic word- but it was in an unfinishedstate. It had once been a
who was making this promise.
builder, a deep student of history and social economy. store, but now its only use was as a passageway, and
And now Hermon, the son, entered; he had always
As an orator Mr. Ingalls has few superiors, but, of a lumbering place for all sorts of articles not needed
been a good boy, though it was sometimes remarked
course, this has been well known in Washington for in the living room.
that he was too much in nature like his father to be
The inner apartment was the residence of the fammany years, and those familiar with his personal
very successful in life; he was two years Hettie’s
habits, when a member of the Senate, have also long ily of whom we write. This room had finished walls
to say

‘

^

was one of the best-read men, on gen- and paint, but it was dingy and unattractive.
One side of the apartment was taken up with a
eral subjects, in America. When living here he devoted very little time to the social life of the Capital, bed, and under its soiled and faded coverlids lay a
preferring to use his spare time in studying and read- woman, evidently in the last stages of consumption.
The other inmates of the place were a weak-looking
ing, and, owing to the thorough manner in which he
masters every subject he takes up, he is a most de- man and two girls; the one, about fifteen, was busy
over the stove trying to cook a pan of fish, the other,
lightful conversationalist when he chooses to be.
To-day the weather bureau was formally trans- six years old, was playing with a doll upon the floor.
Presently the weak voice of the woman called,
ferred from the War to the Agricultural Department,

known

that he

‘

senior.

Deeply grieved at once over

his

mother’s condition,

he went to the bed and took the cold

hand the doctor

moved aside, and Hermon
crowded close to his parent. “Oh, mammal” he
had laid down; the father

softly cried, “ have you got to leave us?”

my

have. You are my first bom,
ought you not to he my best? Take care of father
and sisters, mother’s own; good-by!”
“Yes,

boy, I

“Yes, dear one, he will be good,” said the father,
and at the request of Secretary Rusk, of the latter “Hettie Bell, Hettie Bell, come here, will you,” and
as he leaned over the foot of the bed ; “ he will, don’t
department. President Harrison has assigned the the elder girl left her work and bent over the bed.
worry, dear one, we will all be good.”
“What is it, mamma, dearf’ she said in tender
following officers, who have been connected with the
“ Bring Litie,” said the dying woman, and as Herbureau, to continued duty therewith until further tones, for the languid eyes had closed again.
mon held the child by her side, she continued,
They opened at the call, and the feeble voice said,
notice: Major H. H. C. Dun woody, Lieut. W. A.
“ mother’s baby, let me kiss her; must I leave her?
Glassford, Lieut. J. E. Maxfield, and Lieut. J. P. “ Oh, Hettie, I wish the good doctor had come!”
Let Aunt Jane have her if she will take her.”
“Why, darling mamma, are you worse?” and the
Finley, Prof. M. W. Harrington, of the University
“ Oh, no, no, dear one, she can’t have her; we can
of Michigan, has been appointed Director of the girl’s tones were all anxiousness.
take care of her, can’t we, Hettie Bell?” and the
“Yes, Hettie Bell, I think I am dying; send father
bureau.
father spoke in his same nervous tone.
Assistant Attorney-GeneralShields delivered the out to look for the doctor, and hurry him to come if
“Let Aunt Jane have her if she will take her,
regular weekly address to the Young Men’s Christian he sees him.”
Robert,” and the pale face looked anxious. “Yes,
The maiden turned from the bed to the weakAssociation Sunday afternoon, and very appropriately
please do!”
he chose for his subject, “True Courage.” After appearing man, her father, who sat leaning his arm
The physician moved from the bed, and the room
showing his hearers how much greater moral courage upon the table, either in dejection or listlessness, and
was silent but for the ticking of the little clock
is than physical, or, as some people call it, mere giving him a gentle shake, she said, “ Papa, mamma which solemnly measured off the minutes; “Time
brute courage, which does not fear physical pain, the wants you to go out and see if the doctor is in sight.” shall be no longer,” whispered the lips so white and
“Yes, I will,” and the poor man rose slowly and parched.
speaker took the life of J oshua as an illustration of
The dying woman scarcely spoke after this, and
what true courage is, holding that no courage could bent over the bed, in turn whispering, “does dear
when
the timepiece told the hour of nine, the soul
exceed that displayed by Joshua when he pleaded one feel worse?”
went out from the poor clay house, and we trusted
The invalid nodded feebly as she pointed to the entered into one better fitted for its reception.
with his brethren to have an unfaltering trust in
door.
The good old doctor mounted his horse and rode
God, though they had been in bondage for four hunaway,
sad at the thought of the helpless family left,
“Yes, yes, dear one, I understand,” said the husdred years, and he strongly impressed upon his
and some neighboring women came in and did the
hearers that the keynote of Joshua’s life and charac- band, and picking up a slouch hat from the floor
last services for the poor wasted body.
ter is contained in his owip utterance : “As for me near where he had been sitting, and lighting a pipe
Upon the third day hence the funeral took place,
and the relative spoken of as Aunt Jane took home
and my house; we will serve the Lord.” The con- he had held in his hand, he left the house.
cluding words of Mr. Shields are worthy of being
“Hettie Bell,” whispered the mother, “I can speak with her the little Litie after the burial, and the
other members of the family returned to the cottage,
memorized by every young man living: “ But above only with great difficulty, but must, if possible, say a
the father more listless than before, Hermon with a
few words to you, my nurse and comfort. My dear child, vague sense of added responsibility but Hettie with
all, be systematic in your cause, and be a man of
prayer. Do not neglect the little things which go to I think I am dying; do not cry and distress me and dis- a determinationto adhere to her mother’s motto,
make up a harmonious whole, and you will have the turb Litie, so busy with her doll, but listen ; you are in “Patient Waiting.” “I will, with the Lord’s help,”
she said, “try to make home more comfortable, and
character of a true man, respected and honored by a hard place. Be patient with father; he is not like
will try to stop fretting over things that annoy me.”
all who know you.”
other men ; he was a weak man when I married him,
No easy task appeared before Hettie. Hermon was
The out-door temperance work is being vigorously but is weaker now; be patient with his infirmities; employed by a farmer, Mr. Woodruff, but the boy
pushed by a noble band of men and women who are yes, Hettie Bell, far more patient than I have been. needed constant encouragement and urging oa, as
the sister knew from past experiences; and as for the
not afraid of a little perspiration’s spoiling their com- Take good care of Litie, and help your brother in
father, no one had seemed to he able to influence
plexion or making their faces look shiny. Instead of any way that you can, and try justjwhere you are to do
him hut his wife, and since she had been laid aside
running away to the mountains or seashore as soon every duty. It is by doing duty just where you are from work and her usual care over her poor, weak
as the sun gets too warm for comfort, these good placed that you are prepared for better and nobler husband, he had seemed weaker and more shiftless
people put up a tent with open sides, well provided places. Pray that you may be faithful where you than ever; and Hettie, what could she do to raise
with comfortable chairs and palm leaf fans, and pro- are, and do not spend time planning for what you him and strengthen him? Some such queries as these
flitted through the girl’s mind and caused anxiety,
ceed to preach the cold water Gospel to those who
could
do
in the better place. The Lord knows where but did not form definite shape, though she did know
cannot get away from the city, and with the aid of
music, vocal and instrumental, strive to make the to place you and your work, and it is to the faithful and realize that much depended on her now the
temperance- tent more attractive than the corner that it is said, ‘Come up higher.’ I know, darling, mother was gone, and she sighed over the fact, but
saloon ; and I know a number of wives and mothers that your desire is to go to school and acquire an edu- thought of her motto, and that cheered her for the
time, for mamma had bidden her use it for her aid
who always include, on account of benefits received,
cation, but I repeat, be all you can where you are; and comfort, and by the help of the Lord she rein their daily prayers a “God bless the good men and
let patient waiting be your motto; will you remem- solved to do so.
women who work* in the temperance tent.” n.
One thing that alarmed and worried Hettie was the
ber these, mamma’s last words to you, her precious
fact
that an income that had supported them in her
daughter?”
mother’s lifetime was now to cease, for it had been
Hettie nodded her head, but could not trust her- given by a relative who declared that he would take
self to speak, and the mother paused, panting for care of the hard- worked, delicate wife, but Robert
breath, but otherwise motionless; and thus she lay Boulder should support himself; therefore, at the
when the- physician entered, an old man, and one death, the income was stopped at once.
The Heart’s Address.
Hermon also felt this, hut the father apparently
BY A. V.
whose kindly face we can at once feel confidence in. heeded it not; as the mother had said to Hettie, he
/^\UR Father In heaven, we hallow Thy name;
He scanned the countenance of his patient for a mo- had been weak when young, but was weaker now;
We open our hearts to receive Thee as King;
ment, and then to Hettie said, “Take that pan from his ambition and desire to cope with the enemies of
On earth, as In heaven, we acknowledge Thy fame;
the fire and room at once, the smoke will stifle your his life, sloth and natural weakness, were apparently

mi.

•

m

^

Thy will we obey, Thy praises we sing.

mother.”
Our dally provisions from Thee we receive;
Every morning and evening Thy mercies are new;
The want* of all creatures Thou art quick to relieve,Thy blessings on earth distil like the dew.
Our manifold sins Thou hast freely forgiven;
Those who sin against us we abo forgive;
We seek to prepare our spirts for heaven,
And strive In Thy fear and favor to live.
From subtle temptationwithin and without.
Our refuge and strength is only in Thee;
From disquieting fear and perilous doubt.
And the rage of the wicked, Thou seUest us free.
The honors we claim as our portion by right.
We humbly resign and surrenderagain;
And bring to Thee glory, dominion and might;
Forever and ever, hallelujah, Amen!

U'

Hettie silently obeyed, removing the fish to the

and when she returned the man of
medicine sat holding the emaciated wrist of the
mother whom Hettie would have gladly kept with
her, for she felt that she was young indeed to go on

outer apartment;

'

dead, and nothing, not even his wife’s sad departure,
seemed to awaken him to anything like energy. V'
As we have said, Hermon was employed by a farmer,
Woodruff by name, who was good in principle, but

hard in

disposition,

and

it

had been only by

his

mother’s constant encouraging words and kindly advice that the boy had kept the place; and Hettie,
thoughtful beyond her years, thought of all this, and
alone in her hard path.
feared that in that way she could not supply the dear
“Am I dying, doctor?” asked the patient, feebly. mother’s place, but she resolved to try by telling her
brother of the motto which was to be her guide, for
“ I think you are, Mrs. Bouldfer,” was the low-toned
surely it would be helpful to him as well as herself.
reply.
The farmer who employed Hermon was very gen“Oh, no, no, dear one!” cried the husband, jump- erous in regard to wages, therefore it was doubly iming up nervously, “you are not dying; it cannot be, portant now that the lad should keep with him, for
his wages would greatly help in the support needful
can it, doctor?”

The

physician

nodded solemnly, and the

poor,

to secure.

.<5

(To be continued.)
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meant to lead our praise, and that criticism j whatever He may give. He destroy, that He may
here is in the wrong place. Should we not join in the | raise up-into life eternal.
that

singing ourselves, with the heart

The Wild White Rose.
TT
-L

it is

and with the

lipn?

BY MARY

wa« peeping through the brambles,

—

pAILY BREAD.

That
A ta«a%little,
% vav v wild, white
— — --- rose,
1 1

Where the hawthorn hedge was planted

Mt garden to

/ > IVE us

vX

encloee.

All beyond was fern or heather

On

But

JL

Bo

many

who

Of flower or of tree.

my

And

Content, although our wish Thou mayst deny.

eyes were on that rose-bud.
It

grew too high

for

me.

Give us this day Thy wisdom;

We know
In vain

I

strove to reach

of

groan—

•And lead

nodded

More hatred

Give us this day our
As though

promise too—

That

like the littlecharmer

summer

longing

i

1

are

hand:
can better trust His wisdom.
Since His heart I understand.
a pierced

herself,

costly

and conspicuous

than

it

often happens that she

is

not,

and

lin-

to bear.

bore us on to heights divine;
.

still the heaviest end, dear Lord, is

the maker.

Thine.

While Fancy was getting at these

secrets,

eyes saw at a glance that the bonnet was

and therefore a blot upon the spring display
Let us who And in

home

roving

home-made,
of styles.

about
which centre a certain delight and pathos, take our
place with Fancy, and learn, If possible, what secrets
are half concealed in the

mi©

UR

efforts an interest

little

bonnet.

A fine black straw that
fashion called
to the front
hopes! Not our bereavements, not our . ^
--- ----------------anxieties, but—our hopes! It would seem as if a few years before, and then sent a little to the rear
latter had but little to do with the former, but in the line of modes. Looking closely, we see that it
there no buried hopes? They are not like other shines a little suspiciously. Has the brush from the

0
the

.

sister, Imagination,

gered near the bit of millinery, and saw not only
effects and discovered the little tricks in the making,
but also the circumstances and even the thoughts of

OUR HOPES.
BY MARY BAKER ARNOLD.

Tis wiser far to number
The bl»Bsoms at my feet.
Than ever to be sighing
For Just one bud more sweet.
My sunbeams and my shadows
from

cro*

much deeper than

majority, as

Thou k no west all our wants. That want we bring.
And in Thy footsteps.Saviour, as we tread.
We hail Thee Master and we crown Thee King.
M. E. 8ANG8TER.

day.

0 hearts that fail for
For some forbidden tree,
Look up and learn a lesson
From my white roee and me!

Fall

light

is so

far

Give us this very day our dally bread;

steal out half thetr brightness
a

own

impatient,

this, and gave evidence of a more careful
making, and a casual glance at this particular bonnet by the majority of the women in the
company would have been unfavorable to its attractiveness. But Fancy was not in sympathy with the

wounds Thy heart;

Give us to realize Thy crow who share,

That tempted me astray.

many

It

slightly

skill in the

More grace Thy loving followers to be.
Choosing in Thee, for aye, the better part.

Beyond our reach to gather
But not beyond our view—

Of

of the sin that

and

enough to intrude upon her

head coverings that were more
by

foes,

Give us this day more loyaltyto Thee,

So, In life’swider garden.

They

through.

and ours, with look serene;
Reveal Thyself, so constant and so near.
That we shall see Thee, not a cloud between.

If we possess them not?
My garden buds were blooming;
But all that I could see.
Was that mocking, little white rose
Hanging-Just too high for me.

And

to do;

us, hour by hour, this one day

To face Thy

lingered near the spot:

of

what

Give us this day the courage and the cheer

O! why do things look sweeter

There ore buds

when perplexed

to turn nor

Bave us, we pray, from being weakly vexed,

Behind Its thorny screen.
Yet through that summer morning
I

how

it.

Through the tangled mass
only smiled and

not

listless

tire-

and whose realm
Is far broader and higher than her own, but hovered
near a lady who was wearing for the first time her
new spring bonnet, and indulged in her conceits just
back of the well-poised head. There were spring

Give us the Word with eager love to heed,
For

some, the audience

not far

things our spirits try;

little

the lecturer prosy and

close,

tions offered, take flight? She did not soar far away,

Give us this day the patience that we need.

did not heed the fragrance

room was

R. BALDWIN.^

and why should not Fancy, disgusted with the condi-

Until Thou guide us to our heavenly home.

the breezy

I

mHE

bread;
We do not ask to-morrow'still it come;
this day, dear Lord, our daily

But on the Journey, day by day, are fed,

open moor;
All within was stm and shelter,
• And the wealtmif beauty’s store;

It

FANCY PLAYING ABOUT THE HOME-MADE BONNET.

bereavements,—there

-----

-

no hushed voice, no tender shoe-polish bottle passed over the delicate weaving.'
word of sympathy, no still and darkened house to tell Fancy nods as we turn inquiring eyes toward her
of our grief,— oftentimes our dearest ones do not and whispers that the brush was carefully managed
know that our fondest hopes lie dead. We go about by white, delicate fingers that had their training
our daily duties, we give smile for smile, perhaps jest among artists' colors and embroidery silks. She points
for jest, and, all the while, where once bloomed a to the shape; it has been bent a little here and there,
bright and beautiful hope, filling our lives with com- so that whilst it does not seem to belong to the latest
is

,

And maybe

When

in the

morning.

His blessed face

1

see.

_

He will tell me why my white rose
Grew Just too high for me!
— Afto EJfcw Fletcher.

THE SERMON AND THE TEAT.

and joy, making sacrifice and work easy, is a fashion, it does not quarrel with it “She stood belong-cher1 fore the old-fashionedmirror,” continues tne
the voice ol
of
-i- built upon the text, yet I think many a time the j blank. It may be the fulfilmentof some long-cher
minister would be surprised to discover how few of j ished desire, now forever denied; it may be a dream Ffpoy, “and fitted the style to her sliapely head,
his congregation carry away in their memories the j o{ a new existence, so quiet and tender that we Suddenly her dark eyes filled with tears, for a memory
portion of Scripture which was his starting-point. | tremble, fearing to grasp it; it may be the last plead- rushed across her mind; it brought again the days
Sometimes the pastor is himself a little in fault, ing 0f a heart bowed down by discouragementand when, with the spring’s first breath, came the desire to

rpHE

text precedes the sermon,

and the sermon

fort

is

failing to give out the text impressively, or not wait-

^fortune. It

to
j

is

gone!

audience.

j
then

lt .
perative. A word

*

man-

a

____

i

____

__

A

I

dreamed.
a

mwn,

1

X

coming brightness and beauty and to
adorn herself with those delicate patterns and dots
that are in harmony with the season of renewal
Then to accomplish the wish meant only to visit the
anticipate the

ing until the people have adjusted themselves
gather up the threads of our life again; we
listen after the hymn. The text should command won^eT why the bright world is so dark, the fresh
attention. It should be a challenge to every heart in wind ^ gharp and cutting, a merry face we see now
the
and then so heartless.We look out upon the horizon
Even those who have been trained to pay attention | our in\n^} and we see not one ray of hope, not
to an argument by the discipline of schools and col- one ghmmer of sunshine; nothing but heavy, drearily
leges, sometimes fail to listen to a sermon in the
clouds, presaging a harder storm than we have
ner which the subject and the place alike make im- ^ known or

millinary parlors of the voluble

next street, to select from the airy experience bits of

ribbon and

lace, to blush, as the

~ -

the diplomacy of

shrewd

madam, with

a statemen, discoursed becoming

colors and styles as related to the personal beauty of
wt+L xulinm alto Waa Hoalinnr sirtlv

I *1.

^

Frenchwoman on the

+

— —

-

-------- . geemea m a avorujj
— — ----- --- j — — r
j
home where the maid is getting dinner, or in the deroufl thinking of nothing but the clouds? And peared as a customer 1 worth the candle.’ ”
counting-room with yesterday’sledger, or on the
we not> m the midst of the heaviest blackness, Ah, the memories came in battalions. There were
.....
with the ship which is bringing home a
where it seemed no ray of light could ever penetrate, other blushes when the Easter bonnet rested upon
A good plan for those who really desire to be in- 9een a sud(jen glimpse of blessed
the soft hair, and a manly head was bent, and the
structed when in the sanctuary, is to fix in the mind The gtorma that threaten do not always overwhelm ; eager eyes sought the expression of those that were
certain pivotal points ; To look up the text in the our ^ppinegg is sometimes seemingly crushed, only hidden by the long lashes, and the words came gushBible when the pastor announces it, and then, at to
brighter still, in a little while. And if ing from the enthusiasm of early love, “ Your beauty
home, on Sunday afternoon, to write down all that the gtorm does comet if our sky, instead of clearing, shames all other brightness.” The white hands drop
can be
grows darker yet, and the heavy rain begins to fall, by her side, she seems to hear the echo of the melodiForty years ago, if the biographies of men who and the bitter wind to buffet us, must we then sink ous manly tones yet, and were it not that a darker
lived then are to be trusted, the home enforced the in degpairf i8 sunshine ever more blessed than when memory, a later one, intrudes, she could be ready to
truth spoken in the church by taking a direct interest
the rain, -and does it not always come believe that the presence was still with her, and that
in it. Children were encouraged to repeat to their 8ome time| The suu is not dropped from the sky be- the eager eyes were seeking hers. That was the last
parents a part of what they had heard, and
the clouds are there; the great Father of all is time that she visited the Madam’s parlors; misforwho could remember most were commended. It might not far jrom ^ because He sends us woe; He is be tunes swarmed upon her experience, and before anbe well for us to return to that excellent custom. hind the trouble, like the sun behind the clouds. other spring came the lover had flown with the family
“ God’s way not our way!” How bitter the lesson, wealth, the idolized, indulgent father, all that was
A good place.
and yet how wise, and, learned rightly, how loving! left of the home friends, was laid to rest, and she was
BRIGHT little fellow observed the other day how
we judge of our happiness or misery when left with the old house and a pittance for an income.
XA- that he grew very tired in church. “ I don’t we know so little? Never a part so small but it can The struggle was new, but she came of a brave
understand the sermon,” he said. “ I feel as if it bave some of the God-spirit in it if we
stock, and bore herself with the resolution and pride
would never
Sometimes it is granted to us, years after, to look 0f her family. Year by year she learned more of the
“No matter,” answered the boy’s father, “you are back upon a buried hope, and to know, then, what art of fitting the expenditure to the income, until
in a good place, and you are forming the habit of before we could not see, how the blessing we prayed those who were acquainted with the habits of luxury
going regularly there. One of these days you will be for WOuld have turned into a curse. God’s hand was she formerly enjoyed were astonishedat the deyelopsurprised by finding that you do understand.”
I loving when it seemed most cruel, and saved us from ment of ,what they called a faculty for economizing.
There may be a lovelier sight this side heaven than misery of which we never dreamed, behind the happi- It was really a gift that she had improved, and when
a pew full of children of all ages, from sixteen to ne88 we would have welcomed if we could. We can 0ne day she relaxed her energies and allowed herself
three, but if there is, Aunt Marjorie has never seen it. never tell what God has kept us from, when some to look backjupon the flown years, and forward to andear hope goes from us forever. He may have taken ticipate the unlived days, the heart began to clamor
arrests them, but
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sunshine?
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that He may give
for the renewal of it affections. No one could take
one hope tnat
give us
ua another twice as | lor
“
GOG Goes not taae away auu
lhc pircu
- — -o'"'behind. It may seem so, but if we search, we shall lover’s words of praise, but were the springs all dry!
find what we might have lost forever had our first Were there no little rills of love that were seeking to
tralto flats, or the tenor sings out of time, that
desire been granted. Let us rest in God and accept | freshen and gladden waste places! The thought fob

church music

is

leave

not intended simply for our diversion,
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lowed her day by day and would not
til

.
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let her rest,

un-

at last she brought an orphan girl to share her

a
old

home and affeetion. The bonnet was laid aside for
time, there were new motives for economy. The

boxes were brought out from the bureau drawers; one able

Bessie’s plan.

big bam Cousin Godfrey had fixed a sort of stage,
by nan.
and trimmed it prettily with hemlock branches and
ESSIE LANE was a little city girl, She often wild flowers; and in front of the stage were placed a
went with her father and mother to the fashion- number of chairs and benches. At about seven o’clock

summer resorts, but,

as she expressed

it to

Fanny the neighbors commenced to arrive.

them she had not found courage to open through Young, her particular friend: “ I never saw the real
the years, now her hands rested upon it, then the hve country until I went to grandpa Lane’s.”
cover was raised, and her eyes rested upon the flowers Grandpa and Grandma Lane were growing old, so
and the ribbon and the lace of that morning when this summer, instead of going to Saratoga, Bessie’s
love whispered amid nature’s renewal. Could she father and mother decided to spend the summer with
And the courage to use the ribbon and the lace? She their aged parents.
closed her eyes for an instant, as if to shut her judg- For a while, Bessie was just as happy as a little girl
ment away from temptation,then opened them
n*ne years could well be. Everything was new
saw the way made clear. But when she came to an(* strange, and she made every one laugh by her
place the trimming there was a struggle ; she looped °dd sayings
and unlooped the rich fabric with trembling fingers, Gne day, while driving with grandpa to the village,
now her eyes gleamed with the light of their youth 8^ie 8aw some sheep in a field, and she at once called
and then deadened with pain. It was a sorrowful i ou^ “Why, grandpa, what funny pigs!”
face that the mirroP reflected; she went down into
There were two little girls about Bessie’s age, who
deep grave of agony. The bonnet was finished and I lived but a little way off from grandpa’s, and what
she laid it
fun they did have together. One day Bessie came
of

Little

written

invitations had

been sent out three days before, and
everybody wanted to see what the children could do.
When, promptly at a quarter of eight, ten dainty
with hair powdered and quaint dresses
marched on the stage and, joining hands, sang
“ Should auld acquaintance be forgot?” so charmingly, they all felt rewarded for coming. The old
song was followed by others ; then came a little cha-

little figures,

on,

and

rade; and then the

a

away.

»

little girls,

with their old-fash-

ioned dresses on, passed lemonade and cake around,
and

all

had a good time generally.

Fifty dollars!” shouted Bessie, after the friends

“

had

all

gone and

money.

mamma had

finished counting the

and won’t the little
boys and girls be happy with their new books? and,
mamma, I think our friends liked the * Plan,’ too,
The morning was bright and serene, when a woman runninK in in great excitement. “Oh, mamma!” for I saw one real old gentleman put in a two dollar
who had passed her youth walked along the busy 8^e exclaimed, “ Mrs. Allen, and Annie and Josie, are bill, and said he did not want the change.”
street, and by her side a girl just entering the season ! g°ing on a picnic to ‘Young’s Mountain’ to-morrow,
of promise. People turned to glance a second
can’t I go too? Please say yes.”
SIX RULES FOR BOYS.
“

Oh,

it’s just

splendid !

time

them. Was it the face of the girl, or was it the | “Why, I guess you can go, if it’s pleasant,” replied rnms letter from Henry Ward Beecher to his son
home-made bonnet that attracted attention? The M1*8- Lane,
-L u declared, on good authority, never to have
elder of the two persons thought it was both, but “What’s that, little one?” said grandpa, “a picnic been published, says a special to the New York
those who knew said it was neither; but it was the to-morrow? well, I guess not, unless you go in the Tribune. It is reminiscentof the worldly good sense
illumined face that seemed to have risen beyond its rain.”
of the advice given to Laertes by Polonius, but it is
mist of
“ Now, grandpa, how can you say so? lam sure the also permeated by the leaven of Christian experience.
The lecturer pronounced his last sentence, then | 8^y blue enough now, isn’t it, Aunt Helen?”
The precepts in it are those which, if followed, would
Fancy slipped away, the face under the
dear, and I hope it will stay so. But don’t jroduce a good man as well as a gentleman
bonnet turned, and we had not been
| worry your little head about the weather, run off and
“ You are now for the first time really launched
see what cook has been making for you.”
into life for yourself. You go from your father’s
children in
I Bessie was tired that night, and in spite of her tell- louse and from all family connections,to make your
Children should wear light merino undershirts| ing every one that she would be up in the morning own way in the world. It is a good time to make a
in summer, as thin as can be procured, but always j by five o’clock, had to be called after all. The first new start, to cast out faults of whose evil you have
with an admixture of wool. They can have cotton | thing she did was to rush to the window and draw the had an experience, and to take on habits the want of
dresses and as few under-garmentsas possible, not to ! curtains. It was raining hard. Poor Bessie! what which you have found to be so damaging.

at

tears.

home-made
misled.

:

SUMMER.

i

.

.

.

overheat them, but flannel next the skin

is

indispens- could she

do?

All her playthings

seemed

so old,

she

You must not go into debt. Avoid debt as you
able. Long stockings should be worn, and these may ] could not play out of doors, grandma had a severe would the devil. Make it a fundamental rule: No
be of cotton. The shoes must be light, with broad j cold, so she could not tell Bessie any stories, and debt ! Cash or nothing
toes and low heels, perfectly fitting, not to cramp the | mamma had a headache! Aunt Helen found her about
‘ 2. Make few promises. Religiously observe even
“ 1.

!

‘

An extra jacket should be provided

foot.

to wear

in

ten o’clock all cuddled up in

a big

chair by the win-

damp weather and in returning from expeditions in | dow, watching the rain pattering against the pane,
the evening when the dew is falling. Young children “Poor child,” thought Aunt Helen, “what can I
should wear night dresses of thin fiannel; oldVr ones do to amuse her? I wonder if she would like to look
may have undershirtslike those worn in the day, or over the old trunk in the attic?” So she went to the
light jackets of Shaker
| old desk and took from one of the many drawers a
.... Vigorous children should have a cold or tepid ! small key. “ Here Bessie,” she said, 44 here is the key
sponge bath every morning. Delicate ones require I to that old trunk in the attic, go and see what you
more care in this matter, as too frequent bathing ex- can find in it.”

promise. A man who means to keep his
promises cannot afford to make many.
the smallest

“ 3. Be scrupulouslycareful in all your statements.

Accuracy and perfect frankness, no guesswork.

Either nothing or accurate truth.
44 4. When working for others sink yourself out of
sight; seek their interest. Make yourself necessary
to those who employ you, by industry, fidelity and
scrupulous integrity. Selfishness is fatal.
“ 5. Hold yourself responsible for a higher standard
than
anybody else expects of you. Demand more of
hausts them. Salt should be added to the water
“Oh, aunty, how splendid! I just love to open
yourself than anybody else expects of you. Keep
the bath given every other day, alternated with rub- trunks! and are there real old dresses and hats, and
your personal standard high. Never excuse yourself
bing the whole body with a towel, followed by fric- such things in it?”
to yourself. Never pity yourself. Be a hard master
tion with the hand. When children live near
“Oh, you go and see for yourself,” answered Aunt tc yourself, but lenient to everybody else.
“6. Concentrate your force on your own proper
water they should not be allowed to bathe more than Helen, pleased that she had at last found a way of
business; do not turn off. Be consistent, steadfast,
once a day, and then not immediately after eating, amusing her little Bessie.
persevering.”— (?oZrfen Rule.
Wading is such a dear delight it cannot be prohibited, Bessie needed no second bidding, and in a few min-

fiannel.

and

the

cold.

more was wild with delight over the treasures of
Milk is such an important food for children that the old trunk. Such dresses and ribbons and bonevery effort should be made to induce them to take nets ! and every one Bessie had to put on. She had

but

it is
.

it,

dangerous

if the

water

is

|

utes

LITTLE HEADS TOGETHER.
No. L

.

even

if

HOUR-GLASS.
# * * Q # •
« • o * *
o *

they are not very fond of it. The addition taken part in an old-fashionedconcert the winter be-

a little salt, sugar, or flavoring will disguise the fore; but her dress then was of calico, and here were
milky taste that is disliked. If there are symptoms dresses upon dresses of all sorts of silks and stuffs.

of

““""t1”"

ft

o
* o *
ft 0 * ft
ft O « » *

--r

ft
do:,°
and rice used instead; and fruit with small seeds, like a (lueer shade. of green silk, her jellow c mis pinned
ft ft
strawberries and raspberries, withheld, as the seeds UP> her cheeks rosy with excitement and eyes spark1. Passengers. 2. An adverb of place. 3. A boy.
are irritating. — Elizabeth Robinson Scovil, in Ladies' ling, there was no need for Aunt Helen to ask if she letter in lusceptibility.5. A product of the woods,
Home Journal.
fop. 7. Things to be learned.
had had a good time.
Centrals.— Parts
Pai of the year.
“Ob, Aunt Helen!” she burst out, 1 have thought

CHILDREN’S PORTFOLIO.'

4.
0.

44

you know the concert I was in
why couldn’t we have one here

of the loveliest plan ;

What
I

Would Do.

I
I

F

No. 1
winter; well,
TRANSPOSITIONS.
Cousin Lillie and Josie are coming next week, and
1. Transpose & sharp, sudden noise into things used ii
the
kitchen; transpose again into what are in order on sum
we could get Annie and Josie Allen, and a few others
mer afternoons;transpose again into a measure of length.
and charge ten cents to see it, and have it for— but
2. Transpose to pass through a sieve into sudden attack
what can we have it for Aunty?”
of illness; transpose again into the hand in a certain posi

last

were a rose

On

the

garden walL

I’d look so fair.

And grow so

tall;

I’d scatter perfume far

and wide,

If I

were a bird
With a nest in a

tree,

would sing a song
So glad and free.
That birds in gilded cage* near
1

Would pause, my wild sweet notes
That’s what I’d do,

HI were

you.

to hear.

_____

0 gay, wild bird!
Fair little maid.

were you,
1 should always try
To be good and true:
If I

I’d be the merriest, sweetest child

On

whom

the

sunshineever smiled.

That's what I’d do.
If I

so fast

“Now, aunty, I want it for something good

rose!

If I

__

you don’t stop talking

No.

grief.

v.

8.

MISPLACED WORDS.
Grandpa, you tell me,” and she wound her arms lov
Place the following words in their proper order to fon
ingly around the old man’s neck.
an extract from Cowper’s “ Task
“ Well, buy candy with it; that is good, I am sure.
Wilderness some in vast lodge a for 0,
“ Why, grandpa! No, I want the money to do some
• Contiguity boundless some shade of.
Deceit oppression and of rumor where,
good. Now think, grandpa.”
Successful unsuccessful or war of
44 Well, how would it do to buy books for the Sun
More me never might reach.
day-school library? They have only a few, and most
of them are fit for the rag bag.”
Answers to Pussies of June 17th«
The very thing! Oh, won’t we have fun; and we No. l.-R-ed 0-jchard. S-ummer. E-vening. B-ui
set. Roses.
will have charades, and everything. Oh, 1 wish
No. 2.— The vales shall laugh In flowers, the woods
Cousin Lillie was coming to;day, I do!”
Grow misty green with leafing buds,
For the rest of that day Bessie had her hands full,
And violets and wind-flowers away
thinking of what they could do at the “ Concert.”
Against the throbbing heart of May.
1

were you.

Pear little maid!

tion.

3. Transpose an overseer into sounds of

were you,

little

bills, if

little one.”

That’s what I’d do,

0

For doctor’s

“

Of all the flowers Td be the pride.

-Sdectdi. The

great evening had at last arrived. Out

in

the

No. 8.— Net, ten. Ton, not. What, thaw. Team, met
Gun, gnu. Draw, ward.

July
has, however, found

of roses, wreaths and arches of green, costly vases

things which showed the wealth of material and the taste

Western man? So much has been said in the
sessions of this Synod, so much has often been said in honor
of the West, it is time, it is more than time that something

and skill of those who had that part of the preparation in

were tqioken in praise of the East.

filled

with daisies and buttercups and grasses, were some of the

hand.
RKY. N. H.
MR8.

VAN AR8DALE, D.D.,

MARGARET E. 8ANG8TER,

MARY

Miss

J.

PORTER.

*2.6»

A YEAR

IN

ADVANCE.

_

amount

of (250.

$2.00.

MAKE CHECKS.

ETC., PAYABLE TO ORDER OF CHRISTIAN
INTELLIGENCERASSOCIATION.

Tho Iflofonmod §bunob in Jlmojjica.
t?"

iitr C|urcji.

EX''

hand, there were found

kind words of appreciation, and checks

Single Copien, Six Centw.

MINISTERS and THEOLOGICAL STUDENTS,

in his

and cash

to the

Impressions of General Synod.

P.

field by a live

MR. EDITOR: After the

bility at

we would not advise this
to all young men in the Church promiscuously. If there
be a young man of talent and ambition let him stay awhile
in the Blast and grow up into the acquaintanceof the
by pointing to

ferred about, yet you

may

like to hear

them.

To the deit

it is

after all, that there is

gate

who proceeds from

his

a

sectional variety. The deleWestern borne, arriving in the

appeared in our beloved paper, I would not at this time, neighborhood of the Blastern metropolis,and the great cenTo inmire prompt insertion items oj Church News must
even if there were room for it, make any additions; yet it tres of population, observes a difference, not in outward mareach the office by Monday noon.
seems to me that a Western delegate always must have terial improvements so much as in the manners and
some impressions which are peculiar to him. It is to be character of the citizens. The reputationof Blastern people
Millbrook Reformed Church Anniversary. considered that to him still more than to others the Synod for that geniality which makes intercourse easy and attracA QUARTER of a century lias passed over the Millbrook is the Church, and besides the Synod there is but little of tive, he finds to be well deserved, and it is beneficial to
Reformed Church, and on Thursday, June 25th, ap- the Church that he ever sees; for, while his life and work come in contact with it at times. But whether East or
propriate services were held commemorating that fact. It are West, the Church to which he belongs is naturally West, we still find ourselves in that same favored truly
democratic country, the spirit of which affects all our instiwas thought wise to raise an Ebenefcer in grateful recog- East.
tutions, and which accords so well with church work
nition of a kind Providence,and indicative of trust for
and church intercourse. While attending the meetings
the years to come. This Church, in the heart of
of General Synod, the Western delegate, in one point of
Dutchess County, N. Y., has been steadily but quietly
view, at least, more than others, derives an advantage,
doing the Divine Master’s bidding, and rejoices in
many marks

and that

of His approval.

famous bankers, came
a Sunday-school, and

to

these parts

began

opportunity he receives for enjoying a

kind of vacation. The working force upon the commitfollowing the

tees,

to live, established

Christian

is the

line of the

and clams, naturally clings

work which soon

Presidency, like the oysters

to the

native beds by the sea-

resulted in the organizing of a church. Very soon,

shore, so that there is no call for

much exertion. A gen-

through Mr. Brown’s Christian liberality,the l>eautiful

erous share

offered which, together

edifice in
reared

with
used

which the congregation now worships was

and dedicated to the service of

God.

It

was

D D

,

now

who

to,

and

more

fishy

than he

is

the change of scene, afford a pleasing va-

therefore,

which are

sending delegationsfrom the East

delivered against

to the

College and the Western Seminary

Council of

fail to

Hope

convince, as

they remind of exactly similar arguments which we hear
at

home

for

attenuatingthe Synodical delegations; as far

as any direct result

concerned, the use of delegations

iBHnorialswhich the

when there

is important business to be trans-

always perceptible

to send

for

is

naked eye. The written
Western Classes know so well how

is not

pastor was the Rev. Henry N. Cobb,

Secretary of our Foreign Board,

the change of diet, a little

The arguments,

Reformed Church in America, so that without
Dutch ancestry, or knowledge of Dutch Church history,
but because of the broad Christianspirit of Mr. Brown,
and the respect and esteem which the residentsof the
town had for the Church as they knew it through its
work and some of its members, its name was added to
our Church roll.
to the

Its first settled

of that recreation is

riation to the usual tenor of an active life.

soon decided by vote of the people to join themselves

to

the

acted, to a large extent evidently supersede, as in the

and
through his wisdom and perseverence, his skill and
faithfulness, his large charity and kindness, the Church
soon won its way into the good opinion of all who had
looked upon the enterprise without approval, and of
those more heartily interested, many were led to consecrate themselvesto active service. Two chapels were
soon built, one at Bloomvale, and one at Mabbettsville.
The Rev. A. P. Stockwell became associatepastor for

with the work, the breathing on the one side of salt, and
on the other of fresh water breezes; the fellowshipof
minds, the meetings and the communions, the trip itself
make the delegations, on the one hand, a necessity, and
the being upon it sometimes a delight and a refresh-

three years.

ment.

fifteen years

In
r:
felt

May,

broke with the people the bread of

1881, Dr. Cobb’s health

obliged to resign,

was

life,

so poor that he

and in October of the same

year,

the Rev. J. E. Lyall, the present pastor, was called to the
field. Steadily has sowing and reaping been going on.
Very few communion seasons have passed without one or
more additions on confession of faith, yet, on account of
numerous removals by letter and by death, the present
membership is not much over one hundred.
The order of service for the anniversary was printed on a
neat and tasty programme, and consisted of the doxology
and invocation,Scripture lessons, and prayer, singing of
the Te Deum Laudamus, ascribed to St. Ambrose, of Milan.
Then followed addresses by the Rev. Dr. Cobb and Mr.

I

the -settingsun, yet

interesting conversa- Church,

In 1864, Geo. Hunter Brown, a son of one of the

kx

work among the masses, where in all probasome time or other his future may lie, we answer

to go to find

and into the habit of self-reliance which results
tions upon our Church affairs which I enjoyed with from being in proximity to the centre of the Church work,
you while at Asbury Park, it will not surprise you very and having responsibilities devolve upon him. Then let
much if a Western delegate, after his return from General him turn his face to the land of the hereafter and help to
Synod, communicates some of his impressions.Though lift that up to some present recognition and importance.
We often declaim against sectionalism, yet, what a benefit
these do not particularly touch upon the subjects we con-

J^EAR

scription of the particular character of the last Synod, as

m

itself to the

Certainly if the question were asked where a man ought

The pastor was not forgotten, for, upon opening an
envelope which had been put

TERMS

Western

Daughters were beautiful in design and execution. Banks

it

needful to link

8, 1891

last

Synod, the necessity of the living voice, yet the

West

needs the counsel and sympathy of the experienced East,
and the acquaintance of

Such

all sections

with each other and

some of the impressions,Mr. Editor, revisit, some of the shallower part
in the city of New York and its present pasture ground of them. I trust that I do not seem to you to have turned
upon the very utmost Eastern verge of the continent. He critical. We do not seriously criticise as long as the work
realizes that on this side of the Atlantic, at least, he could we need is well accomplished. But, if it be criticism, then
Fittingly he finds this symbolized by the Church

not be more entirely Orientalizedthan by belonging

home

to

the

are

ceived during an Eastern

there is still room for a higher.

Reformed Church in America. He realized it more than

higher criticism, though

ever at the last Synod.

little flaws

What

a difference is

presented in

this

respect by a com-

will

it

We

do not regard that

may call

itself so,

pierce the

summer gathered in Michigan and fending Mary

will next year meet near the Pacific shore.

Why

this

ex-

to the

a

sees

canon. We think the higher criticism
surface and discern beneath the apparent

in the

parison with other Churches, the Northern Presbyterian error the real inerrancy. Higher criticism
for instance, which this

which

as

of

Bethany.

underlying

It sets aside

good. We are but

is

like Jesus de-

carping and reaches
superficial, if in the

treme westward movement? The Reformed Church still chnrch, too, we do not discern beneath the human, the diBrown. The former, after recalling many incidents of the abides upon the shore where first she landed.
vine undercurrent. In the history of our own Church we
dedication service and the early history of the Church,
We find a certain satisfaction in this fact. Look over the are not wholly blind to this. The Reformed Church has the
spoke of the mission of a Church of Christ. Mr. Brown long list of honored names of those who have presided over true mother instinct. She seems to us like a mother, not
followed with man^ statisticsdrawn from the record book, the succession of our General Synods. The review will be as always knowing and seeing everything through every obwhich showed how this Church had been fulfilling her inspiring as suggestive.Of course we ‘disclaim all sectional struction, yet guided by an unerring instinct toward the

mission. He spoke
ress

made in

of the

jealousy in this connection. In political conventions the

He recalled the fact that a

strife of sections equally taxed for equal representationin

fostering; or like the sculptor who,

office often occasions friction,yet even there choice is free,

with apparent unconsciousness, a statue of marvellous beauty. So the Church
seems to us to do still better than it knows, and guided by
an infallible hand, is used to accomplish a work for our
country of which the generations that shall arise will yet

church register, so dull for most people to read,

is full of

can be traced the spiritual and many presidents are often furnished by a single State.
and development of whole families. Here we find The Church knows neither Blast nor West, but as for the
record of spiritual birth in baptism, of admission to the Presidentsof General Synod the line of succession indicates
communion, of consecration at the marriage altar, of the with clearness where the strength and the body of the Rebaptism of children and children’schildren, and finally, of formed Church lies.
the home taking by the Divine Father.
A little sectional pride may perhaps be pardoned in a
After an anthem by the choir, the Rev. C. 8. Hageman, Western man, when looking over the long list of Presidents
interest and life because in it

life

D.D., who preached the sermon at the time of dedication,

of General Synod he finds among them two Western

made

who have

a stirring address on the subject, "

Church Life— Of
What Does It Consist ?” and moved the hearts of all to
nobler purposes and larger hopes
At the conclusion of the service the pastor invited the

audience, which
tion held in the

filled

care of those children whom

steady accessions, and of the prog-

all directions.

every part of the church, to a recep-

church parlor and on the lawn. Refresh-

ments were freely distributed. Old and new friends shook
hands, and looked in each other’s eyes, and

all rejoiced that

the day had been so bright, the service so appropriate and
uplifting.

The decorations made by the Society of the King’s

m

__

.

certainly, as

we

strokes of his chisel, is

say to one another:

Providencehas given to her

hewing

Come and

with seeming

careless

out,

see!

Westmoreland.

THE REV. HENRY W. TELLER.

men

think, as such done their work

IN MEMORIAM.

(HE sickle of death is reaping a rich harvest in the
mijuBterial field of the Reformed Church. To the
Yet when we come to look at the matter closely we find
them to be both Eastern men in reality, or such as had number already recently gathered in is added, the Rev. H.
already grown into honor and prominence before they came W. Teller, pastor of the Hiurch at Pompton Plains, N.J. He
away from there. And where, pray, lias nearly the whole was born at Croton Falls, N. Y., July 16th, 1843. His
of our education come from originally? Has not the light father was elder Teller, of the Presbyterian Church, and an
still proceeded out of Orient sources? Where is the Board educator of youth. His early education was obtained in
of Education itself? Where is Foreign Missions? Where the school of his father. His religious under the paternal
are all our Boards? Where the funds invested? Where roof, repeating the WestminsterCatechism, and attendance
even the Board of Domestic Missions, which of late years at family devotion. Young in years, impressed with a sense
well and nobly.

We

refer to Dr. Phelps

and

to Dr. Scott.
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of datj, he,

with hie

the Rev. Daniel Teller, of

brother,

Owego, N. Y., commenced their studies preparatory to the
ministry. Henry received his classical education at Princeton and graduated from

its

Theological Seminary.

He served the Church of Essex

New

in

Conn., Springfield in

Jersey, and at Cambridge, N. Y., historically known as

lation of the churches of Stone Arabia

Meeting House,” in a work published by the

late Irenwus Prime,

D.D. The

congregation at Cambridge

has a reputation for its intelligence and familiarity with
hair-splitting theology. The Rev. H. W. Teller filled the
position, fitted in every respect to meet the expectations of
his parishioners. Cambridge is a beautiful and charming

town. Pastor and people lived in harmony. But

the long

were thought to be injurious to the health of Mrs. Teller, and induced the husband to seek a charge in a more temperate climate.
A call presented to him by the Consistory of the Pompton
Plains Church was accepted, and he became its installed
pastor. It has been a happy union, and he will be remembered as “our minister and pastor. n The stealing inroads
of disease within a few months bereft him of daughter and
wife, and the husband and father is called to follow, died,
July 2d. The only remains of the family is a girl of twelve
years, “ the living momento of the past.”
It is not to be overlooked,that after the death of Mrs.
Teller, he went to his brother at Owego, N. Y., for rest
and recuperation. At the expiration of two weeks he said:
“ I must go to my congregation; I love the people; I cannot
stay away any longer. If I die, I want to die in their midst,
and be buried by them. ” His desire has been granted. He
died in their midst, and they buried him in their midst.
The burial, on the 4th of July, brought over the: community the shadow of gloom and solemnity. The Rev. J.
H. Whitehead, a former pastor, offered prayer at the house.
The remains were taken by the Consistory to the church.
That large church was filled by a sorrowing and mourning
people. The Rev. J. N. Jansen read the Scripture and
offered prayers. The Rev. Dr. E. P. Terhune addressed the
congregation on the work and the duties of an evangelical
minister. The Rev. J. H. Whitehead followed with an address, on the providencesof God; however dark and obscure,
they work out the dispensationsof God in love. The concluding prayer was offered by the Rev. J. C. Cruikshank.
The congregation took the last look of the remains of their
late pastor, whose form they will see no more, and whose
winters, deep snows and cold winds

and Sprakers, being
the

evening in the North Reformed Church, Newark, N. J., in
which he made a strong and most effective plea for Foreign
Missions. The congregation listened with much pleasure

conjointly

to Mr. Chamberlain’s able exposition of the claims of the

dissolved, the above-mentioned call was read and approved,

and the Rev.

Furbeck was appointed to
Rev. Mr. Thomson as pastor over that church
with the Reformed Church of
Philip

install

Sprakers.

s.

foreign field. At the close of the sermon Dr. Waters ex-

s,

.Brooklyn, N. Y.— The dedicationof the fine new
edifice of the First Reformed Church, corner of Seventh
avenue and Carroll street, has been fixed for Sunday, Sept.
27. Tbe full arrangements are not yet definitely completed,
but it is settled that the Rev. Dr. Arthur Pierson will
preach the dedicatory sermon, and the Rev. Dr. J. H.
Suydam, will participate in the exercises. The occasion
will be one of much interest and importance not only to
the historic church, but to the denomination, and arrangements are being made to properly commemorate the event.
.

“The White

-/'S
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....New Durham, N.

The morning Sunday-school
attached to the Grove Church, New Durham, and the annex
afternoon school maintained at the Plank road Chapel, West
J.

—

Hoboken, it is reported have an aggregate membership of
eight hundred children. Both enterprises are in a splendid
condition, and exert an extensive and substantialreligious
influence in a community where missionary effort is very
much needed. The anniversaries of this school are usually
important and auspicious events, a fact that was fully attested last Saturday at the annual celebration of the anniversary of the Fourth of July. The exercises were held in
the church at New Durham and successfully carried out in
the following order: Singing, “America”; Prayer; Intro-

pressed his pleasure that Mr. Chamberlainwas able
present with the church before his departure for his

to

be

field

of labor. At the close of the service a great number of
people came forward to take leave of the young missionary
and to wish him every success in the important work on
which he is entering.

WESTERN

ITEMS.

-X

rpHE

Second Reformed Church of Jamestown, Mich.,
-L gladly announces its purpose to dedicate their new
church building, Wednesday, July 8th.... The dedication
of the basement of the beautiful edifice of the First Reformed Church of Grand Rapids, Mich., took place June
28th. In the morning the pastor, the Rev. Dr. Moerdyk,
preached appropriately from Gen. 27: 27. At 3 p.m. the
spacious lecture room was filled with interestedhearers,
who listened to addresses by pastors of other American
churches, viz.: The Revs. Gould, Jackson, Cobb and Denman. The Rev. Dr. Vanderveen, pastor from 1868-70, also
spoke hearty and helpful words. At the evening service
the pastor was assisted by the Rev. Dr. Winter, whose ad*
dress was replete with timely thoughts. The Rev. H. E.
Waring, a founder

of the

Church, an octogenarian, closed this

service, the memory of which will long be cherished. The
ductory Address, Pastor Isaac Gowen; Singing; Address,
contributionsamounted to some $600. The Consistory and
Richard R. Green, of Hoboken; Addrest* Dr. T. Luck, of
congregation unanimously desire their pastor, now called to
U nion Hill ; Doxology ; Ret recessional March . The out-door
the new American Church in Chicago, to remain ____ The
festivities were held subsequently in the pleasant grove
adjoining the church, where the little army of many juve- Second Reformed Church of Cleveland, O., rejoices in the
installation of the licentiate, H. Straks, as their pastor.
niles and a host of visitors had a delightful time for the
The
services took place on the evening of the 21st ult. The
balance of the day. A superb band of music enlivened the
Rev. R. Bloemendaal,of New Holland, Mich., preached
occasion with a fine programme of patriotic and lively selections. There were a series of out-door sports, and the the sermon from 2 Cor. 5: 19. Prof. Beardslee, D.D., of
teachers generously provided for the inner wants of their the Western Seminary, gave the charge most acceptably.
scholars. It was indeed an enjoyable social and festal The other services were conducted by the pastor of the
event, and no one did more to make it a success than the First Reformed Church, the Rev. Hogeboom, with which
popular pastor, who opened the parsonage for the reception this Second Church was united for many years. A large
of the guests, and his gracious wife, whe assisted him in and interested audience from both Churches testified to
mutual good-will. With both pastorates again filled, these
his services of
r. r. g.
churches look hopefully into the future, trusting to the
. .Albany, N. Y. — It is some time since there has been
care of the Great and Good Shepherd. . .Seventh Grand
anything in your columns concerning the Third Church.
Rapids enjoyed a historic and eventful day, June 11th.
Perhaps it is owing to our not having a pastor for nearly a
Their pastor-elect,the Rev. J. Lamar, was set apart to the
year. The 18th of June, 1890, was the last Sunday that
Gospel ministry. The Rev. Kolyn preached. The Revs.
the Rev. Wm. Tracy was with us, but we are thankful to
Winter and De Pree also took part in the services. Last
say that our pulpit has been supplied every Sabbath except
Sabbath the pastor’s opening sermon was Rom. 1: 16. The
the month of August, it being our custom to close the
church was packed on both occasions; and there is a prom
church for that month. On May 14th, 1891, the Rev. W.
ising outlook. A donation of a chapel organ from the
N. P. Dailey, from Nephi, Utah, was installed as pastor.
“ Eastern Ladies, ” and of 100 volumes for a Sunday-school
Our Church became reduced in number while we were
library, betokens a helpful hand East as well as West.
without a pastor, but now, under the earnest work and exBeaverdam, Mich., has called, unanimously, the Rev. Wr.
cellent preaching of our minister, our congregation is inG. Baas, of Palmyra, N. Y ____ Marion, N. Y., has called
creasing, and we hope the time will not be long before we
the Rev. P. Ihrman, of Waupun, Wig ____ Roseland, Minn.,
shall see our church
an elder.
(vacant,) has enjoyed a visit from the Rev. G. Dangremond,
....Hoboken, N. J.— The First Church, the Rev. Henry
of Church ville, Minn. .. .The Rev. P. Bouma, of GrandMattice, pastor, received seven members to its communion
ville, Mich., has been chosen pastor of the Fourth Reon the last Sabbath in June; two by letter and five on conformed Church of Grand Rapids, Mich ____ The Churches of
fession. This Church expects very soon to break ground
Hull, Van Raalte and Westfield,(North Dakota,) gratefully
for a new house of worship.
recognize the preaching, each and every Sabbath, of
PersonalR.
student H. Hospers, of the Seminary; also the donation,by
“Aunt Marjorie” and Mrs. Terhune go next week to an Eastern sister, of a Bible and a supply of books . .The
Monona Lake, Wisconsin, to conduct a Woman’s Meeting. Second Reformed Church of Muskegon, Mich., newly*
They made a great impression a twelve month or so ago at organized, has been gladdened by a gift of $300 from Mrs.
a similar meeting in Michigan, where they spoke very E. C. Brown, of New York city. They are now building a
plainly and fearlessly upon some domestic evils. May God’s chapel, and are served acceptably by student Van Duine,
presence and blessing l>e with them now!
of the Western Seminary. .. .The Rev. J. H. Baay has
The Rev. George D. Hulst, pastor of the South Bushwick occupied the pulpit of the Alto, Wis., Church during the
Church, preached to a large audience his twenty-second absence of the Rev. J. H. Karsten. . .A Chicago corresanniversary sermon last Sabbath.
spondent gives an extended account of an interesting
The Rev W. H. Tracy, of the Classis of Albany, has re- Y. P. S. C. E. social in the new American Reformed Church
ceived two calls, one from the Second Church of Phila- there, a most enjoyable feature of which was an address by
delphia, and the other from the Church at Herkimer, N. Y. the pastor-elect,the Rev. Dr.
s. 8.
The Rev. George T. Dowling, D.D., of Albany, N. Y.,
will preach in the Madison Avenue Reformed Church, the
The Fulton Street Mission.
Rev. Abbott E. Kittredge, D.D., pastor, the last two SabrpHE thirty-fourthanniversary of the mission work of

hospitality.

.

.

.

voice they will hear no more.

As the writer walked from the grave, he thought of the
agreement between the way and the end of life. “ Mark
the perfect man and behold the upright, the end of that
man is peace.” “ His Lord said unto him, Well done,
good and faithful servant, thou hast been faithful over a
few things, I will make thee ruler over many things. Enter
thou into the joy of the Lord.” There is nothing on earth
too good to

die.

,

•

j. c.

c

.

....New York City.— The Thirty-fourth Street Reformed Church, west of Eighth avenue, will be open all
summer. The pastor, the Rev. Dr. Peter Stryker, will
•pend his vacation from the middle of July to the

bath

first Sab-

September in the Northwest. His post-office address will be Stryker Seminary, St. Anthony Park, Minn.
The assistant,the Rev. 0. W. E. Ranch, will preach in the
church every Sabbath morning. The Sabbath-school and
the Friday evening prayer-meeting will also be continued.
The seats in this church are all f-ee, and those not worshipping elsewhere are cordially Invited to come in.
in

....Union Reformed Church, Sixth Aye.— The
Ladies’ Missionary Society held
season

in

its

closing meeting

for

the

connectionwith the Faith Mission Band on Friday

evening, June 12th. The large number gathered gave evi-

dence that

these meetings are of deep interest. Mrs.

Hop-

per and Miss See presided, each directing the exercises of
the society of which she was president. After the customary prayer,. Scripturereading and singing,

of music and

a

recitation was carried out by the

programme
members of

t

Moerdyke.

in

July.

The Rev.

:

Dr.

.

A. Denman, of Bacon

Hill,

N. Y., preached an appropriate fourth anniversary sermon last Sabbath

way.

.

Thomson and

the church of Stone Arabia, and the joint re-

preached an exceedingly

interesting

Dutch Church was celebrated July 1st,
at the noon prayer-meeting held in the chapel at No. 113
the old North

Fulton street. Mr.

sermon

last

J. C. Lanphier,

who

thirty-four years

ago gave up his business to enter upon this work, gave a
short account of what the mission had accomplished. A

poem by the Rev. Charles J. Warren was also read. The
Mission was commenced in July; the Fulton Street Prayermeeting in September, the same year, 1857.

morning. During

sermon; the charge to the pastor was given by the Rev. F. the service burglars entered his residence, ransacked things
V. Van Vranken, and the charge to the people by the Rev. generally,and made off with about .$50 in cash, and jewelry
H. H. Sangree. We are glad and grateful that the Lord and other valuables worth at least $50 more.
has given us a pastor once more, and one, too, so excellent
The Rev. A. DeW. Mason has resigned the pastorateof
in every
oorb.
the South Reformed Church of Brooklyn, to take effect in
. .The Classis of Montgomery met in special session
the middle of October. Mr. Mason has declined the call of
at Fort Plain, N. Y., June 29th, 1891, to take action upon a
the Highland Park Reformed Church of New Brunswick,
call made by the Reformed Church of East Palatine upon and accepted that of the Reformed Church of Boonton, N.
the Rev. J. A. Thomson. The special committee, appointed J. He will begin his work there on the first Sabbath of
at the spring meeting to organise a new church, reported November.
that a church had been organized with the name of East
The Rev. L. B. Chamberlain,M.A., who is under apPalatine. The pastoral relation between the Rev. J. A. pointment to proceed tt> India as a foreign missionary,
.

.

.

James M. Farrar, of the First Reformed
. .Fort Plain, N. Y.— The installationof the Rev. E.
Church of Brooklyn, starts on his vacation this week in the
A. McCullum as pastor of our church occurred Monday West. During his absence his Church joins with other
evening, June 29th. The exerciseswere very interesting, Prospect Heights Churches in union services in the Grace
and were listened to by a good congregation.The pulpit M. E. Church, corner Seventh avenue and St. Johns
and communion table were beautifully decorated with a Place.
profusion of flowers. The Rev. J. A. Thomson, President
The Rev. C. D. F. Steinfuhrer,pastor of the Second Reof the Classis, presided and read the form; the Rev. Mark formed (German) Church of Astoria, preached his twenty!

.

filled.

the Mission Band. Papers were read by members of the
Ladies’ Missionary Society and a number of short voluntary
addresses were made. At the close of these exercises a
social hour was spent and refreshments served. It was
agreed by all that the evening had been profitablyand baths
pleasantlyspent.

.

American Bible Society.

rpHE

Managers was held
at the Bible House on Thursday, July 2d, 1891, Theophilus A. Brouwer, Esq., Vice-President,in the Chair.
Devotional services were conducted by the Rev. Bishop E.
G. Andrews. Announcement was made of the decease of
Mr. Robert I^ewis, one of the Managers of the Society, and
a committee was appointed to prepare a memorial minute.
Upon the recommendation of the Committee on Distribution, grants of Bibles, Testaments, and Portions, to the
value of about $5,164 were made for distribution and sale
in the United States and in foreign lands. Funds were also
appropriated to the amount of $3,894.14.
The issues from the Bible House in the month of June
Sabbath were 74,404 copies; issues since April 1st, 241,744 copies.
stated meeting of the Board of

J

m
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First Steps in Elec- Criticism by Dr. Bradley, who successfullyvindicates the
tricity, Designed for the Entertainment and Instruction character and claims of this important epistle. Next is a
of Young People at Home and in School,” by Charles satisfactory article, by Dr. Harmon, of Carlisle, on Tatlan’s
Diatessaron, showing the basis of the text found in this
Barnard. It is published by Charles E. Merrill & Co.
earliest of Gospel Harmonies. Dr. Houghton contributes a
____ “Galleuher, and Other Stories." By Richard
Our BookaShelves.
Harding Davis. This collection of short stories by the just notice of George Bancroft, and Dre Todd shows that
....“James Freeman Clarke: Autobiography, Diary
managing editor of Harper's Weekly will be gladly wel- the experience of the eighteenth century proves spiritual
and Correspondence.”Edited by Edward Everett Hale.
comed by the many who have been attracted by reading of causes to be better means of reform than law or reasoning.
Subsequent to Channing it is doubtful if Unitarianism has
one or more of them in the periodicals. Mr. Davis will bo Prof. Conn points out the difference between Natural Selecfurnished a stronger, more attractive and more influential
recognized as the soq of a well-known authoress,and may tion and the Law of Love. The Editorial Notes and Disrepresentative than the subject of this admirable biography.
be accepted as coming to some of his powers by virtue of cussions are, as usual, full and timely. The paper headed
America has produced no worthier or more widely esteemed
heredity. The ten stories which make up the present vol- “A Reply, but not a Refutation” is amusing to bystanders.
exponent of liberal theology than the pastor of the Church
ume are of varying merit, but each gives evidence and The Itinerant’s Club is juicy and suggestive. The Reviews
of the Disciples, and his kindly personality, broad catholicpromise of genius. They put him in the front rank of our of books are good, hut the lash might have been heavier on
ity and scholarship made him loved and esteemed far be“Judaism and Christianity.”
younger authors. (Charles Scribner’s Sons.)
yond the circle in sympathy with his theologicalviews.
. .Outing for July comes in summer garb, as becomes a
____ “What Rome Teaches.” By M. F. Cusack (The
The great public who knew him chiefly through his volummid-summer
issue, and is filled with pleasant summer readNuji of Kenmare). This volume, prepared by one who has
inous writings, many of them valuable contributions to
been in the communion of Rome and who writes from per- ing. It opens with a true outing sketch by Ernest Ingerlearning as well as literature,will be glad of so excellent a
sonal knowledge,is adapted to be very useful. It shows soU, finely illustrated, on “ Beyond the Metropolis of the
presentationof the man. The great charm of the volume
the weak points of Romanism without exaggeration,and Mountains,” the metropolis being Denver. Boating, fishbefore us is the great extent to which it is autobiographical,
how best to deal with the system. In the Introductionthe ing, tennis and lacrosse receive a fair meed of attention.
for though the autobiography proper only extends through
author gives an important caution against making unau- “Harry’s Career at Yale” is continued, and there is a
the earlier years of his life and carries the story no further
thorized statements against Popery. (The Baker & Taylor sprightly story of “The Lady in Rouge.” The number is
than the year 1840. the biographer has allowed Dr. Clarke
Co.)
throughout a good one.
to speak so fully and graphicallyfor himself from his diary
____ “A Box of Monkeys, and Other Farce Comedies.”
____ The Ladies' Home Journal for July is an admirable
and correspondence that the result is much as if the auto- By Grace Livingston Furniss. Four short charades for immid-summer
issue. It furnishes something for all the inbiography had been carried down to his death. The editor promptu affairs in private houses. The chief feature is
has only furnished what was necessary to make the story modern slang. The component elements, English titles mates of the home, young as well as old, and has a list of
continuous. The man speaks throughout for himself, and and impecuniousness, American wealth and supposed vul- contributorssurpassed by none of the monthlies. Mrs. A.
D. T. Whitney’s serial, “A Golden Gossip,” reaches Chapstands before us in all the largeness, kindlinessand help- garity. (Harper & Brothers.)
ter VII. The series of “ Unknown Wives of Well-Known
fulness which made him so conspicuous among the influ....“The People's Christ.” By the Rer. liouis AlMen ” this month introducesAnnie Logan Carter, the wife
ential men of his day. (Houghton, Mitflin & Co.)
bert Banks, D.D. “A volume of sermons, fragments and
of “ Uncle Remus.” Dr. T. DeWitt Talmage is, as usual,
____ “ Abraham Lincoln: The Liberator.” By Charles other papers ” from the pen of a Boston divine. Starting
wise and witty in his “ From My Cottage Window,” and
Wallace French. This is the latest addition to the series of n Washington Territory, he has risen to greater responsiMrs. Henry Ward Beecher writes on “Care of Birds in the
American Reformers, edited by Carlos Martyn, and despite jilities in a short time, and the book explains the method
Horae,” but as the articlesnumber over forty titles we will
the number and excellence of the biographies of the great of his preaching, plain, fearless and evangelical, for all
not attempt further to name them or their authors.
martyr to freedom, it is manifest that no series of American classes and nationalities.Comfort for the toilers,defence
. .The Century for July has for its frontispiece an exReformers would be complete which did not embrace “ Linor the persecuted of this land (Indian or Chinese) and
cellent portrait of Horace Greeley to accompany an address
coln, the man who freed the slave.” This latest biograph- warnings against national perils form the body of the work.
by Mr. Greeley on Abraham Lincoln, written in or about
ical sketch aims to present the personality of the great
Lee & Shepard.)
leader and President; to be a portraiture of the man, rather
....“Henry Ward Beecher.” A Study of His Per- 1868, and here first printed from the original manuscript.
Mrs. Virginia Reed Murphy contributesa paper in the Calthan a history of his times, and as such is worthy of com- sonality, Career and Influence in Public Affairs. By John
mendation. Lincoln stands beside Washington in the affec- R. Howard. This work, originally published as an Intro- ifornia series, in which, with simplicityand delicacy, she
portrays her experience as a girl in making the trip “Across
tions of a grateful people, and as time goes on the grandeur duction to Beecher’s “ Patriotic Addresses,” is now issued
the Plains with the Donner Party” in 1846; the paper is copiof his character and services is only more conspicuous; separately as a concise biography of this distinguishedman.
ously illustrated.An important paper by Dr. Albert Shaw,
there need be, therefore, no regret at the multiplicationof It is a popular and effective account of an extraordinary
his biographies.The present one is particularlyfull in career, written with the earnestness and confidence of an in his series on Municipal Government, describes the govdelineationof personal traits and characteristic anecdotes, admirer, and yet not overstepping the limits of good sense. ernment of Paris, which he calls the “ Typical Modern
City,” and which is treated of in all the prominent relations
authentic and unauthentic, and is pleasant reading. An It conUins three portraits taken at different periods and a
of the city to its people. Prof. Edward 8. Holden, of the
inexcusable lack, however, is the entire absence of titles to fac- simile of the first page of notes for one of his public
Lick Observatory, is the author of an interestingpaper enthe chapters,an omission only partially compensated for by addresses. Few readers will fail to find the book interesttitled, “A Lunar Landscape,” with pictures from negatives
a fairly good index. If ever a second edition should be ing and suggestive. (Fords, Howard & Hulbert.)
taken at the Lick Observatory. The number is crowded
called for we trust this defect may be remedied. The ex. .The Appletons have added to their Town and Counwith much other matter of superior merit and engrossing
cellence of the previous volumes of this series in the matter try Library “ The Maid of Honor,” by the Hon. Lewis
of arrangement of their contents under appropriate titles, Wingfield, an interestingand quite successful study of interest.
. .The Homiletic Review for July is rich in articles by
only makes more observable and provoking the entire ab- French social conditions in the closing days of Louis XVI.,
noted writers, and in sermons and sermonic sketches by
sence of analysis or table of contents. The book had been and of the dawn of the Revolution. (D. Appleton & Co.)
as well without division into chapters,as to have them
....“Elizabeth.” Translated from the German of some of our best preachers. In the Review Section the
subjects discussed are “Culture in its Relation to Preachmerely numbered, without a hint of the ground covered. Marie Nathusius by Mrs. M. A. Shryock. This is a pure
ing,” by Professor J. O. Murray, D.D., of Princeton;“ The
(Funk & Wagnalls.)
and wholesome story, quite true to life and elevating in its
Biblical Tests Applied to Recent Claims,” by C. B. Hulbert,
____ “The Impregnable Rock ok Holy Scripture.” moral, and, we may add, widely different from the novels
By William E. Gladstone. A great Christian statesman’s usually chosen for translation. It is full of the flavor of D.D., of Zanesville, Ohio; “Exegesis in the Pulpit,” by
staunch defence of the integrity and authority of the sacred the strong home life of the Germans, and withal of that Howard Crosby, D.D., one of the last this lamented writer
wrote. In the Sermonic Section Dr. Charles F. Deems
Scripturesas a revelationfrom God to man is to be found warm devotional and trustful spirit to which the name of
treats of “The Ascended Christ,” and Dr. R. W. Dale, of
in this book. In these times, when so-called criticism seeks Putisl has properly been given. The story is interesting,
I/)ndon, Eng., discourses ably on “ The Kingship of Jesus.”
to undermine the Bible, it is gratifying to find the spirit of and better than many which have been translated, but apart
The
European Department is made as interesting and valsound learning roused to state the truth upon whiah the from presenting a phase of German social life not very
Church has stood for ages with regard to the inspired Word familiar, has no such peculiar merit as to call for reproduc- uable to the reader as ever by its scholarly editor, J. H. W.
Stuckenberg, D.D., of Berlin, Germany. This mid summer
of God. The six chapters are crowded with arguments, tion into English. (Porter & Coates.)
issue is pronouncedly a star number.
which the author marshals with skill and effectiveness.
“ Fourteen to One.” By Elizabeth Stuart Phelps.
vant,

we can

heartily

commend

“

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

While learned enough for the scholar, the style is lucid This is a collection of short stories by one who is a master
enough for the general reader, thus making the book of in the art of story telling, and a favorite with American
value

all. Its presentationin a cheap form places

readers. Most of these tales have been published in one or
another of the periodicals, and were written before the
____ “God’s Champion, Man s Example.” A Study of gifted authoress became Mrs. Ward, hence the volume ha*
the Conflict of our Divine Deliverer.By the Rev. H. A. very properly on its title page the name under which her
Birks, M.A. Under this obscure and awkward title Mr. popularity was won. The book consists of fourteen tales,
Birks has put forth a very good monograph on our Lord’s taking its name from the first; some of them, as “ Jack, the
Temptation in the Wilderness. He shows clearly what Fisherman” and “The Madonna of the Tubs,” are pecusome good and able men cannot see, how a Being who could liarly strong in their portraitureof character, and in symnot sin yet was capable of temptation, and that extremely pathetic insight into the nobler traits of humble life, and
keen and painful. Mr. Birks has studied the subject and is many will rank among the best in recent literature. (Houghto

it

within reach of all. (John B. Alden.)

familiar with

He

its literature,even

such as

is quite recent.

writes with a practical aim steadily in view, and his vol-

ton, Mifflin & Co.)
____ “

What

to Eat and

How to Serve It.” By Chris

any class of readers. (Religious tine Terhune Herrick. Mrs. Herrick has gathered into this
handy volume many of her practical contributionsto HarTract Society, London; F. H. Revell & Co., Sole Agents.)
per’s Bazar, and her helpful and sensible suggestions will
____ “ Electricity: The Science of the Nineteenth
Century.” By E. M. Caillard. This volume assumes to thus become the more useful. For young housekeepers in
particular this little guide to healthful and economical
be nothing but “A Sketch for General Readers,” and does
meals, and to their tasteful and proper serving, cannot fail
not essay to be an exhaustive or profound treatise. Yet
to be most acceptable,and in many families elevate the
just because it puts in popular language, and covers the
matter of eating to a plane it has not hitherto occupied,
ground in the light of the latest advances and achievements
and make breakfast, dinner and tea events on which
of the science, it is a most valuable and timely work. The
thought and taste have been bestowed as well as labor.
general reader will find it interesting in style, and from it
Good sense and judgment, as well as a keen perceptiqn of
can gain an intelligent understanding of static and current
beauty and fitness have combined to make a very useful
electricity,and the practical applicationswhich have been
made of this subtle force. The author has availed herself and useable book. (Harper & Brothers.)

ume

will

prove useful

A
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The Baker
Co.: Our Country; Its PossibleFuture and Its
Present Crises. By Rev. Josiah Strong, D.D. With an Introduction by
Prof. Austin Phelps. D.D. Revised Edition, Based on the

Census of

1800. One Hundred and Fortieth Thoasand. 12mo, pp. 280. Paper. 30
cents; cloth, 60 cents.
Griffith,Artetl A Cadu Co., Holuokf, Mam.: An Idyl of the Sun,
and Other Poems. BfDrrtn Cedesmun Stevens. 12mo, pp. 212.
John B. Alden: Miriam Hetb. A Tale of the Times of the Christ.
J. Holt, D.D. 12mo, pp. 71,
Hunt A Eaton: Inter-Denominational
Sermons. A

By Rev. A.

Series of

Sermons

Old John Street” Methodist EpiscopalChurch, New
York City. By Prominent Ministers of Different Denominations. Edited by Rev. Wellesley W. Bowdish, D.D. With an Introduction by Rev,
James M. King, D.D. Ukno.pp.Si6.$1.25.
D. A ppleton A Co.: Appleton'sCanadian Guide Book. With Maps
and Illustrations. By Charles G. D. Roberts. Uimo, pp. 270. $1.25.
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UNBOUND BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS.
A Hebrew and

English Lexicon of the Old Testament, Based on the
Lexicon of Gesenlu*. as Translatedby Edward Robinson. Edited by
Francis Brown, D.D., with the Co-operationof 8. U. Driver, D.D., of
Oxford, and Charles A. Briggs, D.D., of Union TheologicalSeminarv,
New York. Part I. Small quarto, pp. 80. 60 cents. Houghton, Mifflin
A Go.

Through the South and West with the President,April 14-May 16,
1801, The Only Complete and Authorized Collection of ’resident Harrison’sGreat and Eloquent Speeches Made During the Tour. Compiled
by John 8. Sbrtver. 8vo, pp. 162. 2S cents. Mail and Express.
I

PERIODICALS.
July.— Magazine of American History. Outing, The Homiletic Review, Belford’s Magazine, The Century, The Book Buyer, Our Little
Ones and The Nursery, The Magazine of Christian Literature,New England Magazine, New Englander and Yale Review, Wide Awake.

of the best recent works, and has written from competent

knowledge. (D. Appleton &
.
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.

Company.)
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properties of what is, next to steam, man’s most useful ser-

Illustrated Hand-book free

Periodicals,Serials, and Notes.

.For those who are interested in electrical experiments
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Library Table.
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.The Methodist Review, July-August,is out early.

opens with

a learned

ON “MEMORIAL WORK.”
It

paper on Ephesians and the Higher
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Ward’s Statue of Beecher.
'^’OBODY can look at Mr. Ward’s representatlon of Beecher without receiving,

M. Hunt,

assistance of Mr. R.

the architect,

shows an innovation in that the whole sur-

TH

TIFFANY GLASS COM PANY

E

face is polished to a darkness almost black,

the impression that the living affording a more effective backgroundand a
all who met him or who heard
more effective contrast to bronze that the
him, the impression of exuberant vitality and material usually employed, The scale of
of conscious power. The burly figure is firmly
the monument may be estimated by the fact
planted, as of one who has taken his stand and that the statue is nine feet in height, and
the pedestal ten, while the figure of the
cannot be moved; and the detail, from the
slave girl is six feet and two inches.
resolute and alert |>oise of the head to the Harper's Weekly.
hat gripped in the pressure of a powerful

DECORATIONS. MEMORIAL WINDOWS AND COLORED GLAa*

first of all,

man made on

FOR CHURCHES AND DWELLINGS.
STAINED GLASS, MOSAIC GLASS. WROUGHT GLASS.

in all

adapted

to

carry out the idea of

courage and of independence, '
takable the statue

It

is unmis-

an orator, but

of

it

is not

the statue of the pulpit orator, who is assured beforehand

of

the sympathies of his

congregation, but rather of the orator

a hostile throng whose

faces

who

hostility

he

feels secure of his power to quell.

So Beecher

when

FOURTH AVK.,
NBW YORK.

years

— Excellent examples

B.

of our

new books nearly ready for publication
Farming,” an attractive volume written by
R. K. Munkittrick and illustrated in tints
from drawings by A. B. Frost. The humor
which lurks in every )>aragruph and exudes
from every one of the hundred or more pictures in this book commends it especially for

WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT

“

summer

reading.

.

“The best book, the most practical and worshipfiil ever placed
Used them with great delight.”,

THH LETTERS OF

m

MARIE BASHKIRTftEFF.

rubliftlierM. ^

over the company
New England dinner

later,

first

ft,

8.

1H01.

sleeveless cloak testify that for this
fashions of the tailors had as

few

man the

The Price

also a distinctly sculpturaladvantage in

escaping from the formality and the inexpressivenessof modern dress,

OR,

and in pro-

Jeanne Ilerthout, CoiinteM <le Merccrur.
Adapted from the French of Pierre
by Mrs. Benjamin Lewis.

once accentuate and palliate the bulkiness of

PR E

VI 0

UsTy

the figure they enclose. In a successful

tinctly conduce to th6 general

and nothing

is

.

must

A

dis-

we have tried to intimate, so that this may
apprehendedbefore the features are even
seen. But the face, little as it counts for
in the total impression of a statue of almost colossal size, is here, in a sense other
than that in which we commonly use the

By

be

Translated by

mouth,

nostrils, the

The Story

knowing that he

felt to the

less the sculptor

has been fortunate in his

utmost. Doubt-

few men in a generation

much “nature” as

Beecher, and

perhaps not one other in the hundreds of
thousands

of his fellow-citizens of

Brooklyn;

but doubtless, also, the subject has been
fortunate in his sculptor, for those who,
not having seen Beecher in the flesh,

see

are

him

of

Two

A Wedding

at his heft.

was

in

Translated by Mary J. Serrano.

spicuously shown,

and

it is these that the

has chosen for illustration in ,the
girl reaching up her palm leaves, and

sculptor
slave

the children with their tributary wreath.
The French sculptors of our time have shown
how much the expression of a portrait
statue may be heightened by the introduc-

expression of the central figure in addition

rg&sstMss
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J
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henslve set of stud-

tw bf this smiaent writer. In eight Books. Price.
WcU. each, postpaid.

CHURCH IN GERMANY.”

MUSICAL VISITOR
a monthly magazine
'Bill for Choirs and Organists,
I.

GOOD, D.D.

(ontains Anthems. Voluntaries and Interesting
Reading Matter. Single copies 15cts., per year.
Sp^ia] ternni to cluhe °f fire or more.
OF
T1»** latest and beet book

SONO

ARENA

UT *

«• F.

For sale at Synod’s Rooms, 26 Reade street.

RELISMS MUSIC

how

C.C.ci

¥Mf*oS!

Price, 60cte. postpaid.

to

put CHORDS.

_
_
THE JOHN CHURCH

a

PUBLISHBD BY

50 cents.

This is a study in avarice, and in its truth
to life is worthy of Balzac.

An

Artist.

A Novel. Translated from the French of
Madame Jeanne Mairet by Anna Dyer

How

I took H. M. 8. Majentic Into Action.

A Story of Modem Ironclad Warfare. By
H. O. Arnold-Forster.Illustrated by
W. H. Overend. 1 vol., 12mo, boards, 50

cloth gUt, $2.00.

CHOICE SAi'RED SOLOS FOR LOW VOICE. Presbyterian Board of Publication
Forty songs for contralto, baritone, and baas.
Heavy paper, $1.00; boards, $1.25; cloth gilt,
$2.00.

CHOICE SACRED DUETS.
Thirty duets by standard authors. Just pubUshed.
Heavy paper, $1.00; boards, $1.25; cloth gilt,

BY ALL BOOKSELLERS.

Cassell Publishing Company,

Oonraei of ttudy those of flnt-d its oolleg’s. Beotrlc Hirbis, skam neat and elevator. Astronomical
Observatory. Art School Music Building, Ac. 217

the design of which the sculptor has had the

ELMIKA COLLEGE SCHOOL OF MUSIC.
Six specialistsIn musical faculty. Every facility
for work of highest grade. Over 100 students.

Charlis

vm Nordih, D.D., Pfest., Ilmira, N. Y.

1334 Clfiitint Street Philadelpliia,Pa.
AN BI OBTAINED AT

Selected for the piano and organ from the great
Oratorios, Hymnals, etc. -Heavy paper, $1.00;
boards, |1.25; cloth gilt, $2.00.

WARD

EMERSON'S CHOICE ANTHEMS.
A reraarkfcble book. Anthems, Jubilates, etc.
Send for special circular.Boards $LU0; $9.00
per dozen.

Any book mailed free on

Oliver Ditson Company,

J. E.

Ditson A Co., 867 Broadway, N. Y.

Ditson A Co., 1228 Chestnut

8t., Phila.

LEGGAT BROS.
CHEAPEST BOOKSTORE
IN THE WORLD.
BOOKS, RARE,

MILLION
Libraries and

CURIOUS

boon bought.

&

711 Broadway,

New York,

Or any of the Depositories or Bookie Hera representing the Board.

Mammoth Catalogue furnished upon

on application.

S. S.

LESSON HELPS.

STUDIES IN JOHN’S GOSPEL.
An expoeltlon of the International Sunday-school
Lesson*, July to December Inclusive. . By Rev. David
Gregg, D.D. 248 pp. 12mo. Cloth, $1 25.
The author select* in each Lemon the best truth to
enforce, and Impresses It with great skill and power.

THE BIBLE DICTIONARY. By

Rev. W.

W.

Rand, D.D. 3ft)cut*. 18mape. 720 pp. fivo. Cl., $2.
" Beyond all Question the be«t Bible Dictionary that
is before the public.”— Prksbyticrian Rkyiew.

DR. STALKER’S LIFE OF CHRIST.

BIBLE TEXT-BOOK.

I2mo.

60c.

OOcCfiti.

American Tract Society,
150 Nassau st. and 304

1

World.

Catalogues and Samples of Periodicalsfurnished

CURRENT,

ON HAND.

libraries supplied cheaper than at any bookstore
In tbe

DRUMMOND,

Mailed postpaidon receipt of price.

453-463 Washington St., Boston.
C. H.

&

receipt of price.

Full Catalogue of Sacred Music adapted for all occasions sent free on application.

104 & 100 Fourth Avenue, New York.

EIMIKA COLLEGE FOH WOMEN

and Sabbath-School Work.

SABBATH DAY MUSIC.

cents.

FOR

NEW YORK.

Of THK

Thirty-ninesongs for soprano, mezzo-soprano,
and tenor. Heavy paper, $1.00; boards, $1.25;

In a Conning Tower;
OR,

CO.,

18 E. 16th St.

ALL THE ISSUES

CHOICE SACRED SOLOS.
A Novel. By Emile Richkbourg. Translated from the French bv Mrs. Benjamin
I^ewis. 1 vol., 12mo, clotn, 75 cents; paper,

St^

CINCINNATI,

SUMMER EVENINGS.

Old RaclotN Million.

students.

Children Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

Ump clolh* “'dl
REED ORGAN STUDIES. A
n. w r T-Vw.a .00trh *nd compre-

postpaid0 P‘Per’ ll M

FOR

and charm that inhere to
them. The pedestal of Quincy granite, in
to the plastic grace

It.

Commentary on Luke.

11£2 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
10 Bible House, New York.

Three new VoU. inl'aueW* Sunshine Series.

tion of accessoryfigures; and the figures of
this pedestal elucidate and carry farther the

Do

ASA HULL, Publisher,
150 Nassau Street, New York.

74 W. 4th

what may bo called his
political career, and in the love of little
children that abode with him all his life
con-

to

The American Sunday-SchoolUnion,

Trip.

By Emilia Pardo Bazan.

mated so much of

were most

BOOKS

00,000

Price In boards, $3.60 per Doz.; $30 per hundred
By Mail Fust paid, 3. cents; $4.20 per Dozen.

thinge.

the feeling for the slave that ani- cents; paper, 50 cents.

long, that these sympathies

1

cents.

Price, $1.50.

The accessories of the figure are equally Page. 1 vol., 12mo, cloth, 75 cents; paper,
50 cents.
adapted to carry out its idea. The wide
A Debt ot Hatred.
sympathies of Beecher were amopg the
A Novel. By Georges Oiinet, Author
main sources of his power as un orator, and
of “The Iron-Master,”“Dr. Rameau,”
were an integral part of the vitality and the
“ The Soul of Pierre,” etc. Translated bv
humanity that his living presence expressed. E. P. Robins. 1 vol., 12mo, cloth, 75
It

UfFKK

send a Specimen Copy Free, to every Superintendent who sends us the name of his school and 10
cents to cover malUng expenses, if it takes
to

12mo. 331 pp. $1.25.
fW~S*nd for descriptive,circulars.

Steinitz.

Lives.

Just the book to do that, therefore,we

for learning to play chords. Price, Mete. post,«aid.

to

him hereafter in Mr. Ward’s bronze,

will see

ft)

mobile

of battle which nobody can have
heard or seen Henry Ward Beecher without

have so

Mme. F.

Comee In, Just in the Nick of Time, to fill the gap.
To go back to the old book you have used three, five,
perhaps ten years, after Anniversaryday is over Is
like throwing a wet blanket over the schooL
Why not get a tip top New Book and let the Jubilee
continue the year round? The Jeweled Crown is

Cloth,

IV/

the joy

subject, for very

illustrated. 219 jiages.

By Stuart Sterne.

the “joy of power” and

all tell of

Jokai.

III.

leonine and yet joy-

ous defiance, the dilated

no Devil.”

Maurus

phrase, a “ speaking” likeness. The leonine
in a

is

Jeweled Crown

Commentary on Mark.

Pictorial

II.

“Thore

DM!

IS

Third Edition. Revised. 12mo, cloth. Fully

Translated by Mary Springer.

impression of character

’

NOW FOR A NEW MUSIC BOOK/
THE

doth, 12mo, 316 pp., four Colored Maps, numerous
Engravings,Harmony, Analysis, Index, etc.
Second Edition. $1.25.

Woman.

By Emilia Pardo Bazan.

impression,

beneath the careful attention

head thrown back

S TIED.

DU

CHllDHEft'S

Commentary on Matthew.

People's

Christian

of the artist. In this statue all the details
distinctly help the

IS

People's

I.

portrait statue, so limited are the sculptor's
of expression, every detail

Bale

1 vol., 12mo, cloth, 11.00.

viding broad masses of draj>ery, which at

means

cloth. Illustratedwith Maps and Original
Engravings. Pp. vill aud 885.
Price, by mall,

LJtno,

terrors as

the formulas of the theologians. The cloak
has

Coronet;

ot a

my hands.

In

Rgv. C. M. LAM80N, D.D., St. Johusbury. Vt.. Bay»: It is a remarkable collection of bymns and tunes, and
.shown a compilerwho has a genuine feeling for the requirement*of sacred song. He at the same time
respects the dear familiar habits of the Church and Its capacity to use and enjoy the better quality of
Uirlst an hymns and music. He knows what Is religious and what is worthy of the uses of religion

Translated from the French by Mary J.
New York,
Serrano, Translator of “ Marie Bushkirtafter his great ordeal, when he felt that seff, The Journal of a Young Artist,” etc.,
many, and perhaps most, of his hearers etc. With new portraits,illustrations,and
DU. RICE’S NOTES ON THE GOSPELS.
blamed him for being there, and blamed fac-similes of the author’s own letters.
4 vols. (Matthew, Mark, Luke ami John;.
1 vol., 12(110, SI. AO.
the manager of the banquet for having ipvited him to be there. It was occasions like
It is unnecessaryto call attention to the
JOHN JUST ISSUED.
extraordinary
popularity of the “Journal
these that roused the manhood of the man,
The ONLY works giving the texts of the
of Mario Bashkirtseff,”translated by Mrs.
Common (1611) ami Revised Versions
and put the orator on his mettle. Every
(18H1), with Critical,Kxegetical
Serrano and published in English by the
aud Applicative Notes.
detail of costume is not merely authentic, as
Cl— oil Publishing Company. The letters
People's Commentary on John.
those who remember Beecher will recognise, of this singularly gifted girl are now’ offered
the
public
before
their appearance in
(Fourth vol. People’s Commentary Serif*.)
but it is also characteristic of the inde|>endFrance by especial arrangement with Mine.
BY KDWUf W. RICE. D.D.
ence and unconventionality and humanity Bashkirtseff. the mother of Marie, and the
This Is 1, the latest; 2, notices all modern critiof the man. His special vocation is indicat- French publishers.
cism; H, cites ablest scholars for fifteen centurit*;
4, has maps and engravings from best sources; 5,
ed only by the single-breastedcoat of a
Is commended by best Biblical scholars;
gives
best help on International
8. Leasous, July-Dee.,
No. V. in CasielT* Blue Library.
clerical cut, while the slouch hat and the
assembled at the

*49

Harper & Brothers announce among

he rose to speak for the Union to Brit-

ed, twelve

work may be seen at the Refonned
Church on the Heights, Pierrepont Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
N.

the

may have stood and looked

ish audiences in 1883. So he stood and look-
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A

«

—

hand,

0

the chbistian intelligencer.

Boston, 54 Bromfleld
Rochester, IB Stole
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St
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new

tori.

Phil’a, 1512 Chestnut St.
Chicago, 122
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application.
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rpHE

astronomer of 2’A^ 5un discoursed a

this

.General Booth, of the Salvation Army, starts

week ago on

tour around the world

wise about the eruptions at present in progress

upon the celestialsun

J

prmanent fund, one-half the income for the
poor of the church, and one-half for church expnses. To
on a the parish library of the same church $500. To the Presby$10,000 as a

The General Outlook.

Sun Spots.

uly 25th.

terian Board of MinisterialRelief, $5,000; to the Presbyte-

The Scandinavianchurches of the United States

:

have sent out

rian Board of Foreign Missions, $5,000; to

Auburn Seminary,

labor in connection with

Mission.

fifty missionaries to

8. 1891

o assist young men preparing for the Presbyterian ministry,
The ancients who believed that the sun was aHjmooU,
the China Island
•
$8,000. The balance of her property Is to be converted
and spotless as a golden mirror would be ujapeakably
There is to be a centenary edition of John W esley s
nto cash within five years, and one-half the amount given
tonished if they could see it as it has appeared when viewed
with telescopes durimr the past few days. Two large Hymn-book, with notes, Scripture references, appendices, to Biddle University of North Carolina.
groups, or rather rows, of siiots, which are yet visible near and an introductoryessay.
... The London Christian World says: “ The renovation
fhe centre of the disk, have exhibited to a wonderful degree
C. H. von Donner, a Lutheran merchant of Hamburg
of City Road Chapl and premises is Iwing vigorously carthe terrific effects of the explosive and cyclonic forces that
has
given
$500,000
for
a
women’s
hospital
as
a
thankried on. The seven pillars, the gift of Methodist Churches
are now, month by month, gathering greater energy upon
the sun. Holes large enough to swallow up the earth, w ith offering for the good results of an operation performed on abroad, are already placed in position, are of the finest
plenty of room to spare, have been binned there in the
(’arrara marble, of jaspr color, ten feet in height and fourhis wife.
sight of the astronomer; shining hare have been shot across
.Emperor William has requested the officers of the teen inches in diameter. They are carefully protected, and
the dark chasms like bridges of fin*; the twisted forms of
the great 'ttlmi'e-likephenomena. which project hundreds of German army stationed in Berlin to give their comrades stand on a base of Corfu marble, the caps being of sUtuary
and bottomless and men a better example in attending divine service. He
miles over the edges of the seemingly black
marble. Exprts say that they are not to be matched in
... ___
i»n«*rntior
is practicing himself what he preaches.
Ixradon. The restored chapl will comfortably accommo____ The Chinese government, in deference to Western date 1,600 persons, while special arrangements are made
hood of the greater spots, has shown that over hundreds of nations, has closed its offices on the Sabbath; and a petition whereby the morning chapl can easily be utilized so as to
thousands of square miles of the solar surface a tremendous has come from that land asking that the doors of the Co- increase the accommodation to nearly 2,000. The raising
rain of ejected matter is falling back upon the blazing lumbian Exposition be kept closed on that day.
of the roof has wonderfully improved the internal appar^

_____

v

photosphere.
The present maximum period began probably about the

The

middle of 1889, when very small spots were visible occaappearances are regarded as the forerunnersof

The period advanced

a

Rev.

maximum.

W.

R.

Barbour, of Bonskeid, Perth-

ance. The

it

the

had really begun. All last year the manifesta-

its

less

time than it takes

combined to fonn

a

long

rift

to

membership of

million, and in the

write this

in the photosphere,

on the apostasy of the Grand Duchess
the Orthodox Church. This order was plainly

Czar’s proclamation

Sergius to

three following days the turbulence declined rapidly.

given in order to humiliate the Lutherans.
A. C. Melke, of Lumberton, who recently died in

shores of Lakes Nyassa and Tanganyika on the passing of
the slave caravans, in which scores of

The following week a line of spots 50,000 miles long came
Asheville N. C., bequeathed about $50,000 to Baptist instb
into view. Since then these eruptions have continued,
tutions or causes. He left $25,000 to Lake Forest College,
mostly on a large scale. Atone time in June groups and
$15,000 to establish a Baptist school in Lumberton, besides
lines of spots extended nearly all the

way

across the sun,

What
is

of 800,000 miles.

effect these solar commotions have

upon the

earth

very much in doubt. Opinions conflict. They

attended beyond
earth, but

all

are

question with magnetic storms on the

whether they

affect temperatureand rainfall

is

undecided. The records show that the periods of the
largest

number of

within the

tornadoes, hurricanes,and cyclones, fall

maximum term

of spots; and during the rapid

developmentof solar agiUtion since March, such terrestrial
storms have increased.Almost every day a destructive
wind-storm

is

more

pro-

ductive and the world’s supply of food larger, during the

maximum of

solar eruptions. The last

marked by an enormous yield of

maximum was

cereals, which depressed

chains or thick bark

rops.

women

baby, as dear to the heart of a negress slave

other charitable objects.

mother in a

are fastened

heavy
little brown

In addition to their

burden of grain or ivory, many of them carry

to

a

a

as the child of

Christian

of London, has just intimated his intention to give £5,000.

Daily the foot of the misssionary is piercing these dark

....Paster Eisenschmidtof Dorpat is sentenced to be

regions in order that his mission stations may become cen-

transprted as a common criminal to one of the hardest
pnal settlements in Siberia, because he, on a baptismal
certificate, called

one

of the

parents a Lutheran, whilst this

one was a nominal member of the Russian Church, and this

reported from some portion of the world.

Careful observers claim also that the earth is

considerableamount

to'

land. On they struggle through
By way of inaugurating the effort which has been the jungle, the dense forest, and across burning plains, beresolved’ upon to raise £100,000 pounds as a special fund to
neath their double load, knowing sorrowfully that when
celebrate the centenary of the English Baptist Missionary they show fatigue, “not the slavers’ ivory, but the living
Society, the Treasurer of the Society, Mr. W . R. Rickett,
child would be torn from them and thrown aside to die.”

a
a distance

retain

horrid sights, says Mr. F. L. Moir, may be witnessed on the

length equal to nearly twice the diameter of the earth.

In the

still

....Mr. Stanley recently said: “At the present time
there are over one thousand officials administering the laws
of civilization in the Congo State, where twenty-three years
ago there was but one white man. Thirty steamers now
ply the waters of the Congo, and innumerable steam
launches now cleave the waters of the great lakes. Thin
year a navy will be placed upn the lakes. Railways are
now being constructed by the Belgian and German governments, and an English road has already been completed for
a distance of forty miles. Over fifty missionary stations
have been established, that precept and example may not
be wanting for the regenerationof Africa. ’Fhe old continent will never become what the new is, but the new State
of Congo will become the nursery of the dark nations.”
____ As a plea for missions and for hastening the work,

of Scotland,

home expenditures is $8,862,182.
whether the term of eruptions had come on time. But last
... .The Methodists of San Diego County, Cal., have had
March the groups and lines of spots began to increase
a present of forty acres of ground and a hotel at < arlsbad,
rapidly, and to exhibit a high degree of energy. The agiin that county. The place is to be used as a seaside resort.
tation was still more marked in April, and in May, during
They propose to begin with a temperance convention of a
the third week of the month, a line of spots 150,000 miles
week, and follow with a camp meeting.
in length appeared. On Wednesday and Thursday the out. .All the Lutheran pastors in St. Petersburg were combreak was furious. On Thursday morning three contiguous
piled bv imprial order to read to their congregations the
sentence,

very artistic. The cherubs

their old familiar psition in the centre.”

so slowly that some observers doubted

small spots, almost in

is

and a like sum to the
Foreign Missions of the PresbyterianChurch of England.
____ According to the Congregational Year Book just out
Church

the churches is now more than half a
number in the Sunday-schools is more
tions were usually hardly more than those which occurred
than 600,000. The total of benevolent contributionsand
during the minimum period, and the doubts continued

whether

ceiling

shire, Scotland, has bequeathed $50,000 to the Foreign Missions of the Free

the poles of the sun. Such

sionally, comparatively near

late

tres of light

and havens of refuge for

Africa’s sorely op-

pressed children. — Rev. James Johnston.

.The Rev. Frank E. Miller, D.D., pastor of the First
Presbyterian Church of Paterson, N. J., read before the
Paterson Evangelical Alliance a paper on the late General
.

.

.

mistake was made long years ago!
... In Finland, where the population is almost exclusively Assembly, to which he was a delegate,which he concluded
Lutheran, only two pr cent of the conscripts are unable to with these words: “ Meanwhile, let every one possess his
read; while in Russia, where the Greek Church holds abso-

soul with patience. We hear people say the Presbyterian

that. Now, there is on’y
unable to read or write. And yet Finland is to be Russian- one thing that the PresbyterianChurch cannot afford to do.
expectationis well-founded,the three or four coming years
ized as quickly as is practicable,both in religion and The Presbyterian Church can afford to lose men, and the
will bring large harvests. But the production of food
Presbyterian Church can afford to lose seminaries.It does
A
depends on many causes, or rather the amount of food
not want to lose them, hut it can afford to lose them; the
____ Mrs. Sarah A. Havemeyer proposes to give to tue
secured. A wet harvest-time may rot a promising crop.
New York Church Extension and Missionary Society, out one thing that the Presbyterian Church cannot afford to do
Europe has been afflicted from this cause repeatedly. It is
is to sacrificethe truth; and as she never has sacrificedthe
of the fund of $200,000 left at her disposal by the will of
now about ten years since such a surplus of moisture dethe late Hector C. Havemeyer, the sum of $50,000, on con- truth, we may be sure that she is not going to do it in these
stroyed the hopes of European farmers, and these disastrous
dition that it be invested in a prmanent fund, to be known
last
t
reasons are ordinarily periodical, returning in from ten to
____ During the recent sessions of the General Synod of
as the Hector C. Havemeyer Memorial Fund, the income
twelve years. A winter of severe cold, as the la^t was in
the Lutheran Church in the United States at Lebanon, Pa.,
from it to be devoted to the uses of the Society.
Europe! kills the fall planting and sowing. When freezing
“the establishment of a theological seminary at Omaha,
.Susi, the black servant of Dr. Livingstone,the ex
and thawing weather begins in the latter part of the winter
Neb., was under consideration. It was announced that a
and continues until nearly the first of April, then winter plorer, recently died in Zanzibar. He and another servant
gentleman would give $100,000 in proprty and $50,000 in
grain is destroyed. These ^u.ses have not been connected carried Dr. Livingstone’s dead body 1,500 miles through
cash toward the seminary. This was in the morning of
with solar phenomena. It is, however, not improbable hostile country and restored it to his friends in England,
May 24th. In the afternoon resolutionsaccepting the gift
that vegetable growth is stimulated and invigorated by the where the body lies in Westminster Abbey to-day. Susi
and thanking the giver were read. It was announced that
electricalcondition of the earth and its atmosphere, and it was thanked by vote of Parliament, and received a handsome and substantial recognitionfrom the Queen and Brit- the generous benefactor was Mr^ Augustus Kountze, of New
is probable that solar activity either increases the amount
ish Government for his faithfulness and devotion to Living- York city, who was present. The condition of his gift was
of electricity with which the earth is charged, or brings
that the Church would contribute an additional$50,000.
stone.
,mv.
dormant electricityinto a state of high activity.
The Michigan correspndent of the Pretbyte ruin Then began the making of contributions. A Presbyterian
Thirty years, or the time required for three periods of
promised $50, two lay members of the Synod followed with
maximum and minimum of spots, were necessary to decide says: “The corner-stone of the new edifice of Bay City
memorial gifts of $100 each, another subscribed $1,000,
conclusively upon the periodicity of solar agitations, and Presbyterian Church was laid with the usual ceremonies a
and in two hours $20,000 were pledged. Mr. Kountze rose
the same length of time may be consumed in determining few days since. The building is to be of stone, of a fine
and said that he would give $10,000 more— $5,000 in memwhat effect the condition of the sun has upon the weather style of architecture, and of large dimensions. It promises
to be one of the most complete structuresfor worship in ory of his father and $5,000 in memory of his mother.”
and the fertility of the earth we inhabit.
.Says The Presbyterian'. Under Mohammedan rule the
our State. Dr. Clark, whom you sent us from Philadelphia,
sale
of
alcoholic liquors, opium and Indian hemp was strictThe greatest crises in life steal on us imprceptihly. is proving himself to be the right man for this imprtant
ly prohibitedin kidia. Their use was considered a degrad
____ We are but as children seated on the shore, watching congregation.”
____ The Leipzig Missionary Society held its anniversary ing vice. But under English rule, in spite of the protest
the ripples that come in at our feet; and while the ripples
of Christendom, the sale of narcotics is not simply allowed,
unceasingly repat themselves, and while the hour that May 20th. Five newly ordained missionaries were set
but pushed by a pernicious license system that makes it to
passes is hut as the hour before it, constellation after con- apart for the work among the Tamil. The receipts of last
the interest of every local officer to extort all the revenue
stellationhas gone by over our heads unheeded and unseen, year amounted to $85,000, coming mostly’ from Saxony,
possible from their sale. Under this system the number of
and we awake with a start to find ourselves in a new day, Bavaria, and Hanover. Even the persecuted Church in
shops licensed to sell opium and Indian hemp now number
with all our former life cut off from us and become as a Russia fient a contribution of $7,000. The annual report of
the directors spoke, at length, of the attacks made on the over 20,000, and those for selling alcoholic liquors about
dream.— B/wC# Princm of T/nde.
mission churches by the Jesuits, who concern themselves the same. The duties on spirits increased from 1,000,000
____ The King of the Belgians has honored one of ti e
rupees in
90,000,000 in 1889. “ Drink is
in 1870
ion/ .to_ a\
t9now a
more with the prversion of Christians than with the con- rune™
.
•
f tlkta m a uuu/i nutinii WFlti
rising tide among the masses of this massed nation, writes
Baptist missionaries on the Congo with a decoration. This
the Rev. H. C. Stuntz, editor of the Indian Witness.
gentleman, the Rev. George Grenfell, is not only a preacher, version of heathen.
“Englishmen are rapidly making this a drunken nation,
. .The will of Miss Laura Carlin, who died in Geneva,
but an explorer of note. Great interest attaches to his diswrites
another. Still another says, “ Sober India was hard
N. Y., in the early part of last month, contains the followcovery of the Mobangi, which he has proved 4 roinbly to be
enough to preach to; what will drunken India be?”
ing bequests: to the First Presbyterian Church of Geneva,
prices to the lowest point reached in a century. If the

lute sway, seventy-fourout of every

hundred

politics!

conscripts are

,

.

Church cannot

afford to do this or

•

times.”
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the Congo’s greatest tributary.
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the Article In Thi Intkllioinoxr of Ha? 18,
page 19.

The Bunnell & Eno
Investment Company.
CAPITAL $500,000.
140

cent. Outside of this city
the decline was only 8 per cent. The falling
off here is accounted for by dullness and reduced values at the Stock Exchange. But the
bank clearingsof 1890 exceeded those of any
previous year, and those of this year thus far
are below only those of last year.
a decline of 10 per

NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

The Stock Exchange revives occasionally,to
Six per cent. Western City and Perm Mortgages.
return again to dullness and depression. InInterest semi-annual. Payable In gold and guaranvestors at large are waiting to see whether the
teed.
Six percent. Debentures secured by first mortdemand
for money to move the crops and the
gages only. Interest semi-annual.Holland Trust
Company, New York City, Trustee.
continued outflow of gold will make a 6 per
Loans made In Montana and Washington by Its cent market for money. Other shrewd invesTreasurer, Mr. Bunnell, personally.of fifteenyears*
experience,a director and laige stockholder. Lim- tors are picking up securitieson the depresited to not exceed forty per cent. o. bis own valusions, and putting them away iu safe deposit
ation. No loans made by agents.
A Homi Company. Its stock holders, except Mr. boxes.
Bunnell, are residents of New York State. Majority
The visible supply of grain was reported
of Its st*»ck held by 1U offlcers and directors. iVo
yesterday
to be: Wheat, 12,583,001 bushels;
oases have been made. Olrcularand list of stockholders furnished on application.
corn, 4,020,221; oats, 8,563,310;rye, 219,363;
Under the supervision of the New York Banking
barley, 96,608; being a decrease of 1,015,785
Department.
President, Wm.

negroes..

..Emperor William and his

welcomed

to

an

10,777 of barley, aud

increase

of

party

That Your Hair

Holland by the little Queen and a
brilliant company at Amsterdam .... Rumors of
heavy fighting on land and sea between the
Chilian Government and insurgent forces....
The revolutions in two provinces of the Argen-

may

retain

Its youthful color,

tine Republic suppressedand the regular Gov-

fullness,

ernments restored.
observed in Canada.

dress
with

.

Dominion Day” quietly

.

Friday, 3. — The cashing of checks of the
Sugar Trust people, after a dividend had been
forbiddenby court, stopped.... Prince George,
of interest, aud

cleanses the
scalp, cures humors,
and stimulates a

....John Bardsley, ex-City Treasurer of Philaa fine equal to the

amount

em-

of his

bezzlements.... The canal investigation at Al-

new growth

bany was

of hair

169,170

finished .... The water continues to rise

iu the Colorado desert.

.

.

.

At

a meeting of the

Dr. J. C. Ayer

was determined to continue the 4)£
per cent bonds at 2 per cent after September

Cabinet

it

corn. The visible has not been so reduced
Lowell,
2d.
.The Chilian insurgent anny has occupied
some years. Exports from this port last Huasco, and Balmaceda’s army has fled ____ Enweek were: Wheat, 7?2, 248 bushels; com, !W1,tertainments given in Amsterdam in honor of The State Teachers’
402; flour, 18,332 barrels and 37,116 sacks. ExEmperor William. .Many houses destroyed sion at Saratoga ____

of

.

.

ports yesterday from this port were: Wheat,

221,639 bushels; corn, 132,787;from four ports:

Tubhday,

7.

wheat, 247,302 bushels; com, 232,788; flour,
week to Europe 27,095 barrels. Cash quotations yesterday were:
amounted to $2,839,005. It le called by some Wheat, No. 2 red, $IM}{ in store; ungraded
“ the mysterious movement ” of gold. Possi- winter red, 97 to $1.04>£; No. 1 Northern
bly Europe is eudeavoring to crow d us to the spring, $1.0fl>£afloat. Barley, two-rowed State,
wall, to reduce us to a silver basis, because 90 and 92; six-rowed, 95 to 97. Cora, No. 2

Th« export

of gold last

American mauufacturfes are protected, because white, 78 elevator; No. 2 mixed, 69 to 71 eleby reciprocity America threatens to become a vator. Oats, No. 1 white, 48 elevator; No. 2
competitor for the trade of the world, and be- white, 44^ to 45)£ elevator; No. 8 white, 44 to
cause the endeavor to restore silver to the place
elevator; ungraded mixed, Western, 40 to
it had before England and Germany conspired 46; white ungraded, 47 to 48. Rye, unchanged.
to demonetise It, threatens the pet theory of Hay, fancy, 95; choice timothy, 85 to 90; No. 1
monometalism which Great Britain and Ger- timothy, 75 to 80; clover mixed, 65. Straw,
many have established with great advantage long rye, 75; short rye, 45 to 50; oat and wheat,
to themselves and general Injury to all other 35 to 40. Cotton closed: July, 7.99-8.00; Aug.,
nations. Observant men will remember that 8.02-8.03; Sept., 8.14-8.15;Oct., 8.25-8.26.
Europe by its financial measures has reduced
to despondency every nation with whom Its
News of the Week.
peoples have conducted trade, and generally
Wednesday, July 1.— The Weather Bureau
Impoverished them. Men who have noticed
transferred from the War Department to the
the depletion of India, Egypt and Turkey, and
Agricultural Department; Profesaor Mark W.
the destruction of the native industriesof those
Harrington was appointed its Chief .... It is becountries, through their connectionwith Eurolieved that the flood in the Colorado desert- was
pean bankers and traders, will regard with
caused by overflow from the Colorado river ....
some apprehension the purchase of various
Dr. Munhall aud Mr. Moody address the stuAmerican Industrial corporations by European
dents at the NorthfleldConference ____ A decapitalists. Affairs begin to look somewhat as
structive hurricane sweeps over a large area in
though a financial war with America is in progKansas aud Missouri ..... Prince George, of
ress.
Greece, arrives in this city.... The House of
Gold is not exported at a profit, in one way
Commons debating the new Education bill ....
and another a small premium Is paid to get it,
8fer John A. Macdonald’s widow raised to the
Since January 1st, that U, in six months, $78,peerage
. .The drought in Russia causes great
792,274 in specie have been exported to Europe.
distress.
It has been taken largely from the National
Thuksday, 2.--The suit of O’Brien <fe Clark
Treasury. It will not be returned except un-'
against the city for over $700,000 dismissed ....
der Irresistible necessity. Europe ueeds grain,
Prince* George, of Greece, visited the Navy
and we have it to sell. The facilities for transYard yesterday.. .A coroner’s jury declares
portation are so great that Europe will buy
Darwin J. Meserole guilty of killing Larbig,
actually, out and out, only what each week reand holds Mrs. Comstock as an accessor)’....
quires. But that is not all. The representaA German advertising agent in this city
tives of foreign houses will buy grain on martries to murder a wonjan aud then kills himgins, and when the price rises here will throw
self.... Tlie President issue"- a proclamation
their purchases on the market and depress
that Belgium, France, Great Britain aud Switzprices, and buy in again at still lower prices.
erland had fulfilled the first conditions of the
That game is played continually.It is not
International Copyright act.... Evaporation is
improbable that it will be worked, to use a
keeping down the water in the inundated Colcommon phrase, “ for all It is worth ” between
orado desert.... The Asbury Park National
to-day and July, 1892. Farmers who expect
Bank closes its doors.... The canal investigafair prices for the large harvest of this year
tion resumed at Albany ..... Armed men are
may be disappointed. Tight money here, If it
guarding the striking miners at New Castle,
can be brought about, will assist those who
Wash., and further trouble is expected with the
desire to depress prices. Taking gold out of
the country by paying a premium for it will
tend to make money dear, when it is demanded
OaisntAL. No. 54.
to move the crops. Sympathy has very little
to do with international financial transactions.
International trade is not a matter in which
.

.

.

Fruit Pinwheels.

the heart

game

is

particularlyengaged. It

Is a

great

The mysterious movemeut
of gold ” begins to breed suspicions.Still the
United States can part with $100,000,000 in
gold, and suffer only temporary embarrassment; but there the business ought to stop.
It is reported that $500,000 iu gold is engaged
for to-morrow’s steamers. The price of exchange does not warrant the export. Sterling
exchange sold yesterday for $4.85^ for 60-day
all

around.

bills and $4.87 for

“

demand.

The bank report for the week shows an increase in loans of $3,930,500, a decrease in
specie of $1,610,200 and iu legal tenders of
$680,000, and a decrease in deposits of $2,622,900, with an increase in circulationof $74,900,
resulting iu a decrease of $2,946,525in reserve,

making the

surplus of reserve $15,465,075, or

about three millions less than

ago. The

it

U. 8. Treasury pays out

was a week
money about
not accumu-

as soon as it is received, and is
lating a surplus. The average rate ou call last
week was 3 per cent; the rate on prime commercial paper
to 7 per cent. The Bank
of England reduced its rate to 23^ per cent. Iu
the open market in London money ou call is

was

loaned at less than 1 per cent.
'

Bank clearings for

tlfb

past six months

show

&

Co.

Mass.

In

..

Financial.

dally

It

It

was entertained at Delmonico’s.

delphia, sentenced to fifteen years’ imprison-

ment aud

and beauty,

Ayer’s Hair Vigor

of Greece, visits Willet’s Point aud other places

bushels of wheat, 102,938 of oats, 28,656 of rye,

Eno, Prest. Btlsslng National
B»nk, Pine Plains, New York.
Vice- President*: Charles R. Otis, (Otis Elevat
on.) New York; Sidney E Morse, Morse Building.
New York, and ex-Judge Matt. H. Ellis, Yonkers,
N Y.
Counsel, Tbos. M. Waller, ex-ttov. of Conn,
8.

15
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BY Maria Parloa.

Wix together and rub through
one pint of

flour,

a sieve

one tablespoonful of

sugar, half a teaspoonfulof salt and two
teaspoonfulsof Cleveland’s baking pow-

der. Into this mixture nib two generous tablespoonfuls of butter. Wet
with a scant half-pint of milk. Sprinkle
the board with flour, and, putting the

dough upon

it, roll

down to a

large

square about half an inch thick. Spread
a heaping tablespoonful of soft butter
on this and then spread with a cupful
of sugar and a cupful of currants.
Grate a little nutmeg over all, and roll
up like a jellv roll— or pinwheel style.
Cut in slices about three-quartersof an
inch thick and lav in well buttered pans.
Do not let the slices touch each other.
Bake in a very quick oven for about
twelve minutes. These are nice for
luncheoSTOftea. — (Copyright. i8gl, by
Cleveland Baking Powder Co.)

Use only Cleveland'sbaking powd*rt
the proportions are

made for

that.

With Cleveland’s Baking Powder cake keeps fresh ; breads are
fine grained ; biscuit light and
flaky. Try a can, Cleveland’s.

by a tornado iu Rhenish Prussia.

Association begins

its ses-

Princess Louise of Schles-

A party of
armed ftoere began the “ bigtrek,” but were
driven out of Mashonalaudby British troops

wig-Holstein and Prince Aribertof Anhalt

and police.

were present.

.

.

.

.

A Brazilian traveller

.

.

falls Into

the

crater of Vesuvius.

_

yesterday; the

Queen and Emperor William

.Emperor William reviewed the
. .The steamer “ Dunholme” sunk in the English Channel; seventeen
men are missing.... Mr. Spurgeon is slightly
.

.

volunteer corps at Eton.

Saturday, 4. — Ameer Ben All, “ Frenchy
1,” convicted of murder in the second degree....Minister Douglass arrives here from
Hayti,.
.The Rev. H. Morton Reed, rector of
No.

were

married at St. George’s Chapel, Windsor Castle,

.

the Protestant Episcopal Church of the Inter-

better.

.

MODEL RAILWAY.
The Burlington Route, C., B. & Q. R.
A

R.
operates
7,000
miles
of
road,
with
termini
in
and a number of others Injured in a wreck ou
the Erie near Ravenna, Ohio ____ The reunion Chicago, St. Louis, St. Paul, Omaha, Kansas
of the Army of the Potomac began at Buffalo. City and Denver. For speed, safety, comfort,
....Advices received by steamer regarding equipment,track, and efficient serv ice it has no
riots in China, in which a number of foreign equal. The Burliugtou gains new patrons, but
missions and churches were pillaged.... The loses none.
cession,drops dead.

.

.

.Nineteen persons killed

Cape May to spend the sumThe State Board of Railroad Commissioners grant consent to the Atlantic Avenue
Railroad Company, of Brooklyn, to use the
overhead electric trolley system in certain
President goes to
mer

—

Notices and Acknowledgments.
MUST be sold, previous to removal, several church
organs with from 4 to 22 stops, of every fine tone,
material and workmanship Address or call on
Reuben Nlcholls,34 Richmond st., Philadelphia,any
day but Saturday, from 12 to 1 o’clock.

.The Philadelphia court decides that
II. H. Yard must testify before the InvestiCORRESPONDENTS will please addrw* Rev. W.
gating Committee of Councils ..... Emperor 8. Brown at Sand Lake, Rens. Co., N. Y.
William visits The Hague and Rotterdam, aud
CORRESPONDENTS will please address Rev. Wm.
Rankin Duryee at No. 17 Colon street. New Brunssails from the latter port for England.... An
wlck, N.
unsuccessful attempt made to get the British
AUXILIARIES of the Woman's Ex. Com. of the
courts to recognize the Congress as the GovernBoard of Domestic Missions will please send contriment of Chili. . .Parnell is having poor success butions to Mrs. William R. Duryee, No 17 Union
street. New Brunswick, N. J. Pastors will please
in his canvass of Carlow
. .Gold has vanished
give notice of this change of address.
from circulationin Portugal.
Board of Education.
Monday, 6.— All the preparationsfor the
RECEIPTS FOR JUNK.
execution of the four condemned murderers in Cherry Hill, N.J ..............
. $1000
. 1204
Sing Sing completed ____ A newsboy suffocated Woodslde, N.J ..............
2d Hudson City, N.J ..........
8 50
in a fire in Spruce street, this city; twenty men 6th Paterson, N.J ...........
. 15 00
.. 5 06
had a narrow escape. . .Two men run down by Peapack, N.J., quar. off .......
Central Ave., Jersey City, N.J
.. 5 00
a street-car in Second avenue aud one of them
Clove, N.Y., third off ........
. 1190
.. 1ft (JO
killed ..... Sir George Baden-Powell, British Prlncetown,N.Y .............
Ellenville.N.Y ................
.. 825
Commissioner on the Behring Sea question, Port Ewen, N.Y .............
,. 4 76
. 300
arrives in this city ____ Major McKinley deliv- Onesquethaw, N.Y ............
Berea, N.Y ...
.........
.
542
ered an oration at Woodstock, Conn., on the 8. 8. Wallklll, N.Y ............
. 1000
. 3500
Fourth ____ Offlcers of the “Itata,” now in the South, N.Y. city ...........
. 25 00
New Hackensack,N.Y ........
harbor of San Diego, Cal., agaiu relate inci- Flatbush, L.I., in jiart .......
. 10 00
. 10 57
dents of her arrival at Iquique; they say the Thousand Islands,N.Y ........
Ebenezer,Mich ..... ......
. 5 00
Chilian insurgents are bitter against the United 4th (iraud Rapids, Mich ......
. 5 00
. 6 56
States.... It is proposed to restore the far Jamestown, Mich ............
Irving Park, 111.., ............
. 946
Southwest to fertility by letting the waters of Englwood, 111 ................
. 13(1)
. 2132
the Gulf of California into the Colorado Desert. Fulton, 111 ...............
Sioux Centre, Iowa ...........
. 720
W. K. Vanderbilt’syacht “ Alva ” rescues
. $257 02
the crew of a sunken schooner near Newport.
....An almost continuous series of religious Rev. Wm. Brush, balance on scholarship ..... $60000
streets.

.

.

J.

, _

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

_

Students’ Special Fund

................

25(1)

meetings held at Northfleld ____ The Seaside Hope College ...............................
40 00
Assembly opened at A von-by-the-Sea.. .Em- Northwestern Academy. ................. 5 (I)
Parochial School ..................
8 37
peror William reviews the Life Guards and the
R. N. Perlef„ Treasurer.
per Giles H. Mandetillk.
Scots Guards, afterward attending church at
Windsor with the Prince of Wales and other
•‘Dr. J. A. DeaneACo.,Cat8KILL, N. Y.: Asa
members of the British royal family.... Eighrule I avoid all medicinethat does not come from the
teen Swiss soldiers drowned by the capsizing regular profession- those called proprietary,so many
of a pontoon bridge over the Aar River.... A
of which are (juach, quack, quack. I am satisfied
number of fights occur between Parnellites aud Dr. Deane's DyspepsiaPills are all right. They have
Anti-Paruellites in Carlow’..;.. Several Paris apparently mastered my acidity and I can eat what
Rev. John DeWitt,
papers are urging the abandonment of the pleases
New
Brunswick
Theological Seminary.
proceedings against M. de Lesseps ..... >Ir.
.

me.”
—

—

-

Spurgeon’s condition is serious.... The late
“ Hunger is the Best .Sauce.**
Vice-President of the United States, Hannibal
As a rule, a person who has a good appetite has
Hamlin, died on Saturday; his funeral to be good health. But how many there are who enjoy
Wednesday, July 8th.
nothing they eat, and sit down to meals only as an
Tuesday, 7.— The steamship “
left

Servia, ’’which

here Saturday, broke hercrank-piu and

was

—

towed back to port
A gift of about $500,000
to the University of Chicago, from the estate
of William B. Ogden, announced.... A tornado
strikes Baton Rouge, La., aud does much damage; the walls of the penitentiary blown in
and ten convicts killed aud about

thirty-five

^ The final preparations for the
coudemned murderersat Sing
completed yesterday;the four were put

others hurt.

execution of the
Sing

to death early this morning

and

—

unpleasant duty. Nature’s antidotesfor this condition are so happily combined in Hood’s Sarsaparilla
that It soon restores good digestion, creates an appetite, and renovates and vitalizes the blood so that the
beneficialeffect of good food Is Impartedto the whole
body. Truly hunger Is the best sauce, and Hood’s
SarsaparillaInduces

.

hunger.

.

,

...

” When your heart is bad, and your head is bad,
and you are bad clean through, what is needed?”
asked a Sunday-schoolteacher of her class. *T know

—Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,’’ answered a little girl, whose
sick mother had recently been restored to health by
The President that medicine.

Postmaster-General Wannainaker, at

May, discuss plans for applying the Postal Subsidy law .... A big labor demonstrationheld at
Steubenville, Ohio.... The conductor’sreport
of the tickets on the train wrecked at

-

Cape

Ravenna

shows twelve people yet unaccounted for....

-

Warm

weather often causes extreme tired feeling
and debility, and In the weakened condition of the
system, diseases arising from Impure blood are liable
to appear. To gain strength,to overcome disease,
and to purify, vitalize,and enrich the blood, take
Hood's Sarsaparilla,

w

*

''
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\m.—

Christ's First Miracle.—
John 2: 1-11.
1 • And the third day there was a marriage In Cana of Galilee; and
2 the mother of Jeaua was there: and Jesus also was bidden, and his
8 disciples, to the marriage. And when the wine failed, the mother
4 of Jesus salth unto him, They have no wine. And Jeeus saith unto
her. Woman, what have I to do with thee? mine hour Is not yet come.

Lesson

July

of infinite wisdom strikes, not as a
convenience or gratificationto man.”
Verse 5. His mother saith unto the tenants, Whatsoever he saith unto you, do it: You see, Mary was
not discouraged by the gentle rebuke from her Son.
With her knowledge of His loving heart, she believes
that her desire will be gratified,and so she quietly

Christian Endeavor Column,
BY THE REV. A. DeWITT MASON.

when the clock

SundaySchool Lesson.

Topic
“

for

Week lleglnnlng July 18th.

Come and See.” John

4:

27-38; Act*

4:

18. (Mlaslouary meeting

optional.)

Dally Reading*.

bids the servants obey His commands, while she
l*t Day.-A Second Call. Luke
1-11. •
Leaving All. Mark 1; 14-20.
calmly, with a trusting joy, waits the divinely apEameet Following. Luke 9: (i7~C2.
pointed hour. And now we come to the miracle, and
Come
With Us. Num. 10: 29 32.
tis significant,that while a few days before Jesus
Come
Unto
Me. John 7: 87-40.
iad refused to satisfy His own hunger by commandLet
the
Children
Come. Mark 10: 13-16.
ft His mother saith unto the servants. Whatsoever he salth unto you,
ng stones to become bread, He is now ready to
6 do lu Now there were sii waterpots of stone set there after the spread a table for others, even supplying what was TNthe few words assigned as our topic lies the subjews1 manner of purifying, containing two or three flrkins apiece.
not an absolute necessity, but rather a luxury.
-L stance of the Gospel invitation ; the full expression
7 Jesus saith unto them. Fill the waterpots with water. And they
Verse 6. And there were set there six waterpots qf
of the work of the Christian Church. Philips words to
8 Oiled them up to the brim. And he saith unto them, Draw out now,
stone, after the manner qf the purifying qf the Jews,
9 and bear unto the ruler of the feast. And they bare it. And when
containing two or three firkins apiece: These water Nathaniel, like Christ’s words to Philip himself, indicate
the ruler of the feast tasted the water now become wine, and knew
pots were large stone jars, which were usually filled all that can be done to bring a soul to Christ and to the
not whence it was (but the servante which had drawm the water
10 knew), the ruler of the feast ealleth the bridegroom, and salth unto with water, and it was a Jewish custom to wash the consequent peace and blessedness of the Gospel into
hands before the meal. See Matt. 15; 2; Mark 7: 3. the life. We speak of converting otners, of bringing
him. Every man settethon first the good wine; and when men have
drunk freely, then that which is worse: thou hast kept the good wine These jars must hold together 133 gallons, if you call
the truth to bear upon them, but the most that we
11 until now. This beginningof his signs did Jesus In Cana of Galilee, the firkin 8 1-2 gallons, and Chrysostom writes, that
and manifestedhis glory; and his disciples believedon him.-Hc- on account of the scarcity of water in Palestine, it can do for another soul is to induce it to “ come and
was customary for each family to keep a large supply see” for itself the loveliness and holiness of the Chrisvieed Version.
in vessels. This water was in the court of the house,
tian life, and of Him who is its author and truest exDAILY READINGS.
so that the guests could wash their hands before they
GOLDEN TEXT.
M. Christ’sFirst Miracle
John 2: 1-11.
ponent. For, after all, Christian work is only the
entered the wedding chamber.
1-9.
This beginning of mir- T. Custom of Purifying ...........Mark
W. Proofs of Messiabshlp
Luke 1ft 23.
Verse?. Jesus saith unto them, Fill the waterpots developing in spiritualthings of those same principles
acles did Jesus in Cana of T. Scripture Fulfilled ............Luke
14 21.
with water. And they filled them up to the brim: This which prevail in the world around us. Whenever we
Galilee, and manifested F. Evidence of Divinity. ...«. John 10: 31-42.
verse brings out clearly the use of human instru- wish to impress others with the beauty or worth of
8.
Mighty
Works.
....................Mark
1-ft.
forth his glory.— John 2:11.
S. A Waiting Guest ...............Rev.
14-22.
mentalities as a feature in most of the miracles of
hat which we have to offer them, we make the same
the Bible. In the miracles by Moses, the rod lifted
^ 1ANA was a village of Galilee, about seven miles up or struck was the visible medium. In the raising request, we use the same argument, Only come and
from Nazareth, and beautifully located in the of the dead child by Elijah, it was the prophet’s body see, and you will desire and receive.” In pursuance
midst of wooded hills. Only a few scattered ruins re- stretched upon the corpse. Naaman, the leper, was
main to-day. We are not informed as to the name o. commanded to bathe seven times in the Jordan. of this well understood characteristic of human nature,
the family where this marriage took place, but it is When our Lord opened the eyes of a blind man, He our merchants decorate their store windows with that
probable that they were connections of the household placed the wet clay on the closed lids. In this miracle which will attract the passing crowds; our business
of Nazareth. The supposition is a reasonableone, of our lesson, the stone jars were filled with water up men fill the daily journals with their advertisements
that Joseph was not living at this time, as his name is
to the brim. It was as easy for Jesus to have filled designed to draw to them distant customers; the man
not mentioned among those invited, nor in verse 12th.
them, by a command, with rich wine, as it was to
..After this he went down to Capernaum, he and cast out devils by a word or raise the dead to life. of letters or of science depicts in his volume the wonhis mother and his brethren and his disciples: Our Why, then, these intervening natural links, which do ders of literature or of nature; the artist delineates
interest in this wedding feast is deepened when we re- not at all explain the wonder- workings of omnipo- nature and fixes on his glowing canvas “ the azure of
member that it marked the dividing line between the tence? One purpose was to teach us that a miracle
the skies and the emerald of the seas and hills.” And
private and public life of Jesus; for from this hour is not something in opposition to natural law, but
he was lifted above earthly relationships by the very simply above natural law, and yet in the line of the all these varied means are used but for one end, to
grandeur and solemnity of His mission, though not ordinary operations of God. He changes every year indnee those to whom they severally appeal to “come
out of the reach of their sweet affections. This is very
the raindrops into wine by passing them through the and see ” the benefits and blessings which are offered
manifest when you contrast this marriage supper, which
vine root, but in this instance the transubstantiation to them. Can we do more in our advocacy of the
He attended with His widowed mother, with that scene, was accomplished in a second of time, almighty pow’er
only a little later, when, on being told that His mother overleaping “ all the intervening steps of nature’s tar- Christian life? Do we need to do more? Have we
and brethren were at the door wishing to speak with dier processes.” Yet when we have said this, we anything more convincing to offer those who are
Him, He said, as He pointed to His disciples, “Be- have no comprehensionof how the miracle was pro- without Christ than a sight of the character and life
-hold’ my mother and my brethren. For whosoever duced, for it was a creative act of the God- Christ.
of Him who is the “chiefest among ten thousand?” _
shall do the will of my Father which is in heaven,
Verse
8.
And
he
saith
unto
them,
Draw
out
now
____
___ __
TVt/N+hol.” Tf
Surely not. And, therefore, our whole energy may
the same is my brother and sister and mother.” It is
and bear unto the governor qf the feast. And they
well be spent in trying to get our fellow-men to “come
also an interesting fact, that the first display of Jesus’
_ the
__
__ ___
TJSa 4-v,«rn fa
rr ml tx bare it: We have here a beautiful illustration of
power was in
presence of His own family circle, the prodigality of God’s gifts to Hi» children. and see” for themselves the goodness and mercy
asif He longed for the sympathy of those He loved
These six water-pots probably held over one “which God lias reserved for those that love Him.”
the best, as He stepped out in the path of suffering.
hundred gallons, and since they were filled up
Now the acceptance of this invitation implies

2d
3d
4th

5:

.

6th

.........

7:

.......
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Verse S. And when they wanted toine: It is not surto the brim, there were, after the miracle,
(1) Coming to Christ. In other words, it signifies
prising that the supply of wine was exhausted when
one hundred gallons of wine, a supply that must
we recall the fact that, in the East, these festivals
have been far in excess of the needs of the occasion. action, effort. Nothing can be gained without exercontinued for from three to seven days; and then,
But He could not do anything on a small scale, but tion. He who receives the good things of life withsome adopt the theory that the invitation to Jesus must be kingly in every act. In the natural world
out the necessity of striving with head or hands for
and His disciples was an after-thought, which would God pours the. rain on the sterile mountain as well as
them, has neither as much pleasure or benefit from
explain the fact that there was a lack of wine. . .The
on the fertile plain. He makes the flowers grow not
mother qf Jesus saith unto himt They have no wine:
their use as he who must needs toil for his gains.
only in gardens for the joy of man, but in hidden
Why did Mary go to her son with this statement, nooks the rarest flowers fill the air with perfume. In And there are such things as spiritual dyspepsia and
when they both were guests, and guests do not usually the spiritual world He never measures off the answer to
inanition arising from laziness of soul just as really
supply the deficienciesof the table? Can we explain
a prayer by the request of the suppliant, but He gives as there are similar diseases of the body induced .by
it as a mere matter of news, as a bit of gossip at the
exceedingly above what is asked or even thought of.
table? This cannot be. Was it, then, a modest hint When Jesus fed the hungry multitudes there were re- physical indolence. Christianity is a life, and life imthat He and His disciples had better leave, in order
maining over twelve baskets full of bread uneaten. plies effort;—effort to obtain, effort to enjoy, effort
to relieve the host from embarrassment?No; this In redemption, the atoning blood covers even crimto develop the powers which God has given us, so
theory is unsatisfactory. The true expectation is,
son sins. Calvary’s fountain is “filled up to the that the Master, at His coming, may have His own
that Mary expected that her Son would, in some way,
brim.” When He pardons the undeservingsinner,
solve the difficulty, and in this confidence she states
He makes him a son and heir. In the picture of the again with interest.
to Him the fact, They have no wine. But upon what
(2) But coming also implies leaving. We cannot
believer’s heavenly home there are twelve gates opengrounds could Mary base such an expectation, which
go
anywhere without leaving some other point or
ing into the city, when one gate was more than the sinwas certainly peculiar to herself? She had not forner could claim. God’s love is royal in giving.
place, and we cannot go to Christ without abandongotten the supernatural conception, the angelic anThere is a rich meaning in verse 11. This begin- ing many things. Our old lives, habits, dispositions,
nouncement, the typical gifts that were laid by the ning <f miracles did Jesus in Cana qf Galilee, and
cradle of her babe by the wise men, that flash of sumanifested forth his glory: It was a work of transfor- preferences and motives must in many cases be left
perhuman wisdom in the temple and the voice from mation, and ushered in His ministry as the Messiah, behind us. Where this is not so needful, still there
heaven at the baptism, claiming her child as the Son of
and it typified His work on earth, transforming sinGod. She had no doubt, from all these evidences, ners into saints, and sorrow’ into joy. As a miracle are many things, harmless in themselves, perhaps,
yet which, for our Master’s sake and our brethren’s
that Jesus was the Messiah; and I have sometimes
of creation, it was, with that of the raising of Lazarus
thought that the two, mother and Son, may have which closed His ministry, the greatest of His mir- sake, must be relinquished. The spirit of self-sacritalked together on the subject, for the true boy aifice can never be left out of the account when we reacles, .in its manifestation of almighty power. The
rways makes a confident of his mother.
Christian’s life is full of the evidences of His trans- solve to come to Christ. It may not always be deVerse 4. Jesus saith unto her1 Woman, what have I
forming power; He is always turning for us water into manded in a large degree, but it must be always
to do with thee: There seems to be a reproof in these
wine. He changes misfortunes to blessings,trials to
present, ready for use when required by the circumwords, and a sharp repulse in what follows, Mine hour
mercies, and what seemed to us forbiddingwe find to
is not yet come: Why did He not call her mother! In
be like a marriage feast. And as we journey on, the stances of our changing experiences. We must rethe first place, the word “woman” is a name of the wine of His goodness grows richer, and the glory member the words of our Lord, “Whosoever will
highest dignity, and expresses character in the one
save his life shall lose it, but whosoever shall lose his
addressed. Then, the relations have now changed deepens in splendor.
The
ruler
of
the
feast
said
to
the
bridegroom,
life for my sake and the Gospel’s, the same shall save
between Jesus and His mother. Up to this hour He
has been her child, loving and obedient, but now He “ Thou hast kept the good," or the best “wine until it,” and strive after the spirit of Paul, who said, “For
stands on the threshold of His ministry, He is no now ” (verse 10). So Jesus keeps the best wine to the whom (Christ) I have suffered the loss of all things,
last, till we have finished the earthly discipline and
longer a child, but the Messiah of the world, and all
and do count them but dung, that I may win Christ
earthly relationships must be subordinatedto the conflicts, and then we come to the crown, the eternal
rest,
the
exceeding
weight
of
glory,
and
we
shall
sit
and be found in Him.”
heavenly and eternal. Mary had spoken to Him in
the old maternal way, her words were almost a com- down at the marriage supper of the I^mb and with
(3) And the leaving and the coming must be folmand that He should display His supernatural power, the Lamb, forever and completely satisfied.
May I add two other sweet truths frpm this Lesson: lowed by seeing. Lead a blind man out upon that
and in this there was a mother’s pride as well as a
1 Jesus honored the marriage feast with His pres- overhanging rock in front of the Catakill Mountain0
desire that more wine might be provided for the
guests. But He who had been her Son, was now her ence and His blessing. The married life needs Hli House, and bid him rejoice in the glorious panorama
Lord; He who had obeyed her slightest word now blessing. The home, to be a happy home, must have of valley and hill and farm and town, and the shining
claimed her obedience and homage. It was, there- His presence as an abiding guest.
pathway of the noble river. Of what avail is it all to
2. Jesus was no gloomy ascetic. He did not frown
fore, in the full consciousnessof His divinity, and of
him? He may long with unutterable eagerness to
the grandeur of His mission, with His eyes fastened on innocent pleasure. He means that we should enlook upon it; he may make every exertion to reach
on the glory of the Father, that He answers, “ Woman, joy the friendships of this world, and pluck the fiow
ers ui
of juy,
joy,
and
His
presence
with
us, walking
by
our
ers
uxm
^
-------,
the coign of vantage whence it may be seen. Alas,
what have I to do with thee!" As if He had said, “ I
ant
have to do with my Father in heaven. My meat and side, adds a Divine richness to earthly pleasures and
he is blind, and cannot see, and tl^e very magnificence
drink are to do His will, and I work miracles only human love.
.
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and

In-

yet obtain in country parishes are no longer

the city parish, where every80 with the vision of holy loveliness pro- thing is done under a sense of feverish unsented by Christ. We must not only come rest and hurry that almost results in
to Him, but look upon Him, and with vision making the Church a collection of strange
unveiled by prejudice or lack of faith must and unrelated units instead of a united band
see Him as He is. And then, standing in
of brethren.
His glorious presence, gazing upon His
It is not, however, of this feature of the
tensifies his disappointment

his grief, possible in

summer vacation that we desire especially
and striving to become like Him, “we all, to speak now, but of what may be called
with unveiled face, reflecting as in a mirror the summer religion of church members,
the glory of the Lord, shall .be transfonned The complex organization of the modern
blessed countenance, and earnestly seeking

’*
Book.

the same image, from glory to glory, church is undoubtedly one of its sources of
Spirit.
strength. The organization conserves

even as from the I^ord the

The Scrap

We

TU

are sure that

permit us

to transfer to

Golden

of the

energy, and makes the most effective use of

our “ Scrap Book'*

individualeffort. It brings the otherwise
aimless enthusiasm of the members to bear

much

on certain well-defined objects in such a

Ilule will

the following excellent editorial on the
vexed question

Sunday Paper, and

|

way

will

as to tell in the

growth of

drawbacks.
tion here suggested might be universally It fosters an unconscious belief in maadopted — at least in the Christian house- chinery as an end rather than a means

agree with our earnest wish that the solu-

holds. Our

secular

to an end. But most of all, it tends

papers, our churches, and our entire nation

to deify routine, that most deadly of all the

religious journals,

our

that
That Sunday Paper.

INCORPORATED

ASSETS. Increase in AMOUNT AT RISK.
Increase in INCOME.
Increase in SURPLUS.

Increase in

'

OUR SURVIVORSHIP DIVIDEND POLICY
Contains no suicide nor Intemperance

Sunday reading provided for
was one of these secular papers.

the only

Every option

GUARANTEED

HALSEY,

W. 0. FRA ZEE.

week’s progress in religiousaffairs.

likely to imagine themselves freed from

any

serious responsibility as religious men

and

women. They have worked hard all winter
many activities of their church.
These activities are now suspended; perhajw the church

enjoying

a

is

closed and the pastor

well-earnedvacation.

is

Why

should they not do the same?

Now,

it is

BOVININE

it

a

sermon, but

it

a

them church

does seem

a golden opportunity to prove
summer vacation, not perhaps in

has

this in the

You

of the

ex-

On Saturworld’s news

its secular relations.

what you ought

ought rather to seek news
that shall impress upon you the grand
movements of Christ’s cause in your vicinito avoid, and you

world. The Sun-

day newspaper is all right if it is of the
right kind; otherwise,it is all wrong.
What kind of a Sunday paper do you read?

Religion.

suspension of Church activities for

the summer has already begun, and
many of the Church members who are most
prominently- identified with these activities
are scattered far and wide. There is, of
course, some loss to the churches invoked
ifl this summer vacation; for not only is the
vacation season lengthening even- year, but

an increasingly large number of people
leave town in the fall, winter and spring
for the South and

Vice-
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Sec'y.
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in all
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that a few words of suggestion are here in
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on Sunday afternoon by some one

ty, in your nation, in the

WEMPLE,
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worst features of nervous prostration, consumption,wasting of old age, weak-

petite

hardly the province of

journal to preach

know how matters are going on in your own
religious household. IX) you enjoy the il-

this is precisely

H. Y.
j. H.
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which produces
unsightly lumps or swellings In the neck;
which causes running sores on the arms,
legs, or feet; which develops ulcers in the

Mortgages
GUARANTEED

scrofula, try Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

Every spring my wife and children have
oecn troubled with scrofula, my little boy,
three years old, being a terrible sufferer.
Last spring he was one mass of sores from
head to feet We all took Hood's Sarsaparilla,
and all have been cured of the scrofula. My
little boy is entirely free from sores, and all
four of my childrenlook bright and healthy."
W. B. Athkbton, Passaic City, N. J.
“
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eyes, ears, or nose, often causing blindness or

By taking Hood'« Sarsaparilla,which, by
the remarkable cures it has accomplished,
has proven itself to be a potent and peculiar
medicine for this disease. If you suffer from

ant.
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deafness; which is the origin of pimples, cancerous growths, or “humors;" which. fastening upon the lungs, causfp consumptionand
death. It is the most ancient of all diseases,
and very few persons are entirely free from it
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A spool of our

the principlesthey so ardently profess the
Empire of Russia and the
rest of the year. “To obey is better than
domain of commerce. Yon want — or ought sacrifice and to hearken than the fat of
rams.”— TAc New York Tribune.
to want — some master mind to sketch the

Summer

STOKES,

new

fralBOVININE

well as from the

On Sunday

B.

of our

Vice-FrtrtdcnL
Secretary.
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any great or striking way, but in the little
Sunday paper? Sacred, of course, like the matter of courtesy and consideration for
day on which you peruse it. You need the others. The city church members should
be the leaders in a movement to make real
latest news from the kingdom pf heaven as

presented especially in

ON THE FACE

HENRY

J. L.

But what shall be the character of your

lustrated weekly

clause; grants absolute freedom of travel and residence, and Is

free from all technicalities.

its serious

order. If religion means anything at all, it
means a lifelong profession, a constant war
sip, and, in an obscure corner, a few quotafare against the powers of evil, a daily extions from some religious writer, with pos- ample of a godly life. And no church memsibly an editorial on the latest heresy case? ber can lawfully leave it behind him in the
Is it one of these Sunday editions of a secular
deserted city church of which he is a mempaper, with all its seculamess intensified, ber. It is not simply optional with him to
largely printed and wholly distributedin put himself in relationwith the local church
sacred hours, solely to make money? We of the place where he is temporarily sojourncertainly hope that no reader of The Golden ing; it is his bounden duty to do so. Nothing
Rule takes this kind of a Sunday paper, and is more saddening or more calculated to prowe hope the time will come when no pub- voke the sneer of the unbeliever than the
lishing company, in it* ambition for income, contemptuous way in which so many city
will be legally able to pursue it* needless church members hold aloof from the little
Sunday traffic. We do not understand how country church of the locality where they
(Christian fathers and mothers can expose chance to be summering.
their children to such Sabbath influences,
But going to church is not all of religion,
and yet w*e were in a home, not long since, either in the city or country. Religion is
where a mother was sincerely anxious for life, and it finds its only adequate expresthe religious life of her two boys, and still sion in conduct. The Christian of the city

national paper that

IS

INCONTESTABLE, NON-FORFEIT ABLE, PAYABLE AT SIGHT.

politics, advertise-

ments of Monday morning’s bargains,

ought,

1880.

give up for a time their connection with the

You take one, of course; everybody does,
This is the newspaper age. How can we so
abandon the habits of six days as to live
through the seventh without a newspaper?
Reading a newspaper is the typical American method for securing that intellectual
food which every brain must have. Moreover, a Sunday paper is as valuable as it is
•ominon, on one condition, — it must be the
right kind of a paper. What is the name
and character qf your Sunday newspaper?
Is it one of those immense folios filled with
sporting news, murders,
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Van Dyck’s Jubilee.
TT'ARLY in 1890 the Rev. Dr. Van
Dr.

Dyck celebrated the completion
of fifty years of excellent missionary

Syria. When he embarked
country he was a physician
and member of the Reformed Church
of Kinderhook, N. Y. The Church at
Home and Abroad publishes, by permission, extracts from a private letter

service in
for that

EC

8, 1891

I

Papacy, there was large opposition I “ Speak, T/mu availing Christ! and
Slipping Away,
made to the efforts of the “Children of fill this pause.,, No other voice can com- rpHEY are (dipping away— these iweet,
Syria,” as they style themselves, to fort now; no other arm reach help and 1 Uke a leaf on the current cast;

combine and celebrate this jubilee, healing to
For this reason, several Maronites who

the sorely

wounded

souls of

|

men.

I

subscribed toward the projected gift,

We watch them

as

swift years,

one by one they go

Into tbe beautiful past.

Rev. John M. Macauley, S.T.D.

As silent and swift as the weaver's thread.

anonymously.
Or an arrow’s flying gleam;
As
soft as the languorousbreeses hid.
MAGOFFIN
MACAULEY
As soon as the American missionaries
That lift the willow’s golden lid,
was born in Schenectady, N. Y.,
residing in Beirut had gone, the large
And ripple the glassy stream;
committee came. This was the com- August 3, 1813. He graduated at the
As light as the breath of the thistle-down;
mittee representingthe “Sons of Syria I Pennsylvania University in 1834, and
As fond as a lover's dream;
of a “ friend of the family n describing
and Egypt,” to quote from the inscrip- 1 from the Princeton Theological Semin- J as pure as the flush in the sea-shell's throat;
the celebration, as follows
tion on the silver case containing their ary in 1837, His scholorship was so I As sweet as the wood-bird’s wooing note,
Before the family were out of their
address. They poured in till there was notable that the chair of mathematics
rooms on April 2d, 1890, Sister Louise
scarcely standing-room left in the litUe in the University of Pennsylvania was
p“
Breyner came bringing the congratula“parlor," and the cry was, still they at once offered to him, but he had re^ .omdufuwtr j tread
tions of the hospital sisters. They had
come!
They had arrived before the I ceived a call to the Murray Street | in the steps of centuries long rince d«ad,
sent a large cake which was placed in
Ab beautiful and aa fair.
missionaries left, but waited till the Church in this city, and, having deep
the middle of a round tray about 27 oj
coast was clear before entering the convictions that this mission was that There are only a few yearn left to love;
29 inches in diameter, and then covered
Shall we waate them In Idle strife?
house. One of the number read the of a preacher, he accepted the latter,
did so

JOHN

I

:

We

•

the cake

and tray with

exquisite roses

— Marichal Niels, La Frances, Falcots,

Duke of Edinburghs, and others of
Forming a border all
around the edge of the tray were fifty

that description.

white

Arum

lilies (or

leaves. These

large,

Callas) with their

round straw trays

Shall we trample under our ruthlen feet

a£e

an^

address, which was very good, short I
th®
25 was installed on
and in good taste. Dr. Wortabet had the 15th of April, 1838. This is the
taken care that
of the

it

should contain none church organizationwhich

extravagant Eastern expressions the

first edifice for

in 1632 built

public worship ever

which are so painful and often shock- erected in New
ing to our severer, simpler tastes.

It

1642,

York. Subsequently, in
they built “The Old Church in

Thoee beautiful blonoms, rare and sweet.
By the dusty ways of life?
There are only a few swift years-ah! let
No envious taunts be heard;

Make

life’s fair pattern of rare design.

And 011 up the measure with
But ne ver an angry

was beautifully written on parchment, Battery Park, and again in 1690 they
are much used here to carry the Arab
and enclosed in the cylindrical silver built in Garden street, (now Exchange
bread to and from the ovens, and for
case I referred to above, with, as near I Place,) so called from the gardens bevarious other purposes. The family had
as I can translate it, this inscription on I len&iug to the residences on Wall
hardly risen from the breakfast table
street. In 1807 thte “ South Church”
when sweet singing sounded from the the outside of the

case:

passage leading to the front

door.

It

was a deputation from the orphanage,

7b the Lord, the benevolent, the
tor

Doc-

1

other sisters and a class of their girls.

sweet wine.

—SekeUd.

Those Two Girls.
“ Jesus bids us shine.

You in your
I In mine.”

little

comer,

JY mind reverts to the past this
on the eite of -LyJL morning as I sit on this little
the old one in Garden street, which
erected a new buildin8

Sons

Cornelius Van Dyck, from the
and Egypt, 1890.

consisting of the Lady Superior, several (or Children) of Syria

love's

word!

I

J

° ~

vine-coveredporch that face* the South,
8tood until the S™*1
of 1835> when I
.
•
----it was destroyed. It was rebuilt on the 1 The Mee ** blue and the brook8 8in*
comer of Church
Murray gtreetg a liquid tone. The doves and robins

^

^

—

. .
.

-
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No sooner was this address over and
They sang several times, and presented replied to than one of the gentlemen
‘ ‘
was dedicated in 1837, and Dr. Macau- have bullt their neet8 ln the
a foot-mat worked by the orphans, also of the committee recited a long poem
ley was called to the pastorate in 1838 whose creamy bl0880ra8 P"*8 a«ain8t
a laurel crown, and a poem in German,
which he had written and committed
as above stated, and remained one of the P"16*' AU nature U
composed for the occasion, by one of to memory for the occasion ; as soon as
the noted preachers of his generation
mornin8 1
of country
the sisters.
he had finished another long poem was
for twenty-five years, during which meadoW8 hU1 of dai8ie8’ of
lalie8'
The Superior of this boarding depart- read ; this had been written at the re,
, time a new church was built at Fifth and brooki where Krow
tion spearmint. Summer morning. I inment of the Kaisersworth establishment quest of the committee, and served to Aye and 21gt
had chosen some 10 or 12 represents give a vent to all the fiowery expres- r#moved thither ^ 1849iWhere Dr. Ma. stinctivelyquote that couplet from
tive children to bring with her to offer sions Dr. Wortabet had so remorselessly
Longfellow
cauley officiated until 1862.
congratulationsand present a large il- shorn from the address ! Then a third
“ A Sabbath sound u of dares
At the close of his long pastorate Dr.
In quiet neighborhoods.*1
poem
was
read
by
its
young
and
aspirluminated “ Ebenezer” painted by chilMacauley lived abroad for seven years,
At times like these I recall two girls, so
dren in the drawing class. Sister Louise ing author; then followed a few short
and on his return settled quietly In
unlike; but whenever I think of one of
Kayser, the principal, had picked out speeches, one of those most to the point
Belleville, N. J. In 1872 he found a
them, the other is present as surely as
one or two of each of the nations, and by a young man belonging to one of
little congregationworshipping in a
an echo. One sits in elegant leisure
tongues, and peoples to be found in the the first Moslem families of Beyrout.
schoolhouse at Woodside, just south of
and growls as to the dullness of the
school. For instance, there were two Then a letter from the Greek Patriarch
him ; a locality which has since become
English, several Greeks from different of Damascus, (that is of Antioch, but retown and the lack of attractive young
a suburb of Newark; and, accepting
parts, two Moslems, a Druze, a Jewess, siding at Damascus,) was presented by
men. She rocks to and fro clad in a
an invitation to preach for them, he
its bearer with appropriate remarks.
I think, etc.
satin gown ; and with a sulky face definally became their pastor and built
As soon as these sisters and children The committee also bore a message
clares that she is “ bound to have as
up a flourishing church. He removed
were gone, a committee appointed by from the Turkish Dali, or Governor of
good clothes as other girls wear, and
to Woodside and resided there the rewill air them in the kitchen if there is
the native Protestant Church in Beirut, all this seaboard. They had waited on
mainder of his life. He passed to his
headed by the native pastor, arrived. him several times, telling him what
no other place to show them.” She is
reward at 10.30 last Saturday night after
The pastor read an address in Arabic, they were doing and asking for his perone of a large class who is “determined
a ten days’ illness.
and before he had quite finished, the mission and approval, which he unreto have a good time.” I am afraid that
While Dr. Macauley belonged largely
American missionaries gathered round servedly gave. He also told them to
Hades is full of men and women who
to a past generation, he was one to make
the door, and as soon as the pastor say that he very much regretted that a
in life were bent on having good times
his impress on men as long as he lived.
closed they entered. Dr. Eddy read an decoration which he expected for Dr.
at any cost. My other girl is
He was a man of unusual learning, and
address from the whole Mission, and Van Dyck from the Sultan had not
“ Bali on the other side.
his studies had been reinforced by exWhere all the ransomed and angels be.’*
presented from the same body a beauti- arrived in time; but he presented his
tended travel, observation and expeWhen I think of the two and comful little book-case containing the congratulationsand hoped soon to
rience, making him a ripe scholar. As a
pare their lives I grow bitter as I see
works Dr. Van Dyck has translated have the pleasure of sending the decorpulpit orator he had few equals. His
how unequally divided are the good
into Arabic or written in that language. ation.
fine, erect figure, his singularly gracethings in this life. One young woman
From early morning to sunset there
The upper shelf contains eight little
ful and appropriate gestures, his sonorhad everything and was not thankful.
primers (bound in two volumes) on was an almost steady stream of visitors,
ous and well-managed voice, added to
The other was a peasant in purse but
scientific subjects. They are parallel to and to all of them coffee, at least, had
his superb flow of thought and rich
Macmillan’s “Science Primers,” and to be offered. The last caller was a stores of learning, made him a man, rich in grace. She lacked means, and
longed for a golden opportunitythat
are on various subjects, the last, or No. native gentleman who belongs to the
once heard/evef to be remembered. He
never came. Whenever I hear Sabbath8, being a small Arabic Logic; then Society of Friends. He had a silk facdelighted in the deep themes of the
school scholars sing this little hymn
follows Schonberg Cotta Family trans- tory, or filature, on the mountains, and
Bible, the attributes of God, the wonthat heads this article, I choke back a
lated from Mrs. Charles’ book; Dr. Van in the cocoon season he had himself
ders of creation, ancf the glories of salsob and think of poor Mary Jackson.
Dyck’s larger work on Geography, his picked out, one by one, cocoons enough
vation, and could always make such
Whatever her hands found to do, she
larger Chemistry, a work on Arabic of the best quality to make a dozen silk
themes living realities to an attentive
did ; often the task was distasteful,but it
Prosody, Notes of an old Arabic work handkerchiefs ; they were reeled in his
hearer— and his hearers were seldom
was done “ willingly as unto the Lord.”
on small-pox and measles, and a tract filature, and then sent to be woven in
other than attentive. His activities For her standard she had chosen Mary
on Image worship. This completes the a native loom, and these handkerchiefs
continued up to the hour of his fatal
Lyon, that consecrated teacher who
upper and smaller shelf. On the lower he brought to Dr. Van Dyck, who was
illness. While he was of slender build
was never baffled, and who surmounted
one stand, first the Bible in three vol- as much pleased with the thoughtfuland nervous organization,he had fine difficultiesthat to many would have
umes, Pathology, a goodly-sized, rather ness of this gift as with anything he rehealth and immense power of will,
been quite impossible. The influence
fat book; the large Astronomy, an ceived that day.
which kept him superior to the ordi- of this educator still remains like a
Algebra, Book of Logarithms,MensuSo. ended one of those strange days j nary amenta 0f iife made him the
ration, etc., etc.; Physiology, Euclid, that come but once in a lifetime; and very wntre
light of hig own houge.
History of the Reformation, in two vol- when they do come they find the heart hold and the adm^tion and ftttrac.
umes, translated from D’Aubigne; ser- so full of pain, sorrow and regret, that {jon 0f jjjg neighborhood, where his
When Bab/ was sick, we gave her Castoria.
mon on “Little Foxes,” sermon on it is doubtful whether suffering or rare powers of conversationand his
When she was a Child, she cried for Caatorla.
“Glorying in the Cross.”
pleasure predominates. Such times fine sense of hospitality will long be reWhen she became Miss, she clung to Castorta.
x
t On account of Dr. Van Dyck’s tract are seasons of awful heartrsearchings,
sb • had C&klren, she cavi tham Outasfe
. I Dr. Macauley was married in 1845 to
on image worship, and more than all and inexpressible longing after vanished Hegter Van Wyck, and is survived by
because of his constantly exerted in faces, and yearning for the sound of his estimable wife, one son and two
tiuence against the Jesuits and the voices long-since
| daugb*«.
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sweet fragrance, though it is almost his old gray mare, Susan. This brought
forty years since she entered into rest.
the boys in much quicker than the
Mary Jackson was a home girl for bell, but their eyes fell upon a more
years, then she became a nurse, a clerk,
ludicrous scene as the bailing of a
and a teacher. Wherever she went she spectacled sheep seated in the good
made her mark. The words of the doctor’s easy chair called their attensainted founder of Mount Holyoke tion in that direction.
were to her an inspiration i*4*1 Dear girls,‘ Richard Ransome, remove these
always be willing to go into fields of nuisances from the hall,” thundered
labor where no one else is willing to the insulted doctor.
enter.” Their poverty at home comSome of the younger boys volunpelled her to do her utmost. 8he teered to lead poor, old, harmless Susan
taught up among the pineries mid in out, and Dick, with burning cheeks,
lumbering regions. Here were poor tackled the ungallant sheep, which on
little children who lacked advantages. account of its sundry ropes and cords
Mary watched for opportunities and found it impossible to vacate the place
always sowed good seed by the wayside. of honor it occupied, or even to doff
k

1

In places remote from

established
helps

by

a

towns she always

little Sabbath-school;

and books were

willingly given

schools of means. She
4i builded better than she knew.” When
Church Hoards later on sent their home
missionaries into the Northwest, the
ministers found that some one had gone
before them and had prepared the
hearts of the hearers to receive the
other

Word with
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After the boys had

left

To Colorado via

disgrace.

BURLINGTON ROUTE

him, he could

rooster, who, after deliberately flapping
his wings a time or two, proclaimed his

liberty by a succession
musical sounds intended

of very un-

for a

triumph-

Only One Night On the Road.
Leave Chicago at i.00 i\m., or 8t. Louis at
8.25 a.m., and arrive Denver 0.15 p.u. the next
day. Through Sleepers,Chair Cars and Dining
Cars. All Railways from the East connect with
>

not
his

rest,

and

in a

vain effort to quiet

nerves he went out

into

the hall and

walked softly up and down the long
passage several times. The lights were
all out,

and everything was so

still

these trains and with similar trains via Burling-

that

ton Route to Denver, leaving Chicago

even the light tread of his slippered
feet seemed to reverberate along the
silent hall.

.

While opposite Dick’s

p.m., St. Louis at 8.15 p.m.,

p.m.

p.m. and 8.00

little

had

and

at 6.10

Peoria at 3.20

All trains daily.

now on

Tourist tickets are

room at the extreme end of the building, he heard a low munnur of voices,
and supposed that Dr. Murray or some
one of the professors was closeted with
him. Not willing to play the part of
an eavesdropper, he was turning away,
when something akin to a sob came
its “ stove-pipe” hat in the presence of from behind the thick oak door. Conthe man whose place it had innocently vinced now that Dick was alone; perusurped.
haps in mental distress, he stepped up
Scarcely had the laugh subsided, nearer the door, and, listening intently,
when, as the doctor raised the lid of caught these words: “0 blessed Jesus,
his desk, out popped a great Shanghai in some way deliver me in this trouble

ant crow. Seizing the boisterous fellow

gladness.

go home to his mother in

sale,

and can be

of ticket agents of all roads and at Burling-

ton Route depots in Chicago, Peoria and 8t.
Louis.
There

is

no

better place than Colorado for

those seeking rest and pleasure.

Cottage to rent for a month or the season at
Sacandaga Park. Terms reasonable.Delightfully located amidst the pines on one of the
spurs of the Adiroudacks. A One hotel near
by, just erected, with first-class proprietor
from Boston. Apply for particularsto Mrs. W.
8. Farley, Fort Plain, N. Y.
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overwhelm me. I am
BRISTOL — CRANE.— At " Fftirvicw,M Claverack,
N. Y., Tuesday,June 80, by Rev. John H. Wyckoff,
entirely helpless, and I cast myself Albert E. Bristol to Elizabeth ('lark , daughter of H.
A. Crane, Esq., all of Clave rack.
wholly on Thee. In Thine own way
H(K)VER— YITITER.— At the residence of John
send me help. I know of no plan ot Llndeburry.Lebanon, N. J., June 80, 1801, by Rev
Wm. K. Davis, Andrew Hoover to Miss Ella Vetter
escape, and so I leave everything in both of Blairstown, N.
WARD— TICHENER.— At Little Falls. N. J., July
Thy hands.”
3, by the Rev. J. C. Cruikshank,Se. D., Joseph Ward
“I must help God answer that pray- to Emily May, daughter of Mr. DeWItt Tiebener, all
of Like View.
er,” said Dwight softly, as he tip-toed
that threatens to

J.

’

by the logs, the irate president threw
stands a small chapel; beside it flows a him out of the window behind the
turbulent stream down which logs are desk, much to the amusement of both
BEAT H 8.
rafted each spring through .swelling professors and students. Rapping on back to his room. “ It will be hard for
waters to points below-. The wild his desk to restore order, the perplexed lue to make the necessary confession,
.MASTIN'.—In Jersey City, June 28, Sarah Maria
man
demanded
the
name
of
the
'2<lvw pr£r r- Ma8tln' M. 0.. formerlyof
March floods bear them to huge sawbut it must be done.” His mother was wSi
allkill,N. Y., aged <8 years.
A
faithful
and devoted wife; a loving and self-sacstudents
who
had
perpetrated
the
unmills, and • the slave steam with his
a Christian and had taught him to pray
rlflring mother, a Judicious aud helpful friend to
teeth of steel fashions them into smooth pardonable mischief. No one volun- so, falling on his knees, he prayed the whom kindred aud nelghlwrs looked, and not in
vain. In time of need and trouble;a consistent disciboards for lumber yards. The name of teering any information, he turned to first real prayer he had ever offered.
ple of the Master, whose example aud Influence for
all that was lovely and of good re|>ort was felt and
Mary Jackson is not forgotten. Through poor Dick with — “ Why don’t you’
“Dear Jesus, give me strength to do acknowledged,a warm hearted sympathizing friend
of her pastor, cheeringhim by her pleasant smile and
sleet and snow the rural men and answer me, sir? You have the keys of my duty on to-morrow. Amen.”
encouragingword, has gone home to her reward.
women go to that little church, a vine the building in your possession, and no
Peculiar and almost life-longtrials of the keenest
After that he went to bed and slept
nature fell to her lot. Left motherless In early life,
of God’s own planting. Mothers who one could bring such a family in sweetly. In the morning he renewed she was a mother to younger children. She ripened
In a

lumbering camp among the pines

;

sit

beside fires resonous with pine knots

tell

the

little

ones of the

first

woman-

teacher of that region. In this plain
chapel stands a memorial

tablet,

placed

through the key-hole.”
Dick denied indignantly all knowledge of the mischief, but the doctor
reiterated his statement that it could
not have occurred without his connivance, and added that until he returned the guilty ones he would be

into womanhood under discipline, which qualified
went into the hall, de- her
for the trying ordeal* through which she was
termined to defend his poor, innocent called to pass. Divine grace sustained her under It
all and was magnifiedin her patient and uncomplainrival. When Dr. Murray and the pro- ing spirit. She was one of those who through much
tribulationenter into the kingdom of heaven.
fessors took their places to begin the
B. c. L.
TELLER.—
Entered
Into
rest
July
2,
18111.
Rev
investigation,his heart almost failed
Henry W. Teller, pastor of Reformed Church li
him, but a glance at the pale face of Porapton Plains, N. J.
the boy arraigned for trial nerved him
ELDER JAMES IMBRIE.

his petition, and

boarded lumbermen and trappers, on which is inscribed this quotation: “Remember the words that I
The following resolutionswere adopted by the Conspake unto you while I was yet with held responsible himself. “ Not a for the conflict.
single
recitation
shall
be
heard
until
you.” — Mrs. Rickets' Daughter, in The
“Have you any new evidence, to "Sav,0!™; ir^r1 rh,,rrh' n,‘w'" po{ut- n- jL B /icreas.It has seemed good to our heavenlv
this
thing
is
settled,”
declared
the
PresbyterianBanner.
offer in your defence?” asked Mr. Mur- Father in His loving wisdom to call away from the
doctor with an imperative wave of the ray, addressing the trembling boy who activities of time our brother and fellow' worker In
the vineyard of Christ, Elder James Imbrie. we the
hand.
occupied a chair in front of the railing. Consistory of the Bergen Point Reformed Church
How Rivals Became Friends.
to put on record our deep sease of loss. In this
An hour's investigationrevealed Before he had time to utter a word wish
bereavement, it is also our wish to express our
hearty appreciation of the long and varied service
pv WIGHT RAYNOR and Dick Ran- nothing: the crime was fastened upon
Dwight was on his feet and surprised rendered by our brother to the church of which he
some were rivals in the senior Dick, all the professors agreeing with
was an officer. In the discharge of bis duty toward
everybody by saying:
his associatesand toward them that are without be
class at Maryville Academy. It was their principal that so public an out“As the ringleader of all the mischief was u life-longillustrationof single-mindedlove for
truth. Ready to aid in hearing the burdens, willing
rather an odd rivalry, too, for Dwight’s rage could not occur without his
done, I wish to testify to Dick Ransom’s to do anything which the occasion might demand, he
showed his faith by his works, and we do not doubt
father was a United States Senator, knowledge.
entire innocence. He knew nothing has received the divine approval of (he great Heed of
and anticipated all the wants of his
“You will keep your room to-day, whatever of our movements. The keys the Church.
2. Whrrcas, The family of our dear brother is resonly son, while Dick was the son of a and at the opening of school to-morrow
were taken from your desk, and as they ident in this place, and the members of that family
have with us a common interest In his precious mem poor widow, and earned his board and morning another chance will be given
are still in my possession, 1 offer them ory, we do assure them, one and all, tliat we cherish
as we know they cherish a most tender and ahidinir
lodging by taking care of the academy you to vindicate yourself,” said the
in evidence of the truth of my state- a erection for hint who** face we see no more As
building, making fires and ringing doctor. “Proceed to your room at
they miss him, so do we miss him, and as they honor
ment.’’ holding up the keys in full
there by

.

view.

Dwight was very popular with the

Pale and trembling with righteous
boys, not only on account of the gener- indignation, Dick walked slowly out
ous supply of oranges, lemons and of the hall, and, almost heart-broken,
bananas which healways kept on hand, hurried away to his room.
but he was a good-principled,whole“We’ve got to own up, boys,” desouled fellow, and as fond of fun as any clared Dwight to a group of boys who
of the common boys.
had gathered in his room that night.
Dick was kind and accommodating,
“And be expelled in disgrace,” said
and the boys harbored no ill-will Jim Harris with a proud cutl of his
towards Ijim, but he was only the jani- handsome lips.
tor, and the class preferred being led
“ Expelled or not, I shall not play
by a gentleman’s son.
the part of a coward and see another
Dwight was the leading spirit in all punished in my stead,” replied Dwight.
the sports, too, hence when he pro“Fool!” cried Ralf Mays. “You
posed celebratingHalloween in such a gained a mark to-day by keeping your
way as to surprise both professors and mouth shut.”
students, half-a-dozenof the most
“So 1 did, but—”
trusty of his followers agreed to stand
“ Never mind the huts and ifs now,
by him, no matter what the results mid have nothing to do but to keep
might be. The boarding hall was sev- your mouth shut, and if Dick goes
eral blocks from the academy building,
overboard you can rest contented that
and the young rogues managed quite he was condemned upon pure circumcleverly to* accomplish their deeds of stantial evidence,” counseled Jim.
darkness during the silent hours of the

For more than an hour the boys de-

“Who

were your accomplices?” demanded Dr. Murray, with an attempt
at severity.

I am not at liberty to tell.
all here present, and if they
do not choose to bear their share of the
blame, I am willing to submit to the
punishment alone. I led them into the

“That

They are

<;

.

'

M

j

„

••

Not just then, but in a more quiet
way, some of the other boys made a

Church Record, and copies be sent to the family of
Dr. ralmage and published in The Christian Intelligencer and Rhintheck Gazette.

i

jw

clean breast of their share of the nii>
IN IIEMOR1AM.
chief, and before the day was over the
At the meeting of -the Consistoryof the Thirtvnames of all the guilty ones were made fourtb Street Reformed Church, held June 20 1801
following resolution waa adopted and entered in
public. They were not expelled, but ^e
full In the minute book of the church:
they were deprived of their recreation
lie#* Wit, Tliat we cherish the memory of the late
barret Van Nostrand,who superintendedthe buildhour for the rest of the term— a punishing of our sanctuary, who for twelve years was an
ment they all accepted heroically, being honored member and officer of our church, and who,
so much lighter than they had ex- having served our Reformed Zion efflf lently In var-

—

.

„

/•i

trouble, and pure cowardice kept me
THE REV. GOYN TALMAGE. D.D.
from making this acknowledgment when
j
The following resolutionswere adopted by the
I should have done it yesterday. 1 hope
Consistory of the Reformed Church of Rhinebeck,
Dick will forgive me for all I have N. Y
• BTimos, The Rev. tioyn Talmage, D.D., a former
caused him to suffer.”
, pastor of this Church, has imssed from earth, and a
For a moment after he sat down all voice once familiar to this people, in words of Instruction and guidance, and helpfulness and hope have
was still, and then one of the bravest been
silenced In death:
boys in-the class whispered loud enough
RnolvetU That In behalf of this Church, where
to be heard all over the hall, “Let us Doctor TWmage so earneatly,effectivelyand suer«*fully labored, and where he Is held in honored and
give him a cheer,” and, unrestrained affectionate remembrance,we offer to his afflicted
by the faculty, hands began to move in family the most sincere aud tender sympathy
Jtoolvcd, That this testimonial be'entcrcdon the
hearty applause all over the room.

bated the subject with Dwight, and pected.
Dick had nothing to do in the morn- when they went away they carried with
In helping God answer Dick’s prayer
ing except to look at the furnace and them the assurance that he would not Dwight helped himself into a better
ring the bell, so no report was made of get them into trouble. Mean as he felt life, for he, too, found that “Friend
that sticketh closer than a brother.”
the mischief inside until the hall door to allow another to suffer in his place,
The Christian Inquirer.
opened, and Dr. Murray, the principal, he had almost persuaded himself that
was confronted by a loud whinney from he would feel a great deal meaner to CUdreo Cry tor Pitcher*# Castoria.
night.

St}.:.-,

name and character, so also do we. It is our
privilegeto testify of hls unwearied care aud Intelligent solicitudefor the church, and for the well-being of all Its members. Hit counsels were wise hls
interest sincere, and hls personal Influence effective
We tender to those who have been bereaved our earnest sympathy, and as we return to the duties of life
we rejoice with them in that 44 good name" which is
rattier to be chute:! than great riches.
3. RoWrcd, That a copy of these ivsolutlous be
Printed in Thk Christian Intklligknckk, and a
copy sent to the family of our brother.
„
James F. Rukw, Pre*.
Henri C. Selvage, Sec.
his

once, sir.”

bells.

^

M

rapadtJeafor a long period, has entered into the

'M
ui nun vwm, iuui gone oeiore, ami to coutlmn
work that he delighted to pursue while here.
Clerk of Consistory of

34th
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Visit to a

Barba

—How

Strikes

It
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sweet potatoes, and can’t read books.

Dispensary

I have no

Chinamen.

most important. Shang-ti

BY A MISSIONARY.

s

A

WARM

A

evening in summer.

_1_\_ large proportion of the male pop-

Highest of

all in

Leavening Power. — Latest U.

Gov

S.

t

Report

wisdom.’ ‘The doctrine is
is

man’s heav-

enly

Father. Every man ought

ship

Him.

This

is

to

wor-

most precious doc-

trine. Please don’t forget

it,’

Deggon’s I^vke
“Then when my turn came 1 went
are sitting cooling themselves on the into a side room to see the doctor. He
margin of the big fish-pond in front of was sitting at a table with a young
it. A. few boys are swimming about in man, a native, beside him. * There w’as
its dark waters. The men are chatting a white thing hanging from the roof
and smoking their long wooden pipes. and swinging backwards and forwards.
One is laying off about his visit to a There was a boy outside pulling it with
mission dispensary that morning, ac- a rope. I suppose it was to keep the
companying his words with appropriate doctor cool, as he couldn’t use a fan
gestures. Delighted to have a chance when writing. His skin was deadly $25.00 Life Size Crayons
of detailing his symptoms, he goes into white. His clbthes were made of white
full details with expressive visual con- foreign cloth. They were very tight.
tortions. He had heard that some peo- I don’t know how he can wear them. IXCLUDIXU A VERY HANDSOME} AND
MOST SUITABLE FRAME.
pie had gone to the foreign doctor and They must be deadly warm. He had
BEST WORK and aTUt'E LIKENESS OU AHA STEED
been healed.
scarcely any hair. It grew’ all over the
warranted all hand work,
genuine crayon.
“ At dawn, with empty stomach, I top of his head just like a Buddhist
Send $12.00 in mnncu and
photot/raith of
set out; for Brother ‘Everlasting Pros- priest’s if he hadn’t shaved for a month.
wmrvlf to the Engl© Portrait Company, New
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